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Above: "Not as easy as it looks" 
is what non-handicapped Ithaca 
College students found when they 
participated in the wheelchair 
race at the second annual Unity 
Relays in Butterfield Stadium. 
( Photo by Devin Mack) 
Right: Tailgating in the Axiom 
parking lot before theHomecoming 
Game, Josh Amoroso '99 (right) 
cools off while biting into a juicy 
piece of watermelon. 
(Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
4 Year In Review 
Right: Wide receiver Matt 
Buddenhagen '99 tries to escape 
the tackle of a College of New 
Jersey player during the 
Homecoming game. /C's efforts 
resulted in victory. ( Photo by 
Chuck Holliday) 
Septem6er 
9L Time 'Io Come 'Iogetlier 
Bright and early on the morning of Saturday September 12, approximately 250 students, faculty and members of the Ithaca 
)mmunity arrived at Butterfield Stadium to show their support for the community and to have fun at the second annual Unity 
elays. 
The stadium was lined with 42 flags from around the world, representing all the countries from which IC students hail. The 
haca College Pep Band played "The Star-Spangled Banner" to kick off the relays. The first event, in which 16 teams 
)mpeted, was the 4x100-relay race. Next, the 100-meter wheelchair race and the half-mile run/walk were held. Twenty-eight 
~ople, none physically disabled, participated in the wheelchair race, and nearly everyone joined the run/walk. The events of 
1e day concluded with an ice cream social and closing remarks. 
Tricia Williamson, interim assistant director of campus center and activities summed up the day by saying, "The most 
nazing thing about it was the range and number of people there: faculty, staff, and students, all getting out of bed on a 
aturday morning and coming together to support this event." 
6y 'l(atie 13romfey 
Above left: Founders Day drew more than 100 
people to Dewitt Park. Amara Peltier '98, 
Brian Zimmer '00 and the rest of the IC Jazz 
Workshop Band performed JO arrangements 
for the crowd in an outdoor concert. (Photo by 
Suzie O'Rourke) 
Above right: Battling throughout the summer, 
Mark McGwire of the Saint Louis Cardinals 
beat out Sammy Sosa of the Chicago Cubs to 
set a new home run record at 70. The previous 
record was 61, set by New York Yankee Roger 
Maris in 1961. (RM photo) 
Left: Terrorist bombs exploded at the 
American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 
late summer. The bombings took place almost 
simultaniously, killing or injuring almost 6,000 
people. American government officials blame, 
but have not charged, exhiled Saudi 
millionaire Osama Bin Laden. ( RM photo) 
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October 
Above: Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich carries his 
suitcase from his house in Marietta, Ga., Saturday, Nov. 7, 
1998, after telling media gathered there that he is stepping 
down. (AP Photo/Ric Feld) 
Above Right: Marilyn Monroe, otherwise known as 
Kristen Hammer '99, celebrates Halloween downtown at 
Benchwarmers. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Right: House Judiciary committee Chirman Henry 
Hyde, a Republican.from Illinois, led the House of 
Representatives in the impeachment of President Clinton. 
He then delivered the Articles of Impeachment to the U.S. 
Senate. A trial to impeach the President was conducted, 
but not before a vote of 43-57 rejected a motion to 
dismiss the case against him. ( RM Photo) 
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Octo6er 
Above Left: New York Yankees Scott Brosius jumps for joy after the 
Yankees swept the San Diego Padres with a 3-0 victory in the World 
Series in San Diego Wednesday, Oct. 21, 1998. Brosius was the 
series' Most Valuable Player. (AP Photo/Eric Draper) 
Above: Renee Thibodeau '99 spends her Halloween afternoon 
searching for two cherries in a plate of whipped-cream at the Jack-
0-Lantern Jamboree in the lower quads. ( Photo by Robert Bluey) 
Left: At the annual Apple Harvest Festival on the Ithaca Commons, 
Liz Carty '99 and Olivia Weale '99 purchase a bag of fresh apples. 
(Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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8 Year In Review 
Above: U.S. Senator John 
Glenn ended his career in 
the Senate with a return 
to space. Glenn, 77, who 
made a pioneering space 
flight in 1962, returned to 
space in November of 
1998 aboard the 
Discovery on a 10-day 
mission. 
(RM photo) 
Left and Center: 
Aproximately 3,000 
people packed the Ben 
Light Gymnasium Nov. 8 
to hear Tori Amos 
perform as part of 
her"Plugged '99 Tour." 
( Photos by Gary Cotti) 
'J{pvember 
Left: Protestors shout out slogans while standing outside the hospital in North London, 
Wednesday, Nov. 25, 1998, where former Chilean leader Augusto Pinochet under arrest is 
recovering from back surgery. With a ruling imminent from Britain's highest court, 
supporters of Gen. Pinochet visited the hospital where the former Chilean dictator marked 
his 83 rd birthday, waiting to hear if he can go free or if he must fight extradition to Spain 
on charges of genocide, terrorrism and torture. (A P Photo/Louisa Buller) 
Below: Quarterback Mike O'Donovan '99 and Dave Kim '99 share a few words after 
defeating Cortland State to take home the Cortaca Jug. It was the first win over Cortland 
for the seniors in their four years. ( Photo by Katie Bromley) 
•ave: Trucks and automobiles are replaced by boats and canoes along Leckliter Street in Augusta, Kan., Monday, November 2, 1998. Heavy rains 
used the Walnut and Whitewater Rivers to flood the south-central Kansas town. Hundreds of homes and businesses weathered damage. (AP Photo/ 
·!in Wagner) 
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Above: The Space Shuttle Endeavour thunders off 
from Kennedy Space Center 's Launch Pad 39-A 
early Friday ,norning, Dec. 4, beginning the first 
U.S. assembly flight.for the International Space 
Station. (AP Photo/Chris O 'Meara) 
Above Right: Chuck Holliday '99 and Melissa 
Thornley '02 enjoy a buff et dinner at the Senior 
Semi-Formal Saturday, Dec. 5 With the theme 
"Make A Wish.for '99," the dance was an early 
New Year 's celebration. ( Photo by Carolyn 
DiCarlo) 
Right: President Clinton recieves applause from 
Rep. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., Vice President 
Gore and first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton as 
he makes remarks to Democratic lawmakers after 
the House of Representatives voted to impeach 
him, Saturday Dec. I 9, 1998. 
(AP Photo/Doug Mills) 
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Right: Dave Alexander 
'00 speaks out against 
an anti-abortion insert 
in The Ithacan at a 
protest held at the Free 
Speech Rock Friday, 
Dec. 4. ( Photo by John 
Sigmund) 
Left: Robin Williams looks 
toward photographers 
while dipping his hands in 
wet cement at the Mann's 
Chinese Theatre in the 
Hollywood area of Los 
Angeles on Tuesday, Dec. 
22, 1998. Williams wears a 
red nose that he wore in his 
new movie, "Patch 
Adams. " ( AP Photo/ 
Michael Caulfield) 
Bottom Left: Rep. Bob 
Livingston, a Republican 
from Lousiana, made 
a surprise decision to leave 
Congress just weeks before 
he was to become Speaker 
of the House of 
Representatives. In the 
wake of the presidential 
scandal, he stunned his 
colleagues when he 
announced during the debate 
to impeach President Clinton 
that he had extramarital 
affairs that nearly destroyed 
his 33-year marriage. 
(RM Photo) 
Bottom Right: Kristi Little 
'99, founder of IC Unbound, 
is seen after a performance 
in which she and three other 
members protested their 
being denied the right to 
dance the form of dance they 
chose in order to be in the 
show. Campus Safety was 
called to end the protest. 
( Photo by John Sigmund) 
'1Jecem6er 
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January 
Right: Former 
Chicago Bulls' star 
Michael Jordan 
kisses the basketball 
floor of Chicago 
Stadium as he leaves 
it for the last time in 
January. Jordan said 
at the end of last 
season he would not 
play for anyone else 
but long-time Bulls 
coach Phil Jackson, 
who is also not 
returning to the game. 
Jordan said the 
mental challenge in 
the game is not there 
for him anymore and 
he has future plans in 
the business world. 
(AP Photo/Barry 
Jarvinen) 
12 Year In Review 
Above: Quarterback John Elway led the Denver Broncos to a 
34-19 win against the Atlanta Falcons in Super Bowl XXXIII at 
Pro Player Stadium in Miami. The Broncos scored 17 points in 
the games' s first half and 17 more in the fourth quarter. ( RM 
Photo) 
Right: Cool Rider Conor Donnelly '99 escapes typical weather 
in Ithaca by taking a wild ride on the"Harley Davidson in the 
Recreation Center. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
January 
Left: Randi Cherill '99 sets up her next shot while 
spending a snowy January afternoon playing pool in 
the Recreation Center. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Below: Michael J. Fox (left), winner for Best Actor 
in a Television Comedy Series for "Spin City," Kerri 
Russell, with her award for Best Actress in a 
Television Drama Series for "Felicity" and Dylan 
McDermott, Best Actor in a Television Drama Series 
for "The Practice" during the 56th annual Golden 
Globes in Beverly Hills, Calif , Sunday, Jan. 24, 
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j'ebruary 
Above: Actor and dancer Gregory Hines 
brings a packed Emerson Suites alive 
with his performance. ( Photo by Emily 
De Wan) 
Above Center: Passengers at the 
American Airlines ticket counter try to 
make alternative flight arrangements 
from Chicago's O'Hare 
International Airport Friday, 
Feb. 12. American Airlines 
pilots continued to 
call in sick and refused to fly overtime, 
leaving thousands of passengers 
stranded. (AP Photo/Stephen Carrera) 
Far Right: Smoke billows skyward.from 
the deck of the grounded.freighter New 
Carissa after charges were exploded 
and the fuel set on fire to save 
Oregon's beaches from a disasterous 
spill of fuel oil after efforts to re.float 
her failed. (AP Photo/Jack Smith) 
Right: Mick Jagger, lead singer of 
the Rolling Stones, gestures to the 
audience during a concert in Anaheim, 
Ca, the second stop of the Rolling 
Stone's 1999 "No Security Tour." 
(AP Photo/E.J. Flynn) 
14 Year In Review 
Above: Nathan Petula 
'99, Dori Thomason '99, 
Max Resnick '99, Steve 
Donlin '99 and Richie 
Dinkes '99, celebrate 
their little remiaing time 
as seniors at the 99 Days 
Party at Semesters, 
hosted by the Senior 
Class. ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Left: /C 's Magic and 
Comedy took the stage at 
a sold out show at The 
Chandicleer. Jason 
Holterhaus '02, seen here 
after eating fire, was one 
of two magicians and four 
comedians to perform. 
( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
~e6ruary 
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March 
Top: Showing off their Irish spirit, Christine Ansley '99, Matt 
Abrams '99, Jessica Morrow '99 and Jesse Kerns '99 celebrate 
St. Patrick's Day together at Benchwarmers. (Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Lower Left: Many students bound for spring break had trouble 
leaving snowy Ithaca. On March 4 nearly two feet of snow f ell 
on campus, forcing President Peggy Williams to close the 
college for only the fourth time in 12 years. Physical plant 
worker Richard Bradford clears a path in front of Textor Hall. 
(Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
16 Year In Review 
Above: New York Yankees slugger Joe DiMaggio connects with the ball as J 
competes in a pre-game home run derby at Yankee Stadium, June 27, 1949, 
New York. The country mourned a hero when DiMaggio passed away Monda 
March 8, 1999, at his home in Hollywood, Fl. 
(AP Photo/John J. Len 
Left: While spending a week at El Pueblito in Cancun along 
with eight others, Anthony Pascale '99 and Angela Vitale '99 
take a trip down the waterslide. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Left: Gwyneth Paltrow accepts her Oscar for best acress for 
her role in "Shakespeare In Love" during the 71 st Annual 
Academy Awards at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of the 
Los Angeles Music Center, Sunday, March 21 , 1999. (A P 
Photo/Eric Draper) 
March 
Left: Kosovo Liberation 
Army soldiers perform 
training exercises in 
northern Kosovo 
Thursday, March 4, 
1999. The United States 
hopes to persuade 
ethnic Albanians to 
sign the proposed peace 
plan, putting more 
pressure on the Serbs. 
Neither side accepted 
the peace plan at talks 
last month in France. 
(AP Photo/Visar 
Kryeziu) 
Above: At the Senior 
Happy Hour in the pub, 
Amy Soucy '99 (left) and 
Kim Jones '99 share 
some laughs and 
cocktails. ( Photo by 
Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Lower Right: During 
Sexfest, a program 
sponsored by SA VA W, 
Veronica Pinto '99 
(right) and Zack Giftos 
'03 were paired up to 
learn proper kissing 
techniques. 
( Photo by John 
Hennessey) 
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18 Year In Review 
Right: Columbine High School students kneel 
in front of.flowers left by mourners at a park 
near the school in Littleton, Colo. , Wednesday, 
Apr. 21, 1999. Fifteen people died in a shoot-
ing spree by two students from the school, 


























Above: New York Rangers' Wayne Gretzky leads his 
teammates around the ice during ceremonies following 
his last game in the NHL on Sunday, Apr. 18, 1999, in 
New York. (AP Photo/Paul Chiasson) 
Right: Assistant Professor Dani Novak picks up 
garbage on the South Hill with Crystal Walker '00 
during his J p.m. class. (Photo by Michael Bloomrose) 
Left: Ethnic Albanian children look out from a 
bus window after arriving at a NATO-run 
refugee camp in Brazda near Skopje, 
Macedonia, Monday, Apr. 12, 1999. Nearly 300 
refugees from Kosovo crossed the border into 
Macedonia at Blace and were taken directly to 
the camp at Brazda. An estimated 119,000 
refugees from the conflict in Kosovo are now in 
























Left Center: Rena 
Kokalari '99 and Kate 
Bugbee '99 show their 
support by listening to 
singers and speakers at 
the Take Back the Night 
march and rally. The 
march, which started at 
the College and ended 
at the Commons, is now 
an annual event in which 
SAVA W takes part. (Photo 
by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Left: James Taylor '00 
listens to the results of 
his party 's appeals on 
the Student Government 
election results Sunday, 
Apr. 18, 1999. Taylor 
appealed his demerits 
after his party lost by 
four votes. ( Photo by 
Mike Bloomrose) 
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20 Year In Review 
Above: Laurel Reed '99 cheers on her 
teammates. The Senior Olympics was eventually 
cancelled halfway through the day due to rainy 
weather. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Above Right: Brian Calahan '99 ties a baloon 
during one of the Senior Olympic events. Each 
school challenged the other in various events. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Denver Broncos quarterback John Elway announces his retirement frorr 
professional football during a news conference in Englewood, Colo. or 
Sun. May 2, 1999. Elway retires as the winingest quarterback in NFL 
history. (AP Photo/David Zalubowski, 
1ckey Chris Antley aboard Charismatic signals his win after 
DSsing the finish line to capture the 125th running of the 
























Three released U.S. servicemen, Staff Sgt. Christopher J. Stone of Smiths Creek, 
Mich. (left), Staff Sgt. Andrew Ramirez from Baldwin Park, Ca. and Spc. Steven 
M. Gonzales of Huntsville, Tex., salute after their arrival at Ramstein U.S. 
airbase, Germany, on Sun. May 2, 1999. Yugoslav authorities released the three 
captured U.S. soldiers to the Rev. Jesse Jackson after 32 days in captivity. (AP 
Photo/ Hervert Knosowski) 
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One student who has made significant contribu-
tions to the School of Business is Kimberlee Howe '99. 
Originally an undeclared major, Kim chose to concen-
trate in marketing in her sophomore year. She has 
always had an interest in business, but it wasn't until 
she took Introduction to Business that she was in-
spired to major in it. 
Kim has contributed tremendously to several orga-
nizations on campus. As president of the Ithaca Col-
lege American Marketing Association she is involved 
in preparing an annual report and chapter plan that is 
judged at the intercollegiate conference in April. Kim 
is also heavily involved in fundraising, including such 
events as: the chicken wing contest, the etiquette din-
ner and credit card booths. Another organization that 
Kim is a member of is the New Product Showcase, 
which collects new products from various companies. 
This organization is best known for its vast collection 
of product failures. Students have been studying these 
products for years and finding ways to improve them. 
One of Kim's responsibilities was too organize the 
banquet for the Association of Marketing Educators. 
In addition, Kim has received several honors at 
Ithaca College. She is a member of the Oracle Society 
and was inducted into both the Delta Mu Delta and Phi 
Kappa Phi honor societies in 1998. Kim has also been 
the recipient of both the RG Fowler and the Douglas 
Betts Scholarships. Furthermore, she has maintained 
her Dean's Merit Scholarship for four years. 
Kim is an aspiring marketer. Although she has no 
immediate plans after graduation she hopes to find a 
job as a buyer. Kim wouldliketoworkacoupleofyears 
before attending graduate school. 
Right: During 
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Right: Members of the AMA pose for a picture. As president 
the organization, Kimberlee Howe '99 prepares annual repor 
and a chapter plan that is j udged at the intercollegia 
conference in April. ( Photo courtesy of Kimberlee How, 
Left: Kimberlee 




display in the 
business school 
in Smiddy Hall. 














during the fall 
semester. 
Kimberlee Howe 
'99 ( sixth from 
the left) is the 
president of the 
organization. 




Above: Michele Mortis '99 and Dheeraj Verma '99 view the "Shado wboxes" exhibit in the Handwerker 
Gallery created by cinema and photography major Karen Schlesinger '99. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
One senior who will most certainly be remembered by the 
School of Business is Dheeraj Verma. Verma managed to 
obtain a B.S. in finance and a B.A. in mathematics with a minor 
in computer information systems and international business 
while accumulating a 4.0 grade point average, all in only three 
short years. 
26 Academics 
While managing this heavy academic load, Verma has also 
spent a lot of time participating in various activities on campus. 
For three years he has represented Ithaca College at Harvard 
University's Model United Nations debates. He was the 
president of the European Debate group on campus and is a 
student justice. 
Verma is one of the true international students at the college. 
Born in New Dehli, India, Verma moved around quite a bit, first 
> England, then back to India for 12 years. He came to Ithaca 
ollege having graduated from one of the top junior colleges in 
ingapore. As for the future , Verma is well prepared. He has 
een a teacher's assistant for six different courses in the business 
~hool as well as a few in the mathematics department. He is 
lso a student consultant in the Center of Trading and Analysis 
f Financial Instruments, for which he created a webpage. 
[aving already done an internship with a Manhattan-based 
Above: On the first 
floor in Smiddy 
Hall, Dheeraj 
Verma '99 sets up 
a presentation 
in the Trading 
Room of the 
Business school. 
( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Left: Wading 
through the water 
in front of 
Dillingham, 
Dheeraj Verma 
'99 and Michele 
Mortis '99 
celebrate Fountain 
Day, the last day 
of classes at the 
college. ( Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
firm, Verma is well equipped for the business world. His plans 
for the next two years however, are to pursue an MBA program. 
When he graduates in May, Verma will become the first 
student in the history of Ithaca College to graduate from the 
Humanities and Sciences honors program. There is no doubt that 
Verma will be sorely missed by faculty and students alike as he 
embarks on the next chapter of his life. 
Academics 27 
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Above: Business major Jon Lintvet '99 discusses career opportunites with training and recruiting specialist for 
Mutual of Omaha Companies, Michael Kasch at the fall career fair, hosted by Career Services. (Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Right: Psychology major Debra Millstein '00 and finance major Bridget Reilly '00 look over informational 
materials provided by Career Services at Network Night 1999. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Left: After a full day of business classes Dan Gordon '99 
relaxes with a bottle of Budweiser at the 99 Days party at 
Club Semesters. (Photo by Suzie O'ORourke) 
Below: During the 2nd Annual Etiquette Dinner hosted by 
the American Marketing Association and Management Club, 
international business major Laura Zucker '99 enjoys a cup 
of coffee at the end of the meal. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Above: During Network Night 1999 in New York City, Robert Egan '98 
receives a contactfromfellow graduate Melissa Taub '92. The night is 
designed to help present students and graduates of the College to establish 
contacts and ask questions of Ithaca College graduates in their field. ( Photo 
by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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Above: Late one evening Mike Krakowka '99 
(left) , Todd Moulen '99, Josh Rich '99 and 
Gregg Pidgeon '99 roast smores over an open 
fire in thier back yard. Rich lives with 10 
housemates, most of whom he has been close 
friends with since his freshman year. ( Photo 
by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Right: Much of his last two years on campus 
Josh Rich '99 has spent in the editing labs in 
Park Hall. As a freshman Rich spoke with a 
senior who he said lived in Park, which at the 
time he did not understand. After finishing an 
hour-long documentary with Ryan Glidden 
'99, about bee-venom therapy, an alternative 
medicine f or multiple sclorosis and arthritis, 
Rich understands exactly what his friend 
meant by 'living in Park. ' ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
'By Suzie O'~urK!! 
At the age of 13, Josh Rich was invited to participate in a 
children's pilot television program. After visiting the studio and 
seeing the behind-the-scenes action involved in television 
production, Rich knew exactly what he wanted to do in the future 
post video production. Post video production includes every 
aspect of producing a video after the initial footage has been shot. 
To start himself off on the right path, Rich began his own 
30 Academics 
company, Rich Productions, a video production company that 
he ran out of his home in Stamford, Conn. 
Upon coming to Ithaca College, Rich further specialized in 
the field by majoring in television-radio with a concentration in 
video production. Since coming to the South Hill Rich has taken 
advantage of the many hands-on opportunities in the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications. He worked with ICTV as 
technical director and director on various shows like ICT 
Presents and Newswatch 54. 
3eyond the South Hill, Rich spent a semester in the Los 
geles program. While in California, he worked as a production 
tstant for NBC Digital Productions as well as the Carsey/ 
mer Company. Rich also assisted in the webcasts of the 1998 
ytime Emmy Awards and the 1998 Primetime Preview in 
nhattan's Radio City Music Hall. 
-Iowever, although Rich attributes much of his learning and 
cess from his different field experiences, he says college is 
ch more than taking classes, it' s about finding out who you 
Above left:. In his room, 
Josh Rich '99 edits 
pieces of a homemade 
video of memories he 
plans on giving to his 
housemates as a 
graduation gift. ( Photo 
by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above right: In his free 
time, Josh Rich '99 
enjoys spending time 
with his house mate's 
dog Norman.(Photo by 
Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Left: While living in the 
"Big House" on 
Columbia Ave., Josh 
Rich and his housemates 
have spent a lot of time 
hanging out in their 
attic, that overlooks the 
street. ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
are. As an only child, being away from home gave Rich a chance 
to be more independent and grow as a person. During that time, 
Rich has established many lasting friendships, which are what he 
will miss most about leaving a place he has called home since 
1995. After leaving the South Hill, Rich hopes to make his way 
in the world and eventually be a successful executive at a major 
television network. 
Academics 31 
r.By !.Rp6ert r.B. r.B[uey 
& Suzie 0'!.Rpurk!, 
Not many Ithaca College students make history 
like Karen Schlesinger '99. 
A cinema and photography major, Schlesinger 
became the first undergraduate student at the college 
to design artwork for the Handwerker Gallery. In 
late February, her project, "Shadowboxes," was 
displayed in the gallery located on the second floor 
of the Gannett Center. 
Schlesinger's project was designed as part of the 
advanced photo studio course, taught by Assistant 
Professor of Cinema and Photography Douglas 
Holleley. 
The project included four plates of glass that 
were grouped together in geometric blocks. 
During finals week in December 1998, 
Schlesinger said, she displayed her project in the 
lighting area in the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications. After Holleley saw the project, 
he contacted Jelena Stojanovic, director of the 
Handwerker Gallery, to see if it could be displayed 
in the gallery. 
The project was displayed Feb. 23-28, and a 
reception was held on Thursday, Feb. 25. 
Schlesinger said she plans to produce a video of 
the gallery installation and market it to other art 
galleries in hopes of having it displayed. 
Schlesinger also took part in a photographic 
journey this year with Janice Levy, chair of the 
cinema and photography department, and four other 
photography students. The group traveled to 
Pittsburgh and the Dominican Republic. There, 
Schlesinger and the others documented the work of 
Global Links, anon-profit organization that provides 
medical supplies to hospitals and clinics in need. 
32 Academics 
Above: Karen Schlesinger '99 sits in the middle of her project, "Shadowboxes 
which was designed for an advanced photo studio class. She is the first undergraduc. 
to have an entire exhibit in the Handwerker Gallery on display. The project consists 
four plates, each of which are composed differently to create a new image. In ea, 
grouping of four colored plates, a rubber ball and a ball of tinfoil change positio 
among black boxes. ( Photo by Steve Borlan 
)OVe and Right: While in the sculpture studio in Ceracche 
~nter, Karen Schlesinger '99 works on afragmented self-
•rtrait made of plaster and different marbles for a class 
oject. ( Photo by Steve Borland) 
Left: Karen Schlesinger '99 takes a rest and relaxes at Ithaca Falls on a 
sunny afternoon. ( Photo by Steve Borland) 
Below: A big fan of the outdoors, Karen Schlesinger '99 enjoys taking 
hikes and spending time in many of the state parks located in Ithaca. 
(Photo by Steve Borland) 
Academics 33 
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Top: Benjamin Kasulke '99 and Thomas Fondano '99 prepare 
to shoot underwater footage f or Kasulke's senior f ilm by 
shooting through afish tank. (Photo by Megan Merriam) 
Left: While the camera isn 't rolling, Marc Petrosino '99, 
Shauna Leff '99 and Nick Yetto '00 relax with the characters 
from ICTV's Moo Shu 's Corner. (Photo courtesy of Shauna Leff) 
Above: Adam Ellick '99 (bottom) and Matt Tomlin '9 
edit their JO-minute video documentar_v, screened durin 
fina ls week, on Selection Classification. Th 
controversial process allows junior high school studenj 
to play on varsity sports teams. ( Photo by Emily DeWcu 
~--- --
- - -- - - -- -- - ---
Top le.ft: Aimee Sommo '99 and Max Resnick '99 pause 
to chat in front of Park Hall moments before their next 
class. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Top right: Communications major Pete LePage '99 kept a 
packed house laughing during his stand-up comedy debut 
at the Chanticleer. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Bottom right: As editor of the Accent section of The 
Ithacan, Gretta Nemcek '99, a print journalism major, is 
responsible for editing each story before it goes through 
proof reading. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Bottom left: While he's not in the photo lab in the Park 
School, cinema and photography major Steve Borland '99 


















Sarah Anderson wanted to come to Ithaca College for the 
physical therapy program. After being accepted, she realized 
PT wasn't for her, but it was too late, and she was stuck 
coming to the college. 
"I'm really glad I did though," Anderson said. 
Before graduating as a psychology major as part of the 
Class of 1999, Anderson wanted to be sure to tie up loose ends 
by finishing her school work, saying good-bye to people, 
figuring out who she wants to keep in touch with, and most 
importantly, finishing her resume. During this time, Anderson 
described the tying up of loose ends as completing the "little 
stuff' as a chapter of her life is coming to a close. 
"Graduation seems a million miles away because of all the 
work I do, but time wise, it feels like it's tomorrow," she said. 
"I can't believe the time went so fast," Marilyn Anderson, 
Sarah's mother, said. "That shocked me more than anything. 
From my point of view, it's just exciting to see." 
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The elder Anderson also said she has always been impressed 
that fears never stopped Sarah. 
''I'm glad to see she's trying different things because she 's 
young and has plenty of time to find herself," her mother said. 
A unique quality about Anderson is her job at Ithaca College. 
Each psychology major is required to be part of a research team 
for three semesters. Those projects introduced her to advanced 
psychology research. 
During the summer after her junior year on the South Hill , 
Anderson looked for a job she could put on her resume. She 
knew a girl who was a research assistant for professors and 
asked about it. Because of her enthusiasm for the job, Anderson 
was hired. She began the summer before her senior year and held 
the position throughout her senior year, and even had her own 
office in Williams Hall. 
As the sole research assistant for Michael McCall, associate 
professor of psychology, Anderson ' s tasks included data 
collection, data coding, research for studies and helping the 
professor with whatever she could. 
Anderson has also worked with Mary DePalma, professor of 
sychology. DePalma said she is glad Anderson has stayed 
,ith the research projects because she has the commitment 
nd experience to help new students beginning with 
~search. 
"She's not 'all work, no play,' but when the work needs 
) be done, she 's never let me down," DePalma said. 
Anderson said that research is not something she wants 
) go into as a career, but she really enjoyed the experience. 
Being a research assistant , "really helped me to 
nderstand what research is about and I've learned so 
mch," Anderson said. 
Although Anderson has a job for the summer as a 
ounselor for Rein Teen Tours, a tour that travels around 
1e country, she doesn' t have a job after that, but said she 
;n ' t worried. 
"Maybe I should be," Anderson said laughing. 
She doesn' t yet know what kind of job she wants to look 
)r, but Anderson did say she wants to work with kids and 
Above: During her years 
on the South Hill, Sarah 
Anderson '99 furthered 
her education in 
psychology as a research 
assistant for Michael 
McCall, associate 
prof essor of psychology, 
and has worked on various 
proj ects with Professor of 
Psychology Mary 
De Palma. ( Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
Left: Because of Sarah 
Anderson's involvement in 
the psychology department 
,she has her own offi ce in 
William 's Hall. (Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
in the field of psychology. 
"There are a lot of jobs in Philadelphia 
right now, working with at-risk kids in 
after-school settings or during-the-day 
settings, and that really interests me. 
I'm going to look more into that," she 
said. 
Graduate school has crossed 
Anderson 's mind, but she said she is 
definitely taking a year off to "solidify" 
her thoughts. 
She says at the close of her college 
career, she will be unsure of exactly 
what to pursue because she doesn 'tknow 
where her main interests lie. That is her 
next mission-to figure out her main 
interests before taking another big step 





Above: By taking part in the partnership program at the Fredrick Douglass Academy, Ithaca College 
students like Tricia Johnson '99, have the opportunity to work in an urban and multicultural educational 
environment for an entire week. ( Photo courtsy of Patricia Tempesta) 
'By 'E[issa Ca[vin 
Within the last few years, Ithaca College has 
established an affiliation with the Frederick Douglass 
Academy, a public secondary school in Harlem. This 
school once was in horrible condition and plagued by 
student violence. Until a woman named Dr. Monroe 
became principal of the school and transformed it into a 
highly sucessful academic insitution. Now more than 
ninety percent of the Federick Douglass Academy 
students go on to college. 
Twice a year, Ithaca College students and faculty visit 
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the Federick Douglass Academy to observe the workings 
of this unique place and even to be a part of the learning 
process. In October 1998, faculty members and students 
from a variety of disciplines took part in the program. 
They observed many powerful teachers at work and saw 
what it takes to create a successful school in New York 
City. Some students and professors were able to teach 
parts of classes. One group from Ithaca College helped 
create a literary magazine of writing from Frederick 



















Left: Elissa Calvin 
'99 works with a 
group of students on 
one of two literary 
magazines, which are 
comprised of 
responses written by 






reflected on what 
they saw and read. 
( Photo courtesy of 
Patricia Tempesta) 
Left: The third annual trip to the Fredrick Douglas 
Academy, organized by Patricia Tempesta, associate 
prof essor of teacher education and director of the 
partnership project, in volves a handful of professors and 
students fro m, the college like Megan Barella '99. ( Photo 









Gifford '99 (far 
right) takes part in 
one of the week-long 
workshops as she 
dedicates time to 
helping students with 
the literary 
magazine. ( Photo 















'99 landed the 
role of Macbeth 
in Dillingham 













Above: Outside the "Hands Against Violence" display, Adria Piccicuto '99, education 
intern at the Task Force for Battered Women and planned studies major at the college, was 
available to hand out literature and answer questions for students and community members 
who visited the display. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
\ 
bove: Politics major Carlos Perkins '99 was very 
zvolved in campus life outside of classwork. Perkins 
Jent a great deal of time in the Office of 
f ulticultural Affairs and also dedicated much of his 
me to the African Latino Society (ALS) on campus. 
~hoto by Justin Joseph) 
Left: When 
the Bombers 
are playing on 

























Above: Housemates and humanities and science majors, 
Paulette Sacks '99, (left) Beth Brady '99 (center) and Elissa 
Calvin '99 (right) all sit together for their graduation ceremony. 
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'By 'Me[issa 'Thornley 
For physical therapy majors, the ensuing 
weeks of graduation and job-searching 
pressure do not exist. 
At graduation these students will receive a 
bachelor' s degree in clinical science but must 
spend a fifth year in Rochester, N. Y. in order 
to accomplish a master's degree. 
Physical therapy major Patrice Lyons '99 
said she cannot get too excited about 
graduation because of the extra year, but she 
is ready to leave Ithaca. 
"Four years was enough here," Lyons said. 
"Ithaca is a great town and a great college, but 
it's definitely time to move on. It's just a big 
world and there's a lot to do." 
Lyons said the PT program's structure is 
the main reason she came to Ithaca College. 
"It was nice knowing that, as long as you 
keep your grades up, you can stay in the 
program, and it's only five years and you get 
a master's degree," she said. 
During her four years at Ithaca College, 
Lyons participated in student government, 
hall council and the Community Service 
Network. Lyons said her experience at Ithaca 
College has opened her eyes. 
"I'm much more open, much more relaxed," 
she said. "I guess I'm much more sure of 
myself also, just being on my own." 
Attending the college' s graduate school in 
Rochester includes three 10-week blocks of 
classes and three six-week blocks of 
affiliations or internships. Housing is not 
provided and students are not paid for the 
internships. 
Jokingly, Lyons added, "We pretty much 
pay to work." 
Even though she is not under pressure to 
find a job, Lyons said her parents have started 
t a • I n 
to worry. After graduation, Lyons plans on 
spending a week with her brother who lives in 
Florida. 
"My mom was like 'oh, you can look for a 
job when you ' re down there,"' Lyons said 
with a laugh. "So, they ' ve already started. I'm 
not worried, but they are definitely [worried]." 
About the additional year, Lyons said, "It' s 
been nice. Everyone' s all stressed out and 
sending out resumes, and I haven' t started 
thinking about it yet." 
Her mother, Portia Lyons, said she is happy 
Patrice chose Ithaca. 
"Ithaca has provided her with a good 
background and I don't feel that she ' ll have 
any problem getting a job," her mother said. 
Stephen Lahr, Lyons' adviser of four years, 
said Lyons ' future is unlimited and she has a 
lot of options. 
"She's got both the intellectual ability and 
personality to be great in the clinic treating 
patients," Lahr said. 
Lyons said she will probably start looking 
for jobs next fall and by late winter have her 
options narrowed down. 
"There are so many realms of physical 
therapy that I could choose to go into, but I 
have no idea right now," she said. "I can' t 
really say until I do another internship, get my 
feet wet in something else." 
During the summer of 2000, PT majors will 
have two internships, so Lyons will not need a 
job until August of that year. 
"When I came into this , I really wanted to 
own my own practice, but just the way the 
health care structure and environment is 
nowadays, that's just almost an unrealistic 
goal," she said. "In a perfect world, if I could 
do that, I would love to." 
s 
Above: Patrice Lyons '99, a physical therapy major, will receive a bachelor's degree in clinical science in May but will continue her studies.for a 
master's degree in Rochester ( Photo by Melissa Thornley). 
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Above: Another construction project the Class of 1999 saw in the making, but was never able to use due to its 
opening after their graduation, was the building between Smiddy Hall and the Hill Center. In the new facility, 
which is scheduled to open over the summer of 1999, students will find a gerontology institute, PT and OT 
clinics, and a wellness center, in addition to computer labs and classrooms. ( Photo by Bob McGrath) 
'By Af icfzae[ W. 'Bfoomrose 
The School of Health Sciences and Human 
Performance went through a waiting period in 1998-
99. The college planned to relocate the 31-year old 
school into a brand-new facility between the Hill 
Center and Smiddy Hall by the second semester. 
Although the new building was supposed to be 
completed by December 1998, delays in construction 
made the move impossible. This did not stop the 
school from continuing to prepare the Class of 1999 
for professional careers in the health and exercise 
sciences. 
HS&HP has a total of 17 undergraduate and six 
graduate programs. These range from athletic training/ 
exercise science, to the popular clinical science/ 
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physical therapy program, to the long standing speech-
language pathology and audiology major. Both the 
clinical science/phy sical therapy program 
and the occupational science/occupational therapy 
programs offer a five-year Bachelors and Masters of 
Science degrees for those students willing to commit 
their extra time to summer study at the University of 
Rochester Medical Center and full-time clinical 
fieldwork. 
The experiences , such as this fieldwork and 
other comprehensive internships, prepare HS&HP 
students for careers as therapists, coaches, clinicians, 
researchers, educators, and health and fitne ss 
professionals. 
~ove: During the 1998-1999 school year one thing that had a constant presence on campus was construction. In the Quad 
mstuction workers were busy building the new fitness center, which was scheduled to be completed the summer after the Class of 












abilities on the 
football field, he 
was named one 
of the captains 








Right: On the Friday before 
spring break, exercise and 
sports science major Jessi Dair 
'00, heads off to her 
neuromuscular control class 
through a storm that canceled 
many classes that day and 
prevented many students from 
getting on the road to their 
spring break destination. 
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Far left: Community 
health education 
major Amanda 
Standley '99 (right) 
relaxes with Marisol 
Declet '99 (left), a 
friend she has known 
since her freshman 
year on the South 
Hill. ( Photo by Bob 
McGrath) 
Left: Over parents 
weekend, health and 
physical education 
major Catie Overton 
'99 receives a 
bouquet o_f flowers 
from her family after 
her soccer game on 
the Upper Terrace 




r.By Afe[issa 'Iliomfey 
Music education major Russell 
Posegate did not plan on attending Ithaca 
College. He auditioned at the music school 
in order to practice for the schools he 
wanted to attend. He never took a tour of 
the campus, but after the audition knew 
he liked the school. 
"Everything here seemed great and so 
perfect and nowhere else I went spent as 
much time, you know, it didn't seem as if 
they were as interested in me," Posegate 
said. 
Posegate has played the trumpet for 11 
years and the piano for 14, but he 
concentrated on the trumpet at IC. 
His focus has changed a lot through his 
college years. Posegate said he started 
out wanting to teach music, but he now 
likes to perform as well. Although 
Posegate plans to go to graduate school 
for either education or performance, he 
doesn't want to go right away. He would 
like to find a junior high band director 
position. 
"A junior high job would give me time 
to do things I want to do," Posegate said. 
"Plus I would have a chance to teach at a 
pivotal point. Junior high is where kids 
are still around from the elementary band 
usually, but it's where they start making 
decisions like if they ' re going to play 
soccer instead. I think that would be 
really neat, to still have a lot of kids 
around and help them make a choice." 
Thinking back to his years at IC, 
Pose gate said, "I wish I had another spring 
break or two because I've never really 
got the chance to do that because I always 
had too much to do and not enough 
resources." Over the summer, Posegate 
said he would like to drive around the 
country because it's something he has 
always wanted to do. 
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Top: The fingers of Russell Posegate '99 work the trumpet to produce sweet sounds. 
Originally, Posegate said he was interested in teaching, however, since coming to 
Ithaca College he has developed a love fo r performance as well. (Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Bottom: After graduation, trumpet player Russell Posegate '99 plans on traveling 
around the country, something he has always wanted to do, but has never had the 
time. During his time at Ithaca College, Posegate spent many long hours in the 
practice rooms of Ford Hall. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
,ve: Russell Posegate '99, a music education major, practices the trumpet in Ford Hall. Pose gate, who has studied the trumpet for 11 years and 
piano for 14 years, is interested in being a band director in a junior high school. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
0 t a • 
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Right: Mark Heinsman '99 
carefully studies his music as 
he strikes the xylophone, an 
insturment in the percussion 
familiy. ( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Bottom left: Keeping the 
rhythm by tapping his foot, 
Mackie Snee '99 plays the 
saxophone during the 
concert. ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Bottom right: Steve Reichlen 
'00 drums away during the 
performance of Little Brown 
Jug. ( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
'By Suzie 0'1\purfy, 
The seventh annual Founder's Day Concert in the Park was 
celebrated on Sept. 20, 1999, in De Witt Park, bringing music 
to the original site of the Ithaca College campus quad. The 
concert, sponsored by the Friends of Ithaca College, featured 
the Ithaca College Jazz Workshop as well as Tuesday-
Thursday Jazz Lab and vocalist Lauri Keegan. Directed by 
music professor Steve Brown '64, the concert included works 
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by artists such as Cole Porter, Bernie Moten and Bart Rowan 
drawing a large listening audience comprised of students, facult: 
and community members. The Founder's Day Concert in the Par] 
first took place in 1992, marking the centennial of the College' 
founding as the Ithaca Conservatory of Music. Today, the traditio1 
continues in remembrance of a time when downtown concerts wer1 
scheduled on a regular basis. 
0 u N D A T 
"It is my plan to build a school of music second 
to none in the excellence of its faculty, the 
soundness of its educational ideals and the 
superior quality of instruction." 
William Grant Egbert 
-Founder of Ithaca College, 1892 
I 0 N 
Far left: 
Swaying to the 
tune, Matt 
Leskovic '02 
wails on the 
trumpet during 
a concert to 
commemorate 
Founder's Day 
at Dewitt Park. 
( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Left: Associate 




leads the Ithaca 
College Jazz 
Band during the 
concert. ( Photo 
by Suzie 
L-__ .a.,. ___ .;.__....;;_l..i..i._ ..... _ _. 0 'Rourke) 
Far left: More than JOO students 
and members of the community 
gathered to hear musicians of the 
Ithaca College Jazz Band like Joe 
Kaczorowski 'OJ, play for Founder's 
Day. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Left: Music major J.P. Midgley '02 
follows his sheet music while 
strumming the guitar during the 
Founder's Day celebration. (Photo 
by Suzie O'Rourke) 
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Above: Performance major Francis Koiner '99 concentrates as she slowly draws the bow across her 
cello. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Top right: Accompiantist Elizabeth Johnson '99 pays close attention to the music as she plays the piano 
one evening while practicing in Ford Hall. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Middle right: To attain an accurate pitch for her voice, and to provide backup sound for her singing, 
Stacey Atwell-Keister '99 listens to the sound of the piano as it accompanies her voice. (Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Left: Tiffany Twitchell '99, a music performance/music education major, has studied 
the clarinet for four-and-a-half years. Twitchell is sure to sit up straight while 
practicing to ensure proper breathing, an important factor when playing a wind 
instrument. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Above right: A calm Jen Caruana '99 prepares for her senior voice recital by doing 
voice exercises with Patrice Pastore in her office moments before showtime. (Photo by 
Suzie O'Rourke) 
Above right: Ben Berry '00 sings a portion of "Gott, ach, Gott" from Bach's Cantata 
70. Berry, a voice performance major, has been taking private lessons for five years. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
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Right: While spending spring 
break in Georgia with the 
Protestant Community, Cindy 
Galvano 'OJ paints a house 
before tenants move in. ( Photo 
courtesy of Pete Hinrichs) 
Below: The Ithaca College Protestant Community is a cross-denominational 
campus organization that bring students from different backgrounds together 
to share their faith through Sunday worship, weekly PC Council meetings, 








food to fill his 
plate one 
Friday night 








Above: Sarah Burgin '99 serves up fresh, hot string 
beans as part of a meal for a holiday celebration with the 
Jewish Community. ( Photo by Katie Bromely) 


















The Catholic Community of Ithaca College provides opportunities for individuals 
to deepen their Christ-centered spirituality through participation in the worship life of 
the Catholic Church. 
Under the direction of chaplains Mary Humenay and Fr. Scott Kubinski, members 
of the Catholic Community are encouraged to participate in the liturgical life of our 
community as Lectors, Eucharistic minister, mass coordinators and music ministers. 
Additional opportunities come in the form of various retreat experiences: ICPeace, 
Mt. Savior and the Interfaith Experience. The Urban Ministry experience in the South 
Bronx is both a retreat and a chance to serve the needs of the poor. 
Students accept leadership roles on our pastoral council as members of the 
Executive Board or on various committees that includes Liturgy, Service, Social, 
Consistent Life Ethic and Retreats. 
The Catholic Community of Ithaca College stresses the importance of faith in daily 
life. Organizations 57 
The newspaper for the Ithaca College co 
By Michael W. 
Bloomrose 
Without fail, The 
Ithacan, the weekly 
newspaper for the 
Ithaca College 
community, delivers the 
weekly campus news 
every Thursday 
mornmg. From the 
student government 
elections to restaurant 
reviews to the latest 
Bombers win, the paper 
provides in-depth 
balanced coverage of 
what IC students, 
administrators, faculty 
and staff need to know. 
Completely run, 
designed, edited and · 
written by students, the 
paper offers extra-
curricular opportunities 




are welcome to submit 
their opinions to be 
published as letters to 
the editor. 
Abo,·e: While seated at his computer in The /tharnn <~ff1ce. 
Editor in ChiefJay Miller ·99 takes notes while conducting a 
telephone i11te1Tieir. ( Photo hy Su: ie O 'Rourke) 
Every year the paper is nominated for numerous national and regional 
journalism awards. In 1998- '99 the paper was recognized with a third place Mark 
of Excellence Award for Best All-Around Non-Daily Newspaper in the Northeast 
by the Society of Professional Journalists. Additionally, News Editor Robert B. 
Bluey, Accent Editor Gretta Nemcek and Staff Photographer Melissa Thornley 
Above: With camera in hand, broadcast journalism major Scott Braun '99, 
scopes out the scene before shooting footage for ICTV at a Bomber football 




manager for 106 
VIC, uses the 
name "Jimmy C" 




involved in the 
development of 
the station since 
his freshman 
year. (Photo by 
Melissa 
Thornley) 
Above: Communications major Casey Kerchner '99 




Below: Viewing the Hands Against Domestic Violence exibit, Lori 
Gabriel '99, a co-leader of Students Against Violence Against Women 
(SAVA W), pauses a moment to read and reflect. The exibit is 
sponsored by SAVA W. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above: Members of Housing for Every Living 
Person (H.E.L.P.), a branch of Community Service 
Network, take a break from painting to pose for a 
group portrait. ( clockwise from upper left) Melissa 
Mikula '99, Andy Brandon 'OJ, the Advisor, Cori 
Laurino 'OJ, Nathalie Bessou '02 and Amy Dolan 
'OJ, a member of the CSN executive board and 
HELP co-chair. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Right: Skott Friedman 'OJ (left) holds the lyrics of a 
song for Bora Yoon '02 during the Bigayla meeting 
at the free speech rock in front of the campus center. 
The event allows students to speak freely about their 
sexuality through words, songs, poems and other 
forms of expression. (Photo by Gary Cotti) 
Below: Paint-covered Melissa Mikula '99 recoats her paint 
roller as she works on the closet in an upstairs bedroom for the 
program Housing for Every Living Person (H. E.L.P.). (Photo 
by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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Students Against Violence Against 




one <d' the 
many signs 
held during 













to the Ithaca 
Commons. 
( Photo hy 
Melissa 
Thomley) 
SAVAW (Students Against Violence Against Women) is a student-run organization 
that is dedicated to educating the Ithaca College Community on issues surrounding 
violence that occurs in everyday life. 
SAVA W runs specialized programs that allow students to explore their feelings 
and become educated on topics such as incest, rape, sexual assault, mental emotional 
and physical abuse as well as any topic that the students feel is necessary to explore. 
They also deal with other issues that women in our society are faced with today, such 
as eating disorders, discrimination and sexual harassment. In the 1998-99 school 
year SAVAW's activities included, Take Back the Night (march and rally), 
Celebration of Women, Sex Fest, Campus-wide and classroom speak-outs, Annual 
trip to Seneca Falls Women's Rights National Historical Park, Retreat, Love your 
Body day and SAVA W's publication of the Venus Letters. The Co-Leaders for this 
year were: Lori Gabriel, Mindy Lais, Jen Reardon and Maxine Silent. 
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Aho\'e: President <d' the Student Gm·emment Association Mark Naparstek '99 takes 
notes while Congress Chair Sarah Burgin ·99 and Vice President <d' 
Communications Nick Tarant '00 listen attentil •e/y during a meeting. ( Photo hy 
Katie Brome/_,·) 
By Mark A. Naparstek 
The purpose of the Student Government Association is to serve as 
representatives on behalf of the students to the faculty, staff, administration, as 
well as the community. 
In the 1998-99 school year, enthusiasm played a key role in the work the 
Student Government Association set out to do. With multiple projects completed 
in all areas of concern at Ithaca College, we end this year with much success. 
From the first Homecoming Pep Rally in over 20 years, to protesting New York 
TAP funding cuts, to addressing academic concerns with all upper-level 
academic administrators, great things were accomplished. 
ion 
~elow: Becky Gay '99, vice president of campus affairs, and Nick Tarant 
·oo, vice president of communications, tear up the dance floor at the 
~ampus-wide semi-formal held in December. (Photo by Carolyn DiCarlo) 
lbove: Mike Maurey '99 is sure to seal his envelope after voting for a 
·andidate in the Student Government Association 2000 election, as Amy 
~epperi 'OJ looks on. Unsealed envelopes are not counted. ( Photo by Michael 
:chramm) 
Below: President Peggy Williams addresses the body of the 
Student Government Associaton during one of it 's weekly 
meetings held in the North Meeting Room of the Campus 







Sean Heffro n 
'99 looks over 





Left: Lauren Tatro '99 
waits patiently f or 
voters at the Terrace 
Dinning Hall polling 
booth. After a 
controversial election, 
the Fresh party won the 
2000 Student 
Government 
Association by f our 




Below: Gregory Hines performed for a sold-out 
audience in Emerson Suites. (Photo by Emily DeWan) 
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Middle right: The Samples drummer, 
Sam Young,formerly of the 
Winebottles, jams during the show. 
Young recently replaced drummer 
Kenny James. (Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Right: Karen Furst '99 and Rodney 
Jay Burnett '99 were sure to arrive 
early so they could watch The Samples 
performance from the front row. ( Photo 
by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Below: Moments earlier, hypnotist James Mapes had told this student that he 
would not be able to read his name. Upon opening his wallet he was unable 
to tell Mapes who he was. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 




Kelly, a nati,•e 
9• <d' Vermollf, 
moved to 




, Samples concert 
in March <d' 




SAB and BOC. 
( Photo hy Su::.ie 
O'Ro11rke) 
The Student Activities Board is designed to provide quality programming to educate 
and entertain the Ithaca College community. This student-run organization provides 
different feature films in Textor Hall each weekend, as well as hosts a spring leadership 
weekend in Syracuse, encouraging members of different campus organizations to share 
their views and needs regarding the college. This year, the SAB was also involved in 
hosting The Samples on campus in March of 1999, along with The Bureau of Concerts. 
SAB has entertained people for the past four years with Fall Madness, Winterfest and 
speakers, including Gregory Hines in February 1999. 
board 
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By Michael Spann 
African-Latino So-
ciety - one of the 
long-standing student 
organizations on cam-
pus is about to cel-
ebrate its 30th anni-
versary. The mission 
of the African-Latino 
Society is "to promote 
the economical, social 
and political welfare 
of people of color in 
Ithaca and elsewhere." 
Senior spokesper-
son, Nigel Graves, has 
been a vital force in 
contributing to the sta-
bility, prominence and 
continued success of 
ALS. As the first se-
nior spokesperson for 
ALS in five years, 
Graves contributed a 
broader perspective 
and offered more in-
cite as to how things 
work at the college 
level of the organiza-
tion. ALS has proved 
to be a strong 
orgainization this year 
in collaborating with 
African-Latino Soci 
Above: At the annual ALSfa/1 pirnic president and spokesperson Nigel 
Greaves '99 serves up lunch for the rest <f the club. ( Photo by Justin Joseph) 
other groups, bridging gaps and building bridges over the gaps that scarred the orgainization 
last year. "ALS usually operates on the presonality of its leader. Grave's personality has 
been a nice balance of personal and political," states Office of Minority Affairs Director 
Keeon Gregory. "Nigel is very positive in trying to work with and for people instead of 
against them ... Thanks to Nigel, through his mission and vision, for the first time this year, 
ALS and OMA worked with Hillel in providing a K wanza and Hanukkah celebration, and 
brought organizations together for The First Annual Black History Month Celebration."' 
Even through the success of the organization this year "there's a lot that still needs to be 
done," as ALS turns 30 and moves into the 21st century. 
Left: On Unity Day Carlos Perkins '99 listens to a speaker at the Free Speech 
Rock on the Campus Center quad. (Photo by Justin Joseph) 
Below: Secretary Denise Bennett '00 takes notes at the weekly ALS executive 
meeting. (Photo by Justin Joseph) 
Keeon Gregory, 
the adviser to ALS and 
director of 
multicultural affairs, 
takes a phone call in 
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Below: A member of the Ithaca College women's ski team, 
Linsay Hill '00, stands with her skis after returning from the 
Collegiate Ski Association National Alpine Championship in 
Mammouth, Calif. Because of the four feet of snow that fell on 
the resort, many of the ski team members got stuck in California 
and could not return to Ithaca in time for class on Monday after 
break. (Photo by John Sigmund) 
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Right and far right: Erik 
Donough '02 learned how to 
toss and spin the diablo 
through his involvement with 
the juggling club. ( Photo by 
Suzie O'Rourke) 
Below: Erik Donough '02 spends a sunny afternoon in the campus 
center spinning and tossing a diablo. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Ahm·e: John Hagan '02 de111011stmtes punching tecniques he 
fell med in cfl!ss. ( Photo hy Gary Cotti) 
By Colleen Quinn 
After originating at Ithaca 
College four years ago, the 
Seido Karate Club has made 
tremendous progress, always 
keeping the philosophy of 
its founder in mind. 
According to club president, 
Jenna Lane, Seido Karate 
was founded 20 years ago on 
the idea that the sport of 
Karate was too much about 
strength and fighting. The 
idea is to train people to be 
better human beings, the 
motto, "technique before 
strength, and spirit before 
technique." 
Seniors Taralyn Fasqueri 
Molina, Yvonne Sing and 
Jenna Lane lead the 
successful activities that 
keep this club in business. 
The Champion Festival, a 
tournament for Seido Karate 
students, is held every year, 
with the assistance of the IC 
Seido Karate Club. They 
have been participating in 
and helping set up the festival 
for three years. The festival 
provides an arena for 
students to compete and 
show off their skills, while 

















( Photo by 
Su:ie 
O'Rourke) 
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The Ithaca College Club Hockey 
By Todd Scriber 
The Ithaca College Club Hockey team got off to a fast start this season led by 
seniors: Jack Cassari, Jim Gallegro, Kiel Harvey, Nathan Keough, Mike Krakowak, 
Kevir Sabella ( captian), Dave Sonce and Steve Wolf. Three consecutive wins, 
including a hard-fought victory over rival Cortland gave the team high hopes for the 
season. Unfortunately, three of the teams top offensive players were injured and 
would be out for the remainder of the semester. Lacking the same offensive punch 
Ithaca suffered losses to the top two teams in the league and an overtime loss to 
Syracuse. The second semester started off similar to the first with two straight 
victories over LeMoune and a 5-5 tie with Colgate. Unfortunately, it also ended 
similar to the first semester losing four-straight games by one goal each. 
The teams 5-12-1 record could easily have been the other way around if the puck 
had bounced their way a couple more times. This team isn't only about wins and 
losses. The team plays because the players love the sport and the little things that go 
with being a hockey player. Friendships and memories that will last forever are 
formed on and off the ice. 
Jove: Among the players the men 's ice hockey team will lose to graduation are Mike 
~akowka '99 (top left), Nathan Keough '99 (top center), David Sonde '99, (top right) 
?Vin Sabella '99 (lower left) and Kiel Harvey '99 (lower right). (Photo by Suzie 
'Rourke) 
Left: Meg Rossi '99 charges forward with the ball 
during a women's rugby home match. ( Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
Below: One of the men's ice hockey captians, Kevin 
Sabella '99, looks for an open man to make a pass. 
(Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Above bottom: Shooting for a goal is Kiel Harvey '99, a 
native of Geneva, N. Y. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above top: Sara Fisher 'OJ holds onto the ball tighly as 
her opponents try to strip it from her, while her 




Right: During the Wegman's Cooking 
Expo Paulette Sacks '99 reads over 
nutritional information provided by the 
store as a means of preparing seniors 
for heathly eating after graduation. The 
expo was one in a series of workshops 
heldfor Real World 1999. (Photo by 
Suzie O'Rourke) 
Center: Randy Knight '99, president 
of Student Home Pages, works on the 
organization's Web site. Student Home 
Pages is composed of a group of 
students dedicated to encouraging, 
supporting and promoting student 
publication on the World Wide Web 
and the online presence of campus 
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'99 tastes a wine 
from Lucas 
Vineyards, a 
winery located in 
the Finger Lakes 
Region, which 
sponsored the 
wine of the Class 




The A ni er i ca n Ma r k e ting Ass o 
Abm•e: Steve Donlin '99 and Richie Dinkes '99 111ind their 111a1111ers at the 2nd ann1wl 
Etiquette Dinner hosted by the American M(lrketing Associ(ltion (Ind Man(lge111ellf Cluh. The 
dinner is held in hopes <d' enlwncing students proper dining etiquette in order to prep(lre the111 
for the possibility <d' (I lunch or dinner interview. ( Photo by Su:ie O 'Rourke) 
By Suzie O'Rourke 
The Ithaca College chapter of the American Marketing Association (IC 
AMA) is a student-run organization designed to develop student leadership and 
involvement in the marketing field. The IC AMA helped sponsor a number of 
events this year including Career Week, the Etiquette Dinner and various other 
career-related workshops and presentations. Career Week consisted of hosting 
different companies that gave students information about entering and being a 
part of the job world. This event also consisted of career fairs that emphasized 
different fields. As for the Etiquette Dinner, over 200 students participated this 
year where they were told what to expect and what is appropriate when 
interviewing over a meal. Lastly, in April, selected members of the group 
traveled to New Orleans where they participated in the 21st Annual AMA 
International Collegiate Conference. At the conference attendees had the 
opportunity to learn management techniques from leadership sessions and 
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By Suzie O'Rourke 
The Ithaca College Men's Choir, also known as Ithacapella, is the only all male vocal 
arrangement recognized on campus. Advised by voice educator Dr. Randie Blooding, the 
group is open to men from any major or discipline on the South Hill and chooses its 
members through auditions each semester. Formed by members of the class of 1999 
during the spring semester of 1996, the group has grown and flourished over the past four 
years and is a testament to the dedication of its members. 
A large reason for the choir's popularity and success has been its versatility. Because 
the group maintains a repertoire that spans many different disciplines, the members can 
adapt their shows to a broad scope of audiences. An average week for the group may 
consist of concerts ranging from a doo-wop show in the Coffee House, to a local church's 
Sunday mass, to a concert at a local elementary school or a formal concert in Muller 
Chapel. 
Besides offering men a platform for performing a variety of music, the choir also allows 
students to be involved in different aspects of the music business: conducting, arranging, 
promoting, booking tours and concerts and fundraising. During the middle of February 
members take part in a singing valentine fundraiser which makes touring possible. 
As many of the original members graduate this year, some memories they will take with 
them, in addition to the friendships they have formed, are moments from their various 
tours throughout the Northeast and a number of wonderful concerts on the South Hill. 
a 
Left: Jerad Bortz 'OJ plays 
Willy (left), Brian Maillard 
'99 Harry and Jennifer Hall 
'99 Flora in Flora the Red 
Menace, a production at 
ClarkeTheatre in the spring. 
( Photo by Rachel 
Hogancamp) 
Center: Erica Lauren 
Greishaber '99 stars as 
Eurydice and Shawn Puller 
'99 as Orpheus, in Orpehus in 
the Underworld, a comic 
opretta in three acts. The 
performance took place in the 
Hoerner Theatre Feb. 23-27. 
( Photo by Rachel 
Hogancamp) 
Above: Ron Smith '99 belts out part of a solo during a spring performance by l thacapella. 
(Photo by Emily DeWan) 
Left: Over Parents Weekend, David Blazier '00, a member 
of the Ithaca College Pep Band, adds the sound of his 
trombone to a lively song during half-time at a women's 
soccer game. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
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Right: Richard Nathan 
'99 (left) and Jon Elston 
'99 joke around before a 
performance by The IC 
Players, a student run 
theater organization 
designed to give students 
experience in every aspect 
of the theater industry. 
Those involved can 
partake in directing, 
acting, producing and 
stage management. Each 
play by the organization is 
student run, produced and 
directed. ( Photo courtesy 
of Kiera Brown) 
Right: Besides 
singing afew of 
her own songs, 
Beth Scalonge 
'99 performed a 
number of 
dances with IC 
Unbound. 





Latino ( Latin 
Pride) dance 
as the opening 
act to the 
lthacapella 





Behind the scenes of IC Unbound, Chair of Publicity 
and dancer, Julie Vivenzio '99 curls the hair of f ellow dancer 
Joanna Rob '00. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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Above: Choreographer and dancer Maegan Rzasa '02 isfi·ont and center during the IC Unbound 
dance to Tori Amos' "The Waitress." A total (d' 15 dances i-vere performed to the music (d'various 
artists during the "Swing into Spring" pe1forma11ce. ( Photo by Su-:.ie O 'Rourke) 
By Suzie O'Rourke 
IC Unbound is a student-run performance group, advised by Professor Michelle 
Cole, and is comprised of student performers and choreographers of all levels. The 
goal of the dance company is to provide a non-competitive environment in which 
dancers and choreographers of different levels of experience and backgrounds can 
perform and create routines together. Some members of the group bring years of 
experience while others have very little or no dance training. Students become 
involved by attending auditions and a few general meetings each year, which are 
held in order to prepare for the two annual performances held in Emerson Suites. 
Through their involvement in the group, students learn exactly what goes into 
making a dance performance successful from start to finish. This year the fall and 
spring recitals featured a combination of jazz, lyrical, swing and ballet performances. 
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It is the one weekend during the fall that alumni, students, parents and friends of the college gather 
to celebrate being a part of Ithaca 
College. Barbecues, tailgating and 
reminiscing with old and new friends 
highlight the pre-game activities in 
numerous parking lots on campus 
and across the road. The sun shined 
on Butterfield Stadium on a 
September afternoon in Ithaca as the 
Bombers handed the College of New 
Jersey Lions an 18-16 loss during 
Homecoming Weekend. It was a 
thrilling game to watch. The victory 
over the nationally ranked Lions 
moved Ithaca to 3-0 on the young 
season, while College of New Jersey 
dropped to 2-1. Quarterback Mike 
O'Donovan '99 threw for 205 yards 
and a touchdown to lead the Bombers, 
who entered halftime with a modest 
6-3 lead. Led by quarterback Ed 
Byrnes, the Lions grabbed a 10-6 
lead on his 33-yard touchdownjaunt. 
Yet the Bombers struck back with 
two touchdowns of their own to take 
an 18-10 lead. Greg Carlucci scored 
on a six-yard run to narrow the gap to 
18-16 with 6:43 left in the game, but 
the College of New Jersey could get 
no closer. With :02 remaining on the 
clock, Lions' placekicker Mike 
McGhee lined up for a 43-yard game-
winning kick. But McGhee's kick 
landed well short of its intended 
destination and the Bomber crowd 
erupted into a frenzy. Ithaca held on 
to win by two points, satisfying the 
large Homecoming crowd. 
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Top Lef t: Steve Wolf '99 and Elizabeth 
Filadora '99 enjoy a beer bef ore kickoff 
while tailgating. ( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Above: The Bomber dances f or the 
crowd, keeping the attending alumni and 
students cheering f or the home team. 
(Photo by Robert B. Bluey) 
AISO/ilf 
lf/CK!rlll 
Above: Julie VanRensselear '99 pets Dopey a 
he makes his way through the crowds o 
tailgate rs. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke 
2uarterback Mike O'Donovan '99 threw for 2,365 
·ards in 1998 and a school-record 24 touchdowns. 
l e finished his career with over 20 school records. 








































icnic. Barbeque. Drinks. 
rs. Tents. Pick-up trucks . 
. Team spirit. Go Ithaca. 
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ass . Bleachers . Field Goal. Quarterback. Defense. Offense. 
Coaches. Kick. Mud. Punt. Goalpost. Field. Teammates. 
IC linebacker Mike Sansone '99 (above right) attempts to stop Cortland's 
Omar Darling, while free safety Brian Austin '99 backs him up. (Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
Spectators at the Cortaca game cheer the Bombers to 
victory. ( Photo by Adam Ellick) 
Center: Bomber quarterback Mike O'Donovan '99 is congratulated by 
Chris Belluzzi '99 after Ithaca's victory against Cortland. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Top right: Ryan Carpenter '00 runs down the field with Cortland's Jason 
Keenan. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Bottom right: Wide receiver Keith Bonser '99 runs awayfrom 
Cortland 's defensive end Ryan Percival. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
By Jon Alhart 
The Cortaca Jug found its way back to the South Hill after spending three years in Cortland 's trophy case. The Ithaca-Cortland rivalry added another chapter to 
its storied hi story as the Bombers prevailed in an offensive 
shootout, defeating the Red Dragons, 37-29. On a cold and 
snowy November afternoon in front of 8,000 chilly fans , 
Ithaca scored in seven seconds on its first possession, stunning 
the Cortland defense. But the Red Dragons responded 16 
seconds later on a 65-yard touchdown pass. In the second 
quarter, wide receiver Matt Buddenhagen ' 99 returned a 
punt 71 yards, cutting the deficit to seven at the half. Ithaca's 
defense yielded 27 points in the first half as the Bombers went 
into the locker room down 27-20. However, the defense played 
a magnificent second half and Cortland managed only two 
points on a safety in the fourth quarter. The Red Dragons 
recorded only 40 second-half yards. Cortland was inside the 
Ithaca 10 late in the game, but a fumble recovered by safety 
Brian Austin '99 sealed its fate. Ryan Carpenter '00 gained 
161 yards on the ground and two touchdowns as the Bombers 
took over in the second half. Quarterback Mike O 'Donovan '99 
also tossed a pair of touchdowns. Cornerback Ron Amato ' 01 
had two interceptions in the second half. Ithaca snapped a two-
game losing streak to Cortland with the win and the Bombers 
moved to 8-1 on the season, while Cortland fell to 4-5. 
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otball 
uch to their dismay, head coach Mike 
Welch's football team was knocked out 
of NCAA playoff contention after a 28-
21 loss to fifth-ranked Buffalo State in its last 
regular-season game. After beating Cortland and 
the College of New Jersey, the Bombers were sure 
to receive a bid to the NCAA playoffs. But the 
selection committee decided otherwise, and Ithaca 
had to settle for a spot in the ECAC Northwest 
Championship game. The Bombers triumphed in 
their last game, beating Hartwick 40-6. Cornerback 
Jeff Tremlett ' 99 intercepted two passes and broke 
up three others to earn game MVP honors. Running 
back Eric Amorese ' 99 scored on a two-yard run to 
open the scoring. Punt returner/wide receiver Matt 
Buddenhagen ' 99 returned the second-half kickoff 
75 yards for a touchdown. 
Quarterback Mike O'Donovan ' 99 threw for 
2,365 yards and a school-record 24 touchdowns in 
1998, averaging 236.5 yards per game. Buddenhagen 
returned 29 punts for 667 yards and compiled 762 
yards receiving. He led the nation in punt return 
average with 23 yards per return. Running back 
Ryan Carpenter ' 00 led the Bombers in rushing 
with 639 yards while Amorese rushed for 373 yards. 
Buddenhagen led the offense with 13 touchdowns 
while running back Nick Dibble ' 00 added 10. 
Linebacker Mike Sansone ' 99 led the Bomber 
defense with 100 tackles. Buddenhagen, Sansone 
and O'Donovan were named to the East Region all-
star team. Buddenhagen and Sansone were then 
named to the Hewlett Packard Division III Football 
All-America team. 
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Top: Def ensive tackle Justin Griffen '99 sacks Cortland quarterback Jeff 
Humble in the 1998 Cortaca Jug game. (Photo by Melissa Thorley) 
Bottom: Matt Buddenhagen '99 led the mation in punt return average. ( Photo 






















( Photo by 
Melissa 
Thornley) 
Above: Running back Nick Dibble '99 rushedfor 58.2 yards per game in 1998. ( Photo by 
Richard Austin) 
Top left: Running back Eric Amorese '99 ranked third on the team in rushing with 37.3 yards 
per game. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Bottom left: Quarterback co-captain Mike O'Donovan '99 averaged 236.5 yards per game 
in 1998. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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ECAC. First place. Seniors. Captains. 
By Marjorie Obreza 
The women's cross-country team's season was highlighted by a first-place finish at the Union Invitational and a second-place finish at the St. Lawrence Invitational. The team then placed 
third at the NYSCTC championship. Lauren Byler ' 01 led Ithaca with 
a fourth-place finish at the NYSCTC meet. Cara Devlin ' 00 placed 
11th and Frances Erway ' 02 placed 17th. All three runners earned all-
state honors. Meaghan Brady ' 99 placed 25th. 
Ithaca completed its season placing fifth at the NCAA New York 
Region qualifier. Devlin ran to sixth in 18:31 , missing an individual 
berth by one place. 
Bill Ware, a 1998 inductee into the Ithaca College Sports Hall of 
Fame, came out of retirement this fall to coach the team. He was named 
interim head coach following the departure of Kelli Bert, who accepted 
a coaching position in cross country and track at Michigan State 
University. 
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Above: Emily Carlson '00 runs during the team 's annual 
Alumni Race in the fall of 1998. ( Photo courtesy of the cross-
country team) 
By Marjorie Obreza 
an Golden ' 99 became the men ' s cross-country program's 
first two-time All-American with a 22nd-place finish at the 
NCAA Division III men's cross country championship. 
Jolden finished in 25:39.74. His finish was the fourth-highest 
)Ya Bomber at the national meet. He also won three consecutive 
·aces at the end of the season. 
Seventh-year head coach Jim Nichols guided his team to a 
;econd-place fini sh at the Union Invitational and sixth place at 
)oth the Oswego Invitational and the St. Lawrence Invitational. 
fhe Bombers have qualified as a team for the NCAA 
::hampionship twice during his tenure. The team placed ninth at 
:he NYSCTC championship. Golden won the race, the first 
[thaca runner ever to do so. His personal best of 25 :44 placed him 
;ix seconds ahead of the runner up. Eric Sambolec '99 finished 
19th in 26:49. Golden and Sambolec earned all-state honors. 
Scott Williams ' 99 fini shed 76th in 28: 14. 
Top left: Ian Golden '99 was a two-time All-American during his 
tenure at Ithaca College. ( Photo by Tim McKinney) 
Top right: Eric Sambolec '99finished 19th at the NYSCTC meet in 
1998 and earned a/I- state honors. (Photo courtesy qf the cross-
country team) 
Center right: Khawaja Hameed 'OJ fini shed in the top fi ve f or the 
men 's team all season. ( Photo courtesy of the cross-country team) 
Bottom right: Th e men 's cross-country team f tnished ninth at the 
NYSCTC meet in 1998. (Photo courtesy of the cross-country team,) 
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By Kevin Cohe 
Graduating seven seniors, including six starters, is difficult for any team to overcome in the 
following season. The men's soccer team 
was no different. The three-time defending 
Northeast regional champions coached by 
Andy Byrne started the season ranked 
sixth in the nation and first in the region. 
But inconsistent play and trouble scoring 
goals plagued the young team led by 
captains Reade Driscoll '99 and Rob 
Kaplan '99. Wade Wilkinson ' 01 led the 
team in goals (7) and points (20). The 
defense was led by Josh Hyman ' 99, and 
goalie Matt Deskiewicz ' 00. 
The team played at Fredonia in the first 
round of the ECAC tournament. The game 
ended in a 0-0 tie, with Fredonia advancing 
6-5 on penalty kicks. For the first time in 
the seniors ' careers, Ithaca failed to make 
the NCAA tournament.But the four seniors 
on the team have made their mark at Ithaca 
with three-straight regional champion-
ships and the school 's first Final Four 
appearance in men's soccer. 
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Above: Co-captain Rob Kaplan 
'99 dribbles the ball up the fi eld 
during a game in 1997. ( Photo 
by Tim McKinney) 
Top Left: Co-captain Reade Driscoll '99 battles an 
opponent. Driscoll guided the team to the ECAC 
tournament. (Photo by Tim McKinney) 
Above: Josh Hyman '99 was the key to Ithaca 's defense 
in 1998. Hyman, a Mahwah, N J. native, started every 
game for the Bombers. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Nicole Tropea '99 started all 21 games.for the Bombers in 1998 as a tri-



















Far left: Tri-captain 
Amanda Tsetsi '00 
started all 21 games 
for the Bombers in 
the 1998 season. 
( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Left: Katie Overton 
'99 was plagued 
" with knee injuries 
during her career 
on the South Hill, 
but remained on the 
team. ( Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
- - B-y Ma-r-forie Obreza 
F or the first time since making four straight appearances to the NCAA Final Four in 1988-91 , the women's soccer team (15-4-2) advanced to the NCAA 
semifinals under head coach Mindy Quigg. The team was 
striving for a national title. The Bombers were one game away 
from a shot at the title, but the College of New Jersey held Ithaca 
to six shots and went on to win 2-0 in the semifinals. Back Erin 
DeMarco '01 was selected as a third-team All-American. 
DeMarco and midfielder Jessica DiManno '01 were named to 
the all-tournament team. DeMarco was also named to the 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America All-New 
York Region First Team. DiManno was named to the second 
team along with forward Samme Miller ' 01. The awards kept 
coming for the trio, as they were also selected to the New York 
State Women 's Collegiate Athletic Association All-Star Team. 
Miller started all 21 games for the Bombers and led the team 
in scoring with 12 goals. Goalkeeper Lindy West '01 recorded 
12 shutouts along with 84 saves. 
Seniors Nicole Tropea, Jamie Melser , Katie Overton and 
Carrianne Gifford ended their careers on the South Hill in 
1998. Tropea and Melser started all 21 games for the Bombers. 
Tropea scored seven career goals and had four career assists. 
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Far right: Outside 
hitter Julie Rock '99 
bumps the ball to a 
teammate during a 
match in the 1998 
campaign. Rock was 
a co-captain in her 
senior year. In her 
sophomore and junior 
seasons, Rock was 
one of Ithaca 's top 
reserves. (Photo by 
Tim MCKinney) 
Right: Middle hitter 
Christine Ansley '99 
prepares to slam the 
ball over the net in a 
1998 match . She was 
afour-year player 
and captain for the 
Bombers and played 
in 139 games in 1998. 
(Photo by Tim 
McKinney) 
Bottom: Setter Jen 
Salmon '02 sets a 
shot over the net. In 
the NCAA regional 
match, she led Ithaca 
with 20 assists, 12 
digs and four service 
aces. As afirst-year 
player Salmon saw a 
lot of playing time. 
Outside hitter Rusdi 
Sumner 'OJ (back) 
assists Salmon on the 
play. ( Photo by John 
Sigmund) 
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By l\4arjorie Obreza 
S eventh-year head coach Janet Donovan led the volleyball team to its sixth-straight appearance in the NCAA playoffs in 1998. The team completed its season 
at the NCAA Divison III New York Regional after it was swept 
by top-seeded Cortland. Setter Jen Salmon '02 led the Bombers 
with 20 assists, 12 digs and a season-high four service aces. 
Outside hitter Rebecca Helmetsie '00 added 10 kills. 
The Bombers opened the season with a second-place finish at 
the Springfield Invitational. In the championship match against 
RIT, Ithaca took a 2-1 lead, but lost in five games. The team then 
swept regionally ranked Rochester 3-0 in October, winning its 
fourth match in a row. Ithaca went on to sweep Oneonta in late 
October, and was ranked third in the New York Region. 
Middle hitter Christine Ansley '99 finished her four-year 
Bomber career in 1998. She played in 139 games in 1998, 
recording 194 kills, 153 digs and five aces. Outside hitter Julie 
Rock '99 played in 87 games registering 153 digs, five aces and 
four kills in her Bomber tenure. Ansley and Rock were co-
captains of the 1998 squad. 
By ]'.Aarjorie Obreza 
First-year head coach Ryan Witt led the women's tennis team to a 7-3 finish in 1998 and a seventh-place finish in the New York State Women's Collegiate Athletic Association Championship. The 
second doubles team of Rachael Umen ' 99 and Julianna Barbieri '00 reached 
the semifinals before losing to the top seed. Ending their careers on the South 
Hill were seniors Maegan and Rachael Umen. Maegen finished her singles 
career with a record of 23-15 and doubles at 16-11. Rachael finished 16-13 in 
singles and 18-11 in doubles competition. Kim Faulkner '00 completed 1998 
with a record of 9-5 in both singles and doubles competition. Barbieri ended 10-
4 in doubles and 17-12 overall in 1998. 
Top: Kim Faulkner '00 slams the ball over the net in a 1998 match. She 
finished 1998 with a 9-5 record in both singles and doubles competition. 
Dou les compet tion . NYSWCAA tournament . 
Skirts. Backhand. Overhand . Point . Wins. 
• enms 
Bottom: Rachael Umen '99 returns a serve in one of her final matches as a 
Bomber. She f inished J 998 with a J 6-1 3 record in singles play. 
Above: Maegan Umen '99 serves during a singles match . She 
ended her Bomber career in 1998, with a record of 23 -15 in 
singles play. 
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By Marjorie Obreza 
In her third year as head coach, Tracey Houk led the field hockey team to an 11-10 record in 1998. For the ninth 
year in a row, Ithaca was selected to play 
in the NCAA playoffs. The team was 
defeated 3-0 by Gettysburg in the NCAA 
Regional Playoffs at Rowan University 
Nov. 7, 1998. Leading the Bombers 
offensively was forward Kelli Coppola 
' 99 with 11 goals and four assists. In her 
career on the South Hill, Coppola scored 
32 goals and added 11 assists. 
Jessica Kennedy ' 01 was second on 
the team in scoring in 1998 with five goals 
and two assists. Erika Nielsen '99 started 
all 21 games for the Bombers, scoring two 
goals and recording five assists. Midfielder 
Megan Dimond '00 also started all 21 
games for the Bombers, scoring one goal 
while assisting on four. Goaltender Jen 
Stoneburg '99 made 183 saves for Ithaca, 
allowing only 27 goals for an .877 saves 
percentage. Stoneburg was selected to play 
in the 1998 National Field Hockey Coaches 
Association Division III North/South 
Senior All-Star Game at the University of 
Pennsylvania. She was also named to the 
New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association all-tournament team. 
The Bombers are now 12-14 in NCAA 
playoff competition. 
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Top: Jessica Kennedy 'OJ swings for 
the ball against Messiah 's Kerri 
Fulginiti. Kennedy was second in 
scoring for the Bombers in 1998. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Middle: Forward Kelli Coppolla '99 
led Ithaca in scoring in 1998 with 11 
goals and four assists. She was also a 
captain. ( Photo by Gary Cotti) 
Bottom: Erika Nielsen '99 started all 
21 games for the field hockey team in 




wrestles with RIT's Matt 
Hamill in 1999. (Photo 
by Melissa Thornley) 
Middle: Ryan Ciotoli 
'OJ competes at the 
Ithaca Invitational in 
1998. ( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Bottom: Co-captain Dan 
Butler '99 dislocated his 
elbow just days before 
the 1999 NCAA Division 
III Championship. 
(Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
By Devon Dams-0' Connor 
The 1998-99 wrestling team finished its season with a record of 11-3 overall and sixth in 
Division III. These final statistics met 
the team's preseason expectations of 10 
wins and a top-IO Division III finish. 
With a young team listing only two 
seniors and two juniors on the roster, 
head coach Marty Nichols is optimistic 
about the future of his team. 
Tom Hall '01 (133 lbs) led the team 
in pins with nine, and was the 63rd 
Bomber to earn All-American honors. 
Hall, accompanied by Ryan Ciotoli '01 
and Co nor Heun '01, advanced to the 
NCAA Division III Championship at 
the College of New Jersey. Hall placed 
fourth in his weight class but Heun and 
Ciotoli were eliminated in the first round 
of action. 
Dan Butler '99 (174 lbs.) and Chuck 
Maragioglio '99 (197 lbs.) captained 
the squad during their final season on 
the South Hill. They finished their final 
seasons with wins at home. Butler was 
scheduled to make his fourth appearance 
at the NCAA Division III Championship, 
but he dislocated his elbow during 
practice just days before the tournament 










team to a 
record of 12- ' 





play. ( Photo 
by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
In his second season as head coach, Jim Mullins led his squad into the 1998-99 season ranked second in the EAA preseason 
poll. The Bombers had eight returning letter 
winners as well as four starters from last season. 
But tough losses and the inability to win the 
close games brought a 12-13 record, the first 
losing season since the 1994-95 campaign. 
Led by captains Jay Watts '99 and Brenden 
Killeen '99, the Bombers headed into the final 
weekend of conference play with an oppurtunity 
to claim the championship and an NCAA playoff 
berth. But a home loss against RIT ended the 
chance. The Bombers still had a chance to make 
the ECAC playoffs with two non-conference 
games remaining, but losses in both games 
ended Ithaca's season with no postseason action. 
Guard Pat Britton' 00 led the EAA in scoring 
at 16.5 points per game and was named a first-
team all-conference player for the second 
consecutive season. Forward Jamie Darwish 
'00 was a second-team selection, averaging 
11.2 points and 5.8 rebounds per game. 
Watts and Killeen leave South Hill as winners, 
with a 60-44 cumulative record over their four-
year careers. 
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Above left: A starter in all 25 games, guard Pat Britton '00 led all scorers with a 
season high 25 points during a game vs. Cazenovia College, scoring 10 of 13 from the 
field. On the year, Britton led the Bombers squad in most points per game, being the 
highest scorer in 13 of 25 games. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Above right: Jay Watts '99, a 6'2" guard, was the top scorer off the bench f or the 
Bombers during the 1998 season and a leader in his role as co-captain during his 
final season on the South Hill. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Left: 
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The women's basketball team finished the 1998-99 season 12-12 overall and 7-3 in the EAA. The squad ended the season with three-straight wins over Alfred, Nazareth and RIT, but it wasn't enough to receive a bid to the 
NYSWCAA tournament. Led by six senior captains Ithaca was sure to reach the 
postseason. But injuries led to a small bench and the Bombers settled for a .500 
record in head coach Christine Pritchard's final season. Pritchard, who has guided 
the team for the past 14 season, announced her resignation mid-season and is 
planning to relocate to California to pursue other interests. 
Playing their final games on the South Hill in 1998-99 were Jennifer Colby '99, 
Jen Cotton '99, Shannon Cotton '99, Liz Carty '99, Kelly Shene '99 and Olivia 
Weale '99. Colby scored her 1,000th point and averaged 13.4 points per game while 
Shannon Cotton averaged 11.1. Jen Cotton holds the school record for three-point 
baskets made in one game with six. Weale started 23 games for the Bombers, 
shooting . 780 from the free throw line. Carty handed out 38 assists and collected 21 
steals while Shene pulled down 117 rebounds and blocked 10 shots. 
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Indoor 
Runners. Jumpers. Hurdles. Stop watch. Times. Speed. 
Far right: 




Egan '00 of 
Meriden, 
Conn. , was 
part of the 
3,200-meter 
relay team that 
placed second 
with a time of 
8:47.04. 
( Photo by Erin 
Ryan) 
Field events. Shot put. Javelin . 35-pound weight throw. 




Andrew Austin '99 stretches 
before a 400-meter race in 1999. 
(Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Bottom right: Matt Hopp 'OJ prepares to 
begin the 500-meter race. Hopp competed in 
middle and short distances for the Bombers. 
( Photo by Erin Ryan) 
- By Gerliyn M. Curtin 
C
ompeting in 10 events throughout the season, the men's 
indoor track and field team's strengths proved to be 
running events. One challange the team faced this 
season was rebuilding its roster after losing several key field 
athletes to graduation. However, underclassmen attempted to 
fill the viod. Matt Hopp '01 and Mike Henn '00 turned in top 
performances in middle and short distance events. Drew 
Davidson '02 placed at several meets in the 35-pound weight 
throw, while Ian Golden '99 had consistant performances in 
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the mile run. 
After competing in a majority of non-scoring meets, the 
Bombers placed eighth of 14 teams at the NYSCTC 
championship. In the 500-meter run Joe Messer '99 finished 
third in 1:08.71. In the 5,000-meter run Eric Sambolec '99 
placed eighth. 
At the ECAC championship, the team tied for 16th place among 
41 teams. In the 500-meter run Hopp became the first Bomber to 
clinch an individual championship at an ECAC indoor meet. 
By Marjorie Ob,eza 
rhe women's indoor track and field team won its second straight NYSCTC championship in 1999, outscoring 14 other teams. The indoor state title is the fourth for the 
ombers. Courtney Smith '00 won her fifth career state title, 
nishing first in the 200-meter dash. Jill Prevet '99 placed 
,urth in the 200-meter dash. 
At Cornell's Kane Invitational, Lisa Good '99 broke the 
~ven-year-old record in the 500-meter dash, finishing in 
19.41. 
Erin Stevens '00 broke her own school record in the 20-pound 
weightthrow, while Lauren Byler '01 finished first in the 800-
meter run. 
The team also placed eighth at the ECAC Championship at 
Boston University. The 1,600-meter relay team of Good, 
Prevet, Smith and Byler placed fourth in 4:01.17. Other 
highlights from the 1998-99 indoor season were second-place 
finishes at the Cornell Invitational and the Hamilton Invitational. 
Top left: Invitational and all-around team 
leader, Lisa Good '99, was one of two 
Bombers to set school records. Good broke a 
seven-year record in the 500-meter dash with 
a time of 1:19.06, beating Kristina Wachtel's 
time of 1: 19.41 set in 1991. ( Photo by Erin 
Ryan) 
Top right: In January, during a non-scoring 
meet at Cortland with Binghamton, 
newcomer Maria Valentini '00 recorded 
state and ECAC qualifying times in the 500-
meter dash. ( Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Bottom left: At the Rochester Invitational, 
the Bombers began the weekend by placing 
fourth of seven teams. Lisa Freitag '99 of 
Townsend, Mass., finished fourth in the 800-
meter run with a time of 2:37.90. ( Photo by 
Erin Ryan) 
Bottom right: Christine Dittrich 'OJ had an 
~,...~~ impressive year with a second-place standing 
in the triple jump during the Rochester 
Invitational and afifth-place standing in the 
Syracuse Invitational.(Photo by Erin Ryan) 
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Committed to Coaching 
By Suzie O'Rourke 
t two years old, John McNally became the center of attention at family 
gatherings as he recited the New York Yankee's line-up by heart. Since 
then his love for baseball has grown over the years. 
McN ally credits his father for planting the initial seed and his mother and 
grandmother for keeping his love of the game alive after his father died when 
he was five. He began his career playing Little League and continued to play 
through junior high and high school. After graduating from Island Trees High 
School, in Levittown, NY, he began concentrating on coaching. His former 
high school coach, Nick Grande, gave him a position with a team of 13-year-
olds for the summer. 
Since coming to Ithaca College as a physical education major, McNally 
began devoting more time to learning the game of baseball and how to coach 
at a higher level.Now, during the 1999 season, he wears number 14 for the Blue 
and Gold in his fourth consecutive season as student-assistant coach under head 
coach George Valesente. 
During practices McN ally is responsible for rotating players, shagging balls 
and other odds and ends. On game days he helps umpires, takes care of visiting 
teams and line-up cards, along with other tasks. 
Under the direction of Valsente and the other coaches, McNally said his 
experience with Bomber baseball has been invaluable. Although he has learned 
a lot about baseball from the program, some of his fondest memories come from 
the little moments he has shared with his teammates and coaches and from the 
friendships he has established. McNally said he is thankful for having the 
opportunity to become part of the Ithaca College baseball family. 
After graduation McNally hopes to find a job teaching physical education 
while continuing his coaching career. 
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Above: Leaning against the fence at Bucky Freeman Field, John McNally '99, student assistant 
coachfor the Bombers baseball team, keeps an eye on the field. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Upper Left: Being a part of the team for John McNally '99 (center) has not only taught him 
about the game of baseball, but has been the reason for a few laughs and memories. (Clockwise) 
Head Coach George Valsente, assistant coaches Brian Angelichio, Frank Fazio and Fritz 
Hamburg jokingly take a swing at McNally. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Lower Left: During a game, John McNally '99 shares a few words with David Valsente , son of 
head coach George Valsente. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Spo rts 99 
By Marjorie Obreza 
he women's swimming and diving team finished 
undefeated in 1998-99 at 9-0, and head coach Paula 
Miller was named Division III coach of the year 
after the team finished seventh at the NCAA Division III 
championship. Her career record stands at 105-24, leading 
the Bombers to undefeated seasons in each of the past two 
years. Ithaca has not lost to a Division III opponent since 
1990, a span of 57 meets. 
The season was highlighted by a first-place finish at the 
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and the Franklin & Marshall Invitational. 
Leading the team were six seniors in their final season on 
the South Hill. They include: Caroline Arpe ' 99, Renee 
Helbok ' 99, Erin Ouellette ' 99, Dara Porterfield ' 99, 
Julie Steele ' 99 and Ruth Vesler ' 99. Steele and Helbok 
were co-captains of the squad. Helbok placed first 27 times 
and second three times for 261 points. Porterfield placed 
first 12 times and second eight times for 177 points. Steele 
came away with 10 first-place fini shes and nine second-
place finishes. 
Above: Caroline Arpe '99 won NYSWCM championships in the 400-yard 
individual medley and 200-yard butterfly in 1998. (Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Left: Erin Ouellette '99 is congratulated by head coach Paula Miller in her 
last home meet of the season. ( Photo by Erin Ryan! 
By Meredith Jorgensen 
With star Dave Balta '02 joining the men's swimming and diving team this year, the Bomb-
ers had to be pleased with their season. 
Under the direction of head coach Kevin 
Markwardt, the men finished with a 12-2 
record. Co-captains Jay Morini '99 and 
Andy Oriska '00 were happy with the spirit 
and morale of this year's squad. The team 
had a lot of depth even with limited num-
bers, as they had only 16 swimmers on their 
roster, a relatively small squad compared to 
past teams. The men finished fifth in the Up-
state New York State Collegiate Swimming 
As sociation Championship with 674.5 
points. Balta took second in both the 200-
yard freestyle and in the 100-yard butterfly. 
Rob Finne '00 swam a 58.3 in the 100-yard 
breaststroke, qualifying him for the national 
meet. Finne did a successful job represent-
ing the squad at the NCAA Division III 
Championship that took place in Duluth, 
Minn., placing 21st in the 100-yard breast-
stroke and 26th in the 200-yard breaststroke. 
Top: Jay Morini '99 was a fo ur-year member of the men 's swimming team 
and a capatin his senior year. ( Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Middle: Brian Sherwin '99 was part of the winning 400-yard medley relay 
at the Rensselaer In vite in 1998. (Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Bottom: (Left to right) Ryan Spencer 'OJ , Andy Driska '00 and Tim 
Dalmata '00 take a break in the Hill Center pool. Spencer placed seventh 
in the JOO-yard breaststroke at the UNYSCSA championship. Driska placed 
f irst twice and second six times f or the Bombers in '98. Dalmatafinished 
f irst three times and second once in his junior season. 
Spo rts 101 
Kim Sebastiao 
ad coach Rick Suddaby led the 
omber gymnastics team to the 
ational Collegiate Gymnastics 
Association Championships for the 13th 
straight season. Ithaca, the former NCGA 
Champions, saw this season as a rebuilding 
year and ended with a record of 2-5 in dual-
meet competition. Three of those losses 
were to NCAA Division I or II schools and 
the other two were to other 1999 NCGA 
qualifiers. 
Co-captain Judy Skupsky '99 was 
steady for the Blue and Gold in the floor 
exercise, posting scores as high as 9 .250 all 
season. Stacey Coleman '01 carried the 
team with stellar performances on the vault, 
balance beam and the uneven bars. She 
earned a career-high score of 9.225 in the 
balance bean in a dual-meet vs. Brockport. 
Erin Kahler '0 1 also produced a career-
best score this season. Hers came in the floor 
exercise with a score of 9.525 during the 
HarrietMarrancalnvitational. The freshmen 
class was large in numbers, making this 
season the rebuilding year that it was. The 
youth of the team was led by all-around 
competitor Celia Moore '02 who returned 
from a back injury that kept her out of 
competition for the first three weeks of the 
season. 
The Bombers see this year's trip to the 
National Championships as a learning 
experience for the younger members of the 
squad. The team hopes its journey to 
Minnesota this season will prepare the 
young team for later trips to the Nationals 




competes on the 
vault during the 
Harriett 
Marranca Invite, 
in which the 
Bombers earned 
a third-place 
finish. During the 
meet Kahler led 
her team with a 
first-place and 
career-best finish 
in floor exercise 
(9.225), afifth 
place in vault 
(9.050) and a 
sixth place on the 
beam. (9.225 ). 
( Photo by Alex 
Darion) 
Top: Earning her fourth varsity letter as a Bomber gymnast, Judy Skupsky ..------------
'99, a member of the 1998 National Collegiate Gymnastics Association 
Championship team, was one of three IC gymnasts named to the £,astern 
Collegiate Athletic Conference All-Academic team. (Photo by Loryn 
Kleveno) 
Middle right: During a triangular meet at West Chester in late January 
Jocelyn Genoa '02finished second on the uneven bars with a score of 
8.500. At the season's end this newcomer had an average of 8.190 on the 
uneven bars, which made herfourth in team standings. ( Photo by Erin 
Ryan) 
Right: Stacey Goldman 'OJ was the top Bomber finisher in a meet against 
Springfield when she tied for first on the balance beam (9.100) and the 
uneven bars (8.800). At the end of the 1999 season Goldman had the 
highest recorded average for the two events. (Photo by Erin Ryan) .._ __________ _ 
Top left: A newcomer out of Beachwood, OH, Eric Ritter '02, posted a 4-5 record in singles 
matches and 3-5 record in doubles matches. 
Bottom left: During a battle vs. Hobart College in April, Matt Schultz '00 became the second 
Bomber (Rojer being the first) to record 75 career wins. By the end of the 1999 season Schultz 
posted an 83-19 career record. 
Above center: During his third season on the men's tennis team, Jean-Jamil Rojer '00 led the 
Bombers with 22 singles wins and 12 doubles wins. In the weekend Nazareth Tournament in 
April, Rojer became the first player in Bomber history to earn 80 career wins. 
Above Right: Under the direction of first year head coach Ryan Witt, Dave Ludwig '99, first-
time letter winnerfor the Bombers, had an overall season of 11-27, with seven wins coming 
from singles matches and four wins coming from doubles matches. 
Margie Obreza 
T
he 1998-99 men's tennis team finished with an 8-8 record. Dave 
Ludwig '99 was the only senior on the squad. He finished with seven 
singles wins and four doubles wins. For his four-year career at Ithaca, 
he compiled an 11-27 record. Jean-Jamil Rojer '00 and Matt Schultz '00 
led the team in wins in 1999. Rojer won 22 singles matches and 12 doubles 
for an overall record of 34-13. Schultz, who missed the fall season because 
he was studying in Los Angeles, finished l 3-4 in singles and 11-2 in doubles. 
Schultz now holds an 83-19 overall record for three years while Rojer stands 
at 94-26. 
Rick Grubb '01 won seven singles matches and nine doubles for the 
Bombers in 1998-99. Ryan Witt was in his first year as Bomber head coach 
in 1998-99. He also coaches the Ithaca women's tennis team. 
Net. New coacH: Match. Ace. Doubles. Record holder. 
RSinl out. Racket Backhand. Strings. 
I 
Match point. Love. Serve. Game. 
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Ey Marjerie Obreza 
The baseball team made it to the finals of the NCAA Di vision III New York 
Region playoffs , but fell to 
eventual winner Cortland 8-3 and 
11-3. The squad finished with a 
26-16 record. One highlight of 
the season was a doubleheader 
sweep of cross -town ri val 
Division I Cornell in March. 
Four seniors led the team: 
pitchers Justin McEnroe and 
Bryan Gaal, shortstop Jason 
Hogan and right fielder Mike 
O'Donovan. Hogan batted .353 
for the Bombers, including 53 
hits and a team-leading 44 runs 
batted in. He crossed the plate 37 
times for the team and hit 11 
double s and two triples. 
O'Donovan hit .312 and fini shed 
his stellar Bomber career by 
becoming a member of the 
program's 200 hits club. In 1999 
he had 48 hits, including 10 
doubles, and scored 45 times. 
Outfielder Tony Farago ' 00 led 
the team in hits with 56. 
McEnroe finished his career 
on the South Hill with a 27-10 
record,breaking the schoolrecord 
for wins. He was 9-3 in 1999 with 
a 2. 79 ERA. Gaal finished with a 
2.25 ERA and five saves. 
Head coach George Valesente 
wrapped up his 20th season as 
head coach of the baseball team at 
Ithaca College. 
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Top: In 72.2 innings of work, Justin McEnroe '99 
tied Ian Locke '03 for the best-team record going 9-3 
on the season while striking out 53 batters. ( Photo by 
Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above left: In 23 apperances, tri-captian Bryan Gaal 
'99 had an ERA. of 2.25 and led the team with the 
lowest opposing batting average of .206 with 48 
strikeouts. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above right: While 
crossing the plate 37 times 
, shortstop and tri-captain 
Jason Hogan '99 led the 
Blue and Gold with a total 
of 44 RBIs and batted .353 
on the season for the 
second best average on the 
team. ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Bottom: During the 1999 NCAA New York regional playoffs, tri-captain Mike O'Donova11 
'99 was the third Bomber to reach 200 hits in his career. Defensively, 0 'Donovan played right 
field for the Bombers since the time he was a freshman. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke! 
Below: Cheryl Wah '99 was also a four-year starter for the Bombers. In 
1999, she batted .343 with 47 hits, including seven doubles and four triples. 
( Photo by Justin Joseph) 
Above: Third baseman Julie McGraw '99 played for the Bombers for four 
years. She started at third base for three seasons and served as a captain in 
1999. (Photo by Melissa Thornely) 
Top left: Sharon Orchard '99 was a four-year starter for the softball 
squad and a two-year captain. She led the team with her knowledge of 
the game and play-calling abilities. (Photo by Justin Joseph) 
By Marjorie Obreza 
e Bomber softball team won the NCAA Northeast 
Regional and advanced to the 1999 NCAA Division III 
World Series in Eau Claire, Wis. The team lost both 
games in the series, which included the top eight teams in the 
country. 
Two Bombers were named to the All-America team-
shortstop Cheryl Wah '99 and first baseman Laura Remia '01 
were both second-team choices, marking the first time since 
1987 that two Ithaca players earned all-American recognition. 
Wah was a four-year starter for the team and batted .343 in her 
senior season. Remia led the team with a .441 average and 15 
home runs. Catcher Sharon Orchard ' 99 was also a four-year starter 
for the Bombers. Orchard led the squad with her on-field presence and 
leadership behind the plate. Third baseman Julie McGraw ' 99 was a 
co-captain for two seasons. She batted .321 in 1999 with 36 hits and 24 
RBI. The pitching staff was anchored by Robin Bimson '01 and 
Christie Davis '01. Bimson finished with a 1.73 ERA and a 22-8 
record. Davis was 7-5 with a 2.84 ERA. The team held a nine-game win 
streak from March 31 to April 17. Wah led the team in stolen bases with 
six, while Remia had five. Kristin Muenzen '00 helped the Bomber 
offense as the designated hitter with a .395 batting average, including 
four doubles and nine RBI. Sports 105 
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Right: The men 's 
crew team earned a 
record of 7-3 and 
raced three boats 






(CICR) . The varsity 
eight was seeded 
18th out of 18 
schools, but placed 
fifth in its heat and 
. ~- ._.,,__ --- - - - - -
then recorded a ••--"" =,.--
fourth-place finish 
in the third-level 
finals . They placed 
16th overall. 
( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
..__ ________________________________________________ _. 
Right: Six-seat co-
captain Cris Brown '99, 
finished his career as one 
of the program 's f ew 
rowers to earn four 
letters. A member of the 
varsity heavyweight eight 
since his freshman year, 
Brown sat in the fi ve seat 
when the varsity crew 
qualified for nationals 
andfinished 12th at the 
CICR. As a jµnior, Brown 
set a school record in the 
2000-meter rowing test. 
( Photo by Suzie 
O 'Rourke) 
Far right: Co-captain Mike Junkins '99, sitting in the stern seat, set the rhythm for the 
1999 Bombers after missing the 1998 season due to a knee injury. During his ro wing 
career, one of Junkin 'sfondest memories came during the Head of Charles race when 
his team placed sixth of 75 teams. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
By Marjorie Obreza 
The men's varsity crew team, comprised of five seniors and seven sophomores, finished the 1999 spring season 7-3. The team was seeded 18th at the ECAC Champion International Collegiate Regatta 
at Worcester, Mass., but turned in a 16th-place showing. The Bombers also 
placed seventh at the New York State Small School Championship on May 
1 at Delta Lake. 
Leading the way on the team were five seniors: seven seat Karl 
Braunwarth, six seat Cris Brown, three seat Josh McCarthy, stroke 
Mike Junkins and Matt Taback. 
At the ECAC race, the varsity eight boat placed fifth in its heat and 
recorded a fourth-place finish in the third-level finals. In the third-level 
finals, the Bombers crossed the finish line with a time of 6:36.1 , beating 
Mercyhurst by five one-hundredths of a second. They also finished ahead 
of Cincinnati (6:52.2). 
Head coach Dan Robinson has been guiding the program for 11 years. He 
has been associated with the crew since 1975. 
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Above: In the bow of the boat Matt Taback '99 makes a 
splash on l ake Cayuga. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
~bove: Coxswain Michelle Sathan '99 helped her team members become one 
Jj two Division Ill teams to qualify for the NCM College Rowing 
'::hampionships f or the last two years. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
By Marjorie Obreza 
T
he 1999 women's crew team placed second at the New York State 
Small School Championship at Delta Lake with a time of 7:33.6. 
The squad also placed fourth at the Eastern College Athletic Conference 
:nternational Collegiate Regatta at Worcester, Mass. The team raced four 
)Oats in the race, with the varsity eight boat garnering fourth-place honors in 
7:26.4. The Bombers ended their season 8-3. 
Leading the way for the Bombers were eight seniors: stroke Suzanne 
\lien, coxswain Michelle Sathan, six seat Valerie Sudnick, bow Brenna 
Wiberg, Katie Angelou, Sara Horesco and Ruth Vesler. 
In a tri-meet with Cornell and George Washington, the varsity eight boat 
)laced third in 7:46.6. Ithaca then posted two wins the next weekend, 
~ompeting against Hobart William Smith Colleges and the University of 
3uffalo. Head coach Becky Robinson, an Ithaca College alumna, is coaching 
he squad for the fifth year. 
Left: Under 
the direction 
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record of 8-3 
























and RJT. During 
that competition, 
the varsity eight 
won the three-
team race with a 
time of 6:59.3 
and the novice 
eight posted its 
'" __ _.... fifth straight win 
with a time ~f 
7:24.4. ( Photo 
by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Erg-a-than. Coach Robinson. Training. 
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L ed by seven seniors, the men's lacrosse 
team finished 7 -6 ( 1-4 
SSL) in 1999. The squad 
ended the season with a 
22-6 loss to top-ranked 
Gettysburg. One highlight 
of the season came in April 
with a 12-11 double 
overtime wm over 
Hartwick. 
Attack Mike Seymour 
'99 led the team in scoring 
with 15 goals and 30 
assists, while attack Jason 
Pacioni '99 scored 26 
goals and handed out 11 
assists. Attack E.J. 
MacCaull '99 notched 19 
goals and added 14 assists 
for the Bombers. 
Goaltender Pat 
Alexander '99 made 98 
saves for a .566 saves 
percentage. He finished 
with a 10-9 record. Goalie 
Marc Pascal '00 was 8-2 
with 42 saves for a .600 
saves percentage. 
Other seniors on the 
1999 squad include 
midfielder Gary Mazza 
(12 goals, 12 assists), 
midfielder Wes Rush ( 11 
goals, six assists) and 
midfielder Brian 
Burghdurf ( eight goals, 
two assists). 
Head coach Jeff Long 
is tied for the program's 
winningest coach. At the 
end of the season the team 
was ranked 23rd in the 
United States Lacrosse 
Coaches Association poll. 
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Top: AttaclonanMike Urgo '00, afeature 
player in the Bomber attack line-up, comes 1'! 
left against his opponent. During the 1999 
season U rgo posted a total of three goals 
and six assists for a total of nine points. 
Above left: Netminder Eric Tarantino 
'00 focuses as he snuffs a low shot on the 
goal. During the season Tarantino had a 
save percentage of.652, the best 
percentage on the team. 
Above right: During a home game Wes 
Rush '99, who recovered from a knee 
injury that sidelined him for most of the 
1998 season, attempts to cut his path 
around an opposing defender. 
Bottom: A starter in every game of the 1999 season, attackman Mike Seymour '99, is caught in his opponents stick as he 
tears after a ground ball on the South Hill. Seymour was the leading scorer of the season with 15 goals and 30 assists, 
including a total of 46 ground balls. 
el'field Stadium. Meters. :rime 
Hurdles. Pole vault. Steeplechase. Dl§,lance. 
Sprints. Wind. Rain. Discus . Shot put. 
ck 
~Field 
Above: On Saturday May 1, during the New York State Collegiate 
Track Conference, Matt Hopp 'OJ won the 400-meter dash with a 
time of 49.09, while the team finished third. (Photo by Erin Ryan) 
By Mar1or~ie Gbreza 
Head coach Jim Nichols' men 's outdoor track and field team placed first at the Ithaca Invitational to begin the 1999 season. The team hosted 13 others 
schools at the event. The Bombers went on to place fourth 
at the LeHigh Games and third at the New York State 
Collegiate Track Conference Championship at Hartwick. 
At the NYSCTC meet, Ian Golden ' 99 won the steeplechase 
in 9:23.94. His time was the nation's 13th fastest for the 
spring season. Golden was a two-sport standout ( cross 
country) during his four-year career at Ithaca. Dustin Cook 
' 01 placed second in the long jump (6.94). 
Joe Messer ' 99 had a third-place showing in the 800-
meterrun at the LeHigh Games (2:00.01 ). Seniors Andrew 
Austin (sprints), Bob Gibbs (throws), Scott Williams 
(middle distance), Andy Weishaar (distance) and Eric 
Sambolec (distance) also competed on the team in their 
final years on the South Hill. 
Nichols has been head coach of the program for 13 years. 
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Top: At the Princeton Open, captain Ian Golden '99 posted an NCAA 
Championship provisional qualifying time in the 3, 000-meter 
steep lechase to highlight Ithaca 's performance at the Open. With a time 
of 9:21 .8, he placed fifth at the meet and became the top Division Ill 
finisher while recording the nation 's 12th-best time this spring. ( Photo 
by Erin Ryan) 
Bottom: Joe Messer '99 (left) hands off the baton to Bryan Emerson '99 
for the final leg of the 3200 meter relay during the 1998 State Meet. 
During the 1999 season, Messer placed f irst in the 400-meter dash with a 
time of 51.4 at a home meet in April. (Photo by Matt Taylor) 
Above: Under the direction of head coach 
. Jim Nichols, the 1999 team placed first 
twice. Bombers Christina Longmore 'OJ 
(middle left) Missy Roether 'OJ (middle) 
and Beth Pokrywa '02 (far right) ran 
distance. ( Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Left: During the 1999 season, besides 
scoring high marks in the pole vault for the 
Bombers, Liz Lilley '99, also ran the JOO-
meter hurdles. ( Photo by Erin Ryan) 
Far Left: After 
qualifying 
provisionally for the 
NCAA Championships 
by recording a time 
of 58. 19 in the 400-
meter dash 
preliminaries, captain 
Lisa Good '99, went on 
to win the event with a 
time of 58.55 the 
following day. ( Photo 
by Erin Ryan) 
Left: In mid-April, 
during a non-scoring 
meet held on the South 
Hill, Cara Devlin '00 
became Ithaca's first 
NCAA qualifier, 
posting a first-place 
time of 37:19. 8 in the 
10,000-meter run. A 
provisional qualifying 
mark, Devlin's time 
was the nation's I Oth-
f astest at that point in 
the season. ( Photo by 
Erin Ryan) 
By Marjorie Obreza 
The women 's outdoor track and field team repeated as New York State Collegiate Track Conference champions, placing first in the meet at Hartwick. 
The squad also placed sixth out of 35 teams at the Eastern 
College Athletic Conference championships at Williams. 
Ithaca started off the season on the right foot , winning the 
Ithaca Invitational during the first weekend of April. They 
then went on to place third at the Lehigh Games the next 
weekend. 
Six seniors kept up the pace for the team, including 
Meghan Brady (distance), Lisa Freitag (middle distance), 
Leigh Gochenour (jumps), Lisa Good (sprints), Jill 
Prevet (sprints) and Olivia Weale (throws). 
Good and Prevet were part of the 1,600-meter relay 
team that qualified for the NCAA Championship meet. 
They ran a time of 3:55.44. At the ECAC meet, Gochenour 
tied for eighth in the long jump (4-11). Cara Devlin ' 00 
competed in two individual events at the NCAA meet, 
placing 13th in the 5,000-meter run and 18th in the 3,000-
meter run (10:37.48). 
The United States Track Coaches Association named 
head coach Jim Nichols the women's outdoor track and 
field coach of the year for the New York region. 
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By Marjorie Obreza 
The women' s soccer team advanced to the NCAA Final Four in 1998, its 
first appearance si nee four 
straight trips from 1988 to 1991. 
In the semifinal game, the 
College of New Jersey held 
Ithaca to six shots, winning 2-0. 
The Bombers were playing in 
their fifth semifinal and first since 
winning back-to-back titles in 
1990 and 1991. Ithaca advanced 
to the NCAA semifinals with a 
1-0 overtime win at Tufts 
University. Forward Samme 
Miller '01 scored the game-
winning goal in overtime. The 
goal was Miller's second game-
winner of the 1998 playoffs, and 
school-record fourth career 
postseason goal. Goalie Lindy 
West '01 made 10 saves to 
record her 12th shutout of the 
season. 
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Top : Ali Helmle '00 struggles with a player during a game in 
1998. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Bottom: Erin DeMarco 'OJ helped the Bombers to a spot in the 
NCM Division Ill Final Four in 1998. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above: Samme Miller 'OJ led the Bombers in scoring and 
scored the game-winning goal to push Ithaca into the Final 
Four. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
· Setter Jen Salmon '02 sets the ball to a teammate. She helped the 
'Jers to a spot in NCAA regional competition. ( Photo by John Sigmund) 
1m: Nicole Sgobbo '00 hits the ball upfield. The fi eld hockey team 
need to NCAA regional play. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
By Marjorie Obreza 
The volleyball team fini shed its season with a loss to top-ranked Cortland at the NCAA Division III New York Regional. It was the Bombers' sixth straight 
NCAA playoff appearance and 11th overall. In semifinal 
play, Ithaca upset second-seeded RIT in five games. Middle 
hitter Christine Ansley '99 fini shed with nine blocks. 
The field hockey team ended its season with a 3-0 loss to 
Gettysburg in the NCAA Regional playoffs. It was the ninth 
year in a row Ithaca was selected to the tournament. 
Goaltender Jen Stoneburg '99 made 12 saves in the 
tournament and finished her Bomber career with 32 saves in 
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Wrestling 
Below: Felix Martinez '00 finished the 1998-99 season with a 13-11 
overall record. His dual meet record was 6-5 and he is now 33-2 J in 
















with a time of 
2:26. 71 
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Playoffs. All-1.\mericans. Honors. Goal . 
So~ball 
Track & Field 
Above: Andrew Austin '99 ran sprints for the 
men's track andfield team during his career 
on the South Hill. Here he is running at 
Ithaca 's Butterfield Stadium track (Photo by 
Erin Ryan). 
Top left: The women's softball team finished 
the 1999 season with a 29- 13 record. They 
won the Northeast Region Tournament and 
advanced to the Division Ill World Series for 
the second time in four years ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke). 
Bottom left: Christina Logmare 'OJ ran 
distance events for the Bombers in 1999. 
Missy Roether 'OJ also competed in distance 
events for Ithaca (Photo by Erin Ryan). 
Track & Field 
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Brooke Andrews '01 
Women 's Lacrosse 
Matt Buddenhagen '99 
Football 
Erin DeMarco '01 
Women 's Soccer 
Jenna Gruben '99 
Women's Lacrosse 
Tom Hall '01 
Wrestling 
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E.J. MacCaull '99 
Men 's Lacrosse 




Stacey Coleman '01 
Gymnastics 
Renee Helbok '99 
Women's Swimming 
Laura Remia '01 
Softball 
Karen Roll '01 
Women's Swimming 
Jennifer Souder '00 
Women's Swimming 
Cheryl Wah '99 
Softball 
Mike Sansone '99 
Football 
Julie Steele '99 
Women's Swimming 
All Americans Not Pictured 
Caroline Arpe '99 - Women's Swimming 
Amy Cayouette '99 - Women's Crew 
Tony Farago '00 - Baseball 
Ian Golden '99 - Men's Cross Country 
Kristen Muenzen '00 - Softball 
Mike O'Donovan '99 - Football 
Denise Trombini '02 
Women's Swimming 
Ruth Vesler '99 
Women's Swimming 
Baseball. 
omen's acrosse. Softball. 
• s 
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< ► Abboud 
Finding Identity 
In the hot days of late August 1995, 
members of the Class of 1999 moved 
onto South Hill. Over 1,000 students 
began the great challenge of surviving 
college, all strangers to one another and 
some even unsure of their own 
identities. 
Lessons and ideals were quickly revised 
as teachers became professors and long 
papers grew from 5-8 pages to 15-20 
pages. With Convocation, Circle par-
ties, and 100-level classes as starting 
points, they set out on a journey of self-
discovery 1n search of a direction, 
personally and professionally. 
Angelo C. Abboud 
Business Administration 
William F. Acquaviva 
Television-Ra dio 
Sephra A. Albert 
Anthropology 
Matthew D. Abrams 
Television-Radio 
James B. Adams 
Psychology 
Sivan L. Alcalay 
Television-Radio 




Darcy A. Aldous 
Accounting 
Schuyler L. Aldrich Edward J. Alessi Shakira Alexander Cristina A. Alfano Jeremy A. Allen Rachael M. Allen 
Performance 
Sheryl A. Allen 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
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Sociology Applied Psychology Television-Radio Television -Radio Music Education (K-12) 
Suzanne M. Allen Ayesha K. Alleyne Allison M. Ameele Karin M. Amiraian Joshua M. Amoroso 
Music Education (K-12) Organizational Communication, Ma rketing Occupationa l Science/O.T. (BS) Exercise Scien ce 
Learning and Design 
Chad W. Astmann 
Psychology 
Soren B. Bailey 
Cinema and Photography 
Sadie M. Baldwin 
Sports Information and 
Communication 
Stacey L. Atwell-Keister Andrew G. Austin 
Performance/Music Education Sport Management 
Robin M. Baird Nicole E. Baisley 
Art (BFA) Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Todd M. Ballot Jennifer E. Bandremer 
Television-Radio Speech-Language Pathology 
and Audiology 
Brian C. Austin 
Exerc ise Scien ce 
Dayna S. Baker 
Speech Communication (BA) 
Shanaz Bardoliwalla 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Candace Austin 
Cinem a and Photography 
Joshua C. Baker 
Bio logy 
Adam A. Baritot 
Performance 
Barlas < 
Thomas D. Austin 
Music Education (K-12) 
Sarah P. Balaban 
Television-Rad io 
> 
Jessica N. Barias 
Teachers of the Speech a nd 
Hearing Hand icapped 
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,( >Barnaby 
Tiffany J. Barnaby 
Philosophy 
Jennifer E. Battista 
Journalism 
Leah M. Beaulieu 
Biology (7-12) 
Jonathan R. Bender 
Accounting 
Lauren J. Berman 
Therapeutic Recreation 
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Elizabeth A. Barrett Lindsay N. Barrett Casey A. Barry Michael W. Barton 
Journalism Organizational Communication, Organ izational Communication, Athletic Training/Exercise 
Learning and Design Learning and Design Science 
Legacy of Wisdom 
We wish that someone had told us ... 
"No matter wh at you expect to happen, your life will be completely 
different in four years." 
"Don't take anything for granted- it will be over before you know it." 
"Alcohol is not actually your friend." 
"Don't get caught up in partying too much." 
"Don't wait too long to go nuts. Get it done early." 
"Get off of the meal plan as fast as you can." 
Nordian S . Bennett 
Leisure Services 
Ann K. Berube 
Politics 
"Relax, and watch out for seagull poop." 
Korrine C. Bentley Michael A. Benvenuto 
Sociology Internation a l Bu siness 
Matthew L. Beyranevand Amy M. Bickford 
Managem en t Sociology 
Amy S. Berkowitz 
Journalism 
Nicole A. Biegel 
Sport Man agement 
Jennifer M. Bashant 
Television-Radio 
Christen R. Baxa 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Melissa D. Becker 
Accounting 
Julie M. Berkowitz 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Maria M. Biffer 
Music Education (K- 12) 
Timothy B. Binder 
Television -Ra d io 
William N. Bliss 
Physical Education Teach er 
[K- 12) 
Brian E. Bohrer 
Performance /Music Education 
Stephen M. Borkowski 
Journal ism 
Alisha M. Bowden 
Organizational Communication, 
Learning and Design 
Matthew J. Birde 
Poli t ics 
Michael J. Bloom 
Cin ema and Photogra phy 
Peter B. Boisvert 
Dra m a [BA) 
Steven J. Borland 
Cinem a and Photography 
David A. Bower 
Th era peuti c Recreation 
Thomas J. Bishop 
Clinical Science / P.T. [BS) 
Dara R. Blum 
Ath le tic Train ing/ Exercise 
Scien ce 
Sara Beth Bonacci 
Biology 
Kenneth M. Borsuk 
J ourna lis m 
Susan L. Bowers 
Organ izationa l Commu nication. 
Learn ing a n d Design 
Brant< > 
Jacob E. Blaine Jaime E. Blair Jared E. Blank 
Clinical Science / P.T. [BS) Biology Clinical Science / P.T. [BS) 
Ross E. Bochnek Keri A. Boduch Christopher W. Bogle 
Film, Photoix;_~~hy & Vi s u al Chemistry [BS) Marketi ng 
Nestor 0. Bond Michael Bonenfant Juliet A. Bonnell 
Exercise Scien ce Ad mi nistrative Heallh Services Recreation a nd Leisure Stud ies 
Megan B. Bostic Heather A. Boughton Stephanie K. Bovee 
Cinema a nd Photography Recreation a nd Leis u re Studies Speech Communication [BAJ 
Meaghan L. Brady Joseph M. Braitsch Alicia S . Brant 
Fitness a nd Cardiac Economics/ Anthropology Clini ca l Science / P.T. [BS) 
Reha b ili tat ion /Exerc ise Sc ien ce 
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< >Braun 
Strange 'Brew 
rJ3eer is tfze_ staple beverage of any co[lege bash ... but what is tfze_ 
rJ3r.ES'I brew? ![or some seniors, it tookf our years to decide. ![or 
ot/ie,rs, one round of beer goff settled tfze_ score. 
- 1999 'Top rJ3eer Choices-
• La6att '.B[ue 
•La6att Ice 
• 1Jos 'Eq_uis 
•Saranac 
• :J{one,y '.Brown 
•'Jvfofson Ice 



















mates. ( Photo 
by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
._ ________________ _ 
Brian R. Briggs Rebecca J. Brill 
Clinical Sc ien ce / P.T. (BS) Recreation a nd Leis ure Studies 
Jaime L. Brooks Tammy L. Brosius 
History Televis ion-Ra dio 
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Peter R. Brindley 
Ma rketing 
Cristofer M. Brown 
Spa nish (7- 12)/Spanis h 
Dorian Brito 
Exercise Scien ce 
David J. Brown 
Econ omics 
Scott K. Braun 
Journalis m 
Ann E. Brocker 
Clinical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) 
David J. Brown 
Accoun ting 
Karl S. Braunwarth 
Television -Radio 
Marc D. Bromberg 
Television -Ra dio 
Karen E. Brown 
Mu s ic in Combination with 
Outside fie ld 
David E. Burnce 
Cin ema a nd Photography 
Lauren B. Calista 
Telecommunications 
Management 
Jason E. Burnett 
Biology 
Staci M. Callegari 
Television-Radio 
Rachel C. Byham Elizabeth Caba 
Organ izational Communica- Spanish /Planned Studies (BA) 
tion, Learning and Design 
Michael J. Camesano Iain J. Campbell 
Organizational Communication. Theater Arts Ma n agement 
Learning and Design 
Amy L. Carrier Suzanne M. Carrier Elizabeth P. Carty Jennifer L. Caruana 
Performance Recrealion and Leisure Studies Recreation and Leisure Studies Health and Physical Education 
Teacher (K- 12) 
~- ~ - -- --........... - - -~ 
Ryan S. Cady 
Man agem ent 
Jennifer K. Caprio 
Theatrical Prod uction Arts 
Sarah D. Carver 
Athletic Tra ining/Exercise 
Science 
Cassidy< 
Theresa A. Cain 
Psychology 
> 
James B. Caragianes 
Telecommunications 
Management 
Erin C. Cassidy 
Mathematics 
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--~-► Castoldi 
Raising the Stakes 
Playing with your beer isn't like playing with 













The Campus Pub is a site for a few rounds of Beer Pong during 
Senior Happy Hours. Chad Astman '99, Josh Amoroso '99 
and Steve Donlin '99 keep their eyes intently on the bouncing 
ping-pong ball to track the score. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Carl L. Castoldi 
Computer Science (BA) 
Elizabeth S. Cavalier 
Sociology 
Amy T. Cayouette Benjamin D. Celebre Tara B. Celentano Rachel M. Cerullo Cathleen A. Chaffee Karen 0 . Chambers 
Athletic Tra ining/Exercise Exercise Science Drama (BA) Therapeutic Recreation 
Science 
David G. Chandler Kristoffer R. Chandler Randi B. Cherill Dawn E. Chernow Tuyet-Lyn Christensen Amy J. Cimminello 
Telecommunicat ions Television-Radio Athletic Training/Exercise 
Management Science 
Telecommunications Sociology Biology 
Management 
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Chad J. Clark 
Management 
Carrie A. Cloutier 
Biology 
Laura A. Cohen 
Planned Studies (BA) 
Erin C. Connelly 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Bryan H. Corbellini 
Art History 
Eric A. Clark Jeffrey C. Clark Katharine M. Clark 
Planned Studies (BA) English Acting 
Thomas M. Coan Brian C. Coate Jason W. Coffin 
Television-Radio Psychology Sports Information and 
Commun ication 
Denise E. Colban Jennifer M. Colby Leah M. Coleman 
Sociology Exercise Science Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Priscilla A. Connerton Justin P. Connors George M. Conrad 
English Television-Radio Art (BA) 
Jodi M. Corideo Christopher D. Corkrey Julie C. Cornett 
Biology Philosophy English (7- 12)/English 
~- - - - - ~- --·......, ·- -
Cottone---<-► 
Megan A. Clarry Elizabeth A. Cleary 
Sports Information and Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Communication 
Jessica A. Cohen John A. Cohen 
Drama (BA) English (7- 12) 
Jennifer E. Collins Timothy R. Collins 
Drama (BA) Performance/Music Education 
Lesley B. Cooper Kelli E. Coppola 
Television-Radio Television-Radio 
Shannon C. Cotton Dominic P. Cottone 
Fitness and Cardiac Psychology 
Rehabilitation/Exercise Science 
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---<--► Covey 
Nathan S. Covey 
Te levision -Radio 
Danielle E. Curry 
Occupationa l Science/O.T. (BS) 
~- - ----~---- - -
Jennifer E. Cox 
English 
Ralph W. Cutler 
Television-Radio 
Christopher R. Crapser Lisa J. Craven 
Applied Psychology Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 





Lindsey W. Crichton Todd R. Cristadoro 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) Television-Radio 
Alicia A. D'Amato 
Social Studies (7- 12) 
Teresa A. D'Amico 
Performance 
Beginning their evening on the Commons at Benchwarmers, Kristin 
Hammer '99 and Mike Einstein '99 warm up with some expert 
wrestling moves. (Photo By Suzie O'Rourke) 
Marybeth Greene '99, Mike Rafferty '99, Kristine Violago '99 and Elizabeth 
Levy '99 take a break from their sets of eight-ounce curls to huddle. They 
demonstrate that bar hopping is niorefun as a team. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
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Marnie F. D'Uva 
Psychology 




Michelle J. Da Silva Daniel R. Dair 
Social Studies (7-12) Biology 
Jason K. Davis Kristen L. Davis 
Recreation and Leisure Studies Clinical Science/ P.T. (BS) 




Heather M. Decarlo 
Anthropology /History 
Nicole R. Denny 
Sociology 
Eric L. Davidson 
Performance/Music Education 
Marisol E. Declet 
Sociology 
Seth D. DePuy 
Biochemistry 
Derrig--<-► 
Amie L. Davie 
History 
Kristen R. DeGroot 
Television-Radio 
Anthony M. Derrig 
Social Studies (7- 12) 
Above: Andrea Hostetter '99 cheers on Jessica Faulk 
'99 as the night begins to draw to a close. After a long 
week of stressful classes, bar hopping can be both tiring 






Left: On St. Patrick's Day at Benchwarmers, Angela 
Vitale '99 and John McNally '99 do their best to exercise 
their brachioradialis muscles. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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< >Deskin 
Megan A. Deskin 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) 
Kevin S. Dickinson 
Biology 
Richard A. Dinkes 
Television-Radio 
Daniel Dominguez 
Music in Combination with 
Outside Field 
Christine A. Dooley 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --- ·- - . - -- - - - - ~ - -
--- - ---
Korine L. Desmet 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) 
Jill J. Dieck 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Rose Anne Dioguardi 
Sociology 
Steven J. Donlin 
Management 
Colleen M. Dorgan 
Clinical Science/ P.T. (BS) 
Emily K. Dewan 
Cine ma and Photography 
Jennifer M. DiFabio 
Psychology 
Shomesh R. Doddi 
Biochemistry 
Con or J . Donnelly 
History 




Jennifer R. Dillon 
Corporate Comunication 
Amy M. Dollard 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Kimberly R. Donohue 




Carolyn A. Dicarlo 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Brett G. Dingwall 
Sports Information and 
Communication 
Matthew A. Dolman 
Television-Radio 
Eric F. Donovan 
Journalism 
Stacy L. Douglass 
Accounting 
Joanna M. Dick 
Religiou s Studies 
Scott R. Dinjian 
Finance 
Matthew R. Dome 
Television-Ra dio 
Jamie S . Donsbach 
Psychology 
Damien A. Dovi 
Finance 
Reade J. Driscoll 
Englis h 
Christine M. Duignan 
Corporate Communication 
Julia B. Ebersbach 
Clinical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) 
Matthew J. Eddy 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Scien ce 
Jocelyn K. Egyes 
Journal is m 
Ellick < > 
:7Jo/ondi£e 23eer 




•c5ex on /he :JJeach 
• Yuzzy Xavef 
• !Jl(uclslicle 
•c5ea 23reeze 
• Vocf£a and Granberry 
•9in ancl<Jon1c 
•!An£Bacfy 
Paulette Sacks '99 sips from a "mind eraser" on her 21st 
birthday. Following afavorite tradition, eachfriend often 
buys the birthday girl one drink. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
•hony .Ysland gcedJea 
-c5£rley Jemple 
Michael S. Edelstein 
Accounting 
Jason R. Ehrlich 
Televi s ion -Ra dio 
Cynthia A. Edge Megan C. Edmonds Stephen L. Edwards 
Clinical Sc ien ce / P.T. (BS) English Cinema and Photography 
Michael L. Eichner Michael E. Eisenstein Alison M. Eisnor 
Cinema and Ph otography S ports In fo rma tion a nd Occupation a l Sc ien ce/0.T . (BS) 
Communication 
Robert T. Egan 
Finance 
Adam B. Ellick 
J ourna li s m 
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< > Ellingwood 
Meaghan Ellingwood 
Marketing 
Jonathan B. Elston 
Cinema a nd Photography 
Martha K. Everett 
Music Ed ucation (K- 12) 
Jesse M. Ellis 
Recreation and Leisure Studies 
Tanya T. English 
Sociology 
Heather A. Exton 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Meredith J. Ellis 
Performance 
Elaine B. Epstein 
Film, Photography & Visual 
Arts 
Andrea M. Fadel 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) 
Aleksandra M. Ello 
Television-Radio 
Jami N. Erlich 




Brian T. Elmore 
Organiza tional Communication , 
Learning and Design 
Kellie S. Eslinger 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Rachel E. Fais 
Exercise Science 
Jeffrey C. Elrick 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Martha-Ellen Evangelou 
Spanish 
Janna M. Federman 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
The final few minutes are times to treasure. Cole Louison '00, Kelly 
Burdick '99 and Bryan Chambala '99 have fun in their last moments 
at Moonshadows before last call. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
The party is in full swing despite the time at Benchwarmers, where Jim Morse 
'99, Ryan Carpenter '99, Abe Ceesay '00 andJeffTremlett '99 retrieve their 
final drinks from the bar prior to last call. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Douglas F. Feinbloom Jeffrey I. Feingold 
Economics Accounting 
Lauren I. Fine Sharen J. Finkel 
Psych ology Speech Communication (BA) 
Thomas V. Fondano Michael P. Forgione 
F'ilm, Photography & Visual English 
Arts 
Fraggos < > 
Jennifer R. Fellows 
Physical Education Teacher 
(K- 12) 
Sharon N. Fernandes 
Television-Radio 
Erin M. Ferrone 
Accounting 
Elizabeth M. Filadora 
Jenni Fish 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Holly M. Forster 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Jessica B. Flinn 
Sociology 
Erin T. Fortier 
Psychology 
Darragh M. Foley 
Psychology 
Jodi L. Foster 
Cinem a and Photography 
It's 
International Business 
Siobhan A. Foley 
Television-Radio 
Jason B. Fraggos 
Television -Radio 
Al,nost 
Above: St. Patrick's Day at Benchwarmers is a spirited 
time for Ryan Clark '00 and Marisol Declet '99, who save 
their last beerforaspecial toast. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Left: Josh Amoroso '99 spreads his borrowed Irish 
charm throughout the bar in the few minutes before the 
lights come on at closing time. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Closing 
Time 
- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -
-- - - - - - - - - ~ -
< ► Frasqueri Molina 
Late-Night Snack 
It's 3 a.m. You're hungry . 
Where do you go after the 
party's over? 
Manos Diner 








The Hot Truck 
Taralyn R. Frasqueri Molina Lisa K. Freitag 
Cinema and Photography Fitness and Cardiac 
Rehabilitation/Exercise Science 
Donna J. Freund Jason M. Friedman 
Sociology Television-Radio 
Karen E. Furst 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Lori M. Gabriel 
Psychology 
Sarah C. Galacci 
Psychology 
James A. Gallegro 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Lynn R. Gallo Nicholas J . Galuardi Michael R. Gambale 
David J. Gargani 
Television-Radio 
Larissa K. Gascoigne 
Journalism 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) Fitness and Cardiac International Busin ess 
Julie E. Gates 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Rehabilitation/Exercise Science 
Gretchen L. Gautieri 
Marketing 
Rebecca R. Gay 
Music Education (K- 12) 
Traci-Lynn M. Frese 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Ha ndicapped 
Victoria L. Fullard 
Corporate Communication 
Jill M. Gadway 
Clinical Science/ P.T. (BS) 
Justin Gamble 
Music in Combination with 
Outside Field 
Elaine A. Gebell 
Administration of Health 
Services 
David M. Germano Joshua M. Gershman 
Finance Exercise Science 
Sarah C. Gillis Jennifer L. Gillott 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) Clinical Science/ P.T. (BS) 
Keith T. Glover Leigh A. Gochenour 
History Clinical Science / P.T . (BS) 
Ian R. Golden Lisa F. Goldman 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) Management 
Lisa A. Good Rebecca J. Goodman 
Sociology /Spanish Television-Radio 
Jason P. Geyer 
History 
Jessica L. Giordano 
Physical Education Teacher 
(K-12) 
Danielle P. Goldberg 
Drama (BAJ 
Daniel G. Goldsmith 
Television-Radio 
Daniel E. Gordon 
Managemen t 
Michael D. Giardina 
Sport Studies 
Donald B. Glasgow 
Television-Radio 
Dayna N. Goldberg 
Journalism 
Seth A. Goldstein 
Drama (BA) 
Neil G. Gordon 
Drama (BA) 
Gouldsbury --<-► 
Carrianne R. Gifford Christina E. Gillette 
Spanish (7- 12) Corporate Communication 
Robert J. Glennon W. Ryan Glidden 
Telecommunications Television -Rad io 
Management 
Lauren D. Goldberg Jill H. Goldberger 
Drama (BAJ/Speech Acting 
Communication (BA) 
Michael J. Gondek Genesis Gonzalez 
Biology Television-Radio 
Sarah J. Gormley Walter W. Gouldsbury 
Corporate Communication Politics 
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--<-► Goulet 
-rnze Morning .9Lfter-
It's a fresh new day. It's afso a 
weekf,nd. How does a co[[e,ge student 
choose to spend his or her Saturday and 
Sunday nwrnings? 
In bed!!!!! 
Watching cartoons on the couch 
With your significant other 
Saifing on Cayuga Lake 
Jl.t Co[[egetown :Bage[ 
Jl.t :Buttermi[k :Ja[{s 
On the gorge traifs 
Jl.t Manhattan :Bage[ 
On [ocation, shooting a fi[m 
Jl.t the skating rink 
P[aying rugby 
JI. t the gym 
Nigel D. Greaves 




Peter A. Green 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Suzanne Greenfield 
Television-Radio 
138 Class of '99 
Mark S. Greenspan 
Speech Communication (BA) 
James J. Griffin 
History 
Ursula A. Goulet 
English 
Karissa K. Graham 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Science 
Peter A. Graves 
Corporate Communication 
Shannon M. Green 
Psychology 
Lesley M. Grill 
Cinema and Photography 
Neil Goyal Christina T. Graczyk 
Clinica l Science / P.T. (BS) Biology 
Laura B. Grandy Christopher J. Grassi 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) Applied Psychology 
Charles A. Gray 
Economics 
Jeffrey D. Graybill 
Accounting 
Joshua E. Greenberg Mary Beth Greene 
Marketing Sociology 
Amanda L. Grob Katharine M. Grobe 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS)/ Teach ers of the Speech an d 
Philosophy Hearing Handicapped 
Scott K. Grossman Theresa A. Grover Samuel D. Guberman Catherine M. Gurgol 
Exercise Science Organizational Communication, Performance /Music Education Fitness and Cardiac 
Learning and Design Rehabilitation/Exercise Science 
Daniel A. Gutstein Hillary N. Gutstein Charles S. Gwynne Natalie R. Habalou 
Recreation a nd Leisure Studies Television -Radio Politics Dra ma (BA) 
Jennifer M. Hall David E. Halldorson Nicole E. Hambleton Heather A. Hamilton 
Mus ical Theater Mathematics (7- 12) Music in Combination with Television-Radio 
Outside Field 
Jason D. Hark Jessica M. Harmon Thomas J. Harper Meghan M. Harrington 
Television-Radio English Television-Radio Art History 
Kiel M. Harvey Jason E. Hastings Jay Z. Hatfield Jill M. Haubrich 
Television-Radio Sport Management Fina nce Television-Radio 
Michael M. Gus 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Darryl S. Haberman 
Sports Information and 
Communication 
Kristen E. Hammer 
Corporate Communication 
Jennifer R. Harris 
English (7-12)/Englis h 
Renee P. Hebert 
Politics 
Heffron---<-► 
Kristen H. Gustafson 
Performan ce/Mus ic Education 
Damon A. Hagan 
Television -Ra dio 
Frithjof C. Hansen 
Cin ema a nd Photography 
Jon-Paul J. Hart 
History 
Sean L. Heffron 
Speech Communication (BA) 
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---<-►- Heinsman 
Mark T. Heinsman 
Performance 
John F. Hennessey 
Cinema and Photography 
Jessica L. Herzog 
English 
Brian K. Hockmeyer 
Mathematics 
Kelly M. Honan 
Finance 
140 Class of '99 
William J. Heinzelman 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Sarah J. Henry 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Science 
Laura A. Hess 
Clinical Science / P .T. (BS) 
Emily S. Hoder 
Exercise Science 
Sarah G. Hoover 
Television-Radio 
Renee A. Helbok 
Clinica l Science / P.T. (BS) 
Karen M. Heppeler 
Fitness and Card iac 
Rehabilitation/Exercise Science 
Jaime S. Heun 
Journalism 
Stephanie P. Hoey 
Journalism 
Sara E. Horesco 
Sociology 
Michael D. Henderson 
Athletic Train ing/Exercise 
Science 
Cynthia D. Herbein 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Bethanne M. Hill 
Art History 
Kristy A. Hogan 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Lisa B. Horton 
Mus ic Ed ucation (K- 12) 
Trina M. Henderson 
Planned Studies (BA) 
Sarah K. Hermans 
Televis ion -Radio 
Vanecia M. Hill 
Management 
Daniel J. Holleran 
Sociology 
Andrea A. Hostet 
Corporate Communication 
Jill R. Henkel 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Robert M. Hermesch 
Sociology 
Kristin L. Hinkle 
Biology 
Charles L. Holliday 
Journalism 
Sandi C. Howard 
Speech-Language Pathology 
and Audiology 
Kimberlee R. Howe Michael J. Hughes 
Marketing Biology 
Anthony F. Iaffaldano Kaori Iked 
Corporate Communication Television -Radio 
Allyson D. Imperiale Marc C. Improta 
Health and Phys ical Education Acting 
Teach er (K- 12) 
Corrine E. Iverson Prinsis A. Ivey 
Occupationa l Scien ce/O.T. (BS) Therapeutic Recreation 
Nathan L. Jenks Tricia M. Johnson 
Corporate Communication Spanish (7- 12) 
Joshua H. Hyman 
Televis ion-Radio 
Anthony M. Impenna 
Cin ema and Photography 
Diana L. Iny 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Debra C. Iwanow 
Exercise Science 
Kimberly E. Jones 
Teach ers of th e Speech and 




'Every student fias once askg,d 
liimse~ ((Why even get out of 6ed?'' 
'But deeper [ies the question ((Why 
get up 'Ell2(L'J?" 
'Io eat 
'Io finish studying for an 8 a.m. e{am 
rro taf(g, a road trip 
'Io watcli tlie sun rise 
rro go hiking 
'Io go shopping 
'Io get to practice on time 
'Io skj on fresh powder 
'Io makg, breaif ast for your significant other 
Lisa A. Jacobi 
Sociology 
Keith A. Jordan 
Physics-Computing 
rro go home 
'Io find a parking spot 
Karen E. Jaeger 
Clinical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) 
Justin E. Joseph 
Exercise Science 
Courtney A. Jahn 
Cinema and Photography 
Michael L. Jukofsky 
Speech Communication (BA) 
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< ► June 
Krista L. June 
Televis ion -Ra dio 
Robert B. Kaplan 
Clin ical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) 
Amanda D. Kass 
Corporate Communication 
Rachel E. Kenig 
Sociology 
142 Class of '99 
Michael D. Junkins 
Occupational Science /0.T. (BS) 
Jon D. Kallas 
Applied Economics 
Kelli M. Kane 
Administration of Health 
Services 
Scott B. Kanter 
Cinem a a nd Photography 
--Rise and Shine--
Nothing gets a drowsy student going like a good cup of Joe and a tasty 
bagel. But is that a latte or mocha? Sun-dried tomato or sesame seed? 
With literally dozens of flavors to choose from, selecting breakfast is no 
longer a simple decision of decaf or regular, cream cheese or dry ... For 
those students stuck on campus, the Coffee House or Management Club 
bagel table in Textor Hall would have to do for a quick fix. But these 
could not measure up to IC students 'favorite downtown bagel haunts. 
For the best bagels, stop by: 
Manhattan Bagel 
Collegetown Bagel 
Raymond R. Kennard 
Chemistry (BS) 




Casey L. Kerchner 
Television-Radio 
Jesse A. Kerns 
Television-Ra dio 
Joel D. Kaplan 
Finance 
Kristin B. Karas 
Math ema tics (7-1 2) 
Benjamin F. Kasulke 
Cinema and Photography 
Jacquelyn G. Ketler 
Accounting 
Annemarie Kickham 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
David S. Kim 
Finance 
Randall H. Knight 
Compu ter Science (BA) 
Georgina M. Konecny 
Sociology 
Kerri L. Kramer 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Mindy J. Kierman Brendan T. Killeen 
Television-Radio Marketi ng 
Tigger K. Kinane Adam G. Klein 
Clinical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) Theatrical Production Arts 
Alexandra I. Knoth Brian J. Knox 
Television-Radio English 
Joshua C. Konetzni Ellen L. Korda 
Organizational Communication, Sociology 
Learning and Design 
Brenda A. Krasuski Kelly J. Kroeck 
Administration of Health Performance/Music Education 
Services 
Melissa L. Killeleagh 
Psychology 
Jessica L. Klossner 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Francis L. Koiner 
Performance 
Gregory M. Kostyniak 
Applied Economics 
Megan S. Krouse 
Management 
Kupillas ( ► 
Conor S. Kilpatrick 
Televis ion-Radio 




Brian J. Kotsol 
Physical Education Teacher 
(K- 12) 
Paula M. Krupnick 
Ma nagemen t 
Julie A. Kilpatrick 
Cinema and Photography 
Katharine R. Knauf 
Psychology 
George K. Kokoris 
Ma nagement 
Michael J. Krakowka 
Cinema a nd Photography 
Jaime L. Kupillas 
Telecommunications 
Man agement 




You haue some lime lo hff, or you /us/ don 'I wan/ lo do your 
homework Whal .is I.he bes/ way lo wasle an h our ( besides 
I.he of dslan d/;_ys of sleep and7U ).? 
•!Jl{a£in:J coo.k1es 
•Jw1ddhn:1 l.humbs 
•Jahn:1 a bubble bal.h 
• Walc.h1n:1 people on 
I.he Commons 
. !JJfay1n:1 cards 
Jason Hogan 
'99 plays pool 
at Semesters 
during the 99 
Days Party for 
graduating 
seniors. The 






hope that the 
weeks pass 
quickly, while 
others wish they 
had mo re time 
before entering 
jobs in the real 




•Yfj1n:1 a hie 
.Jfi£1n:1 
. !JJfay1n:1 :1uilar 
•Cuclcl/2n:1 
•Jfau1n:1 sex 
•Ja/£1n:1 on I.he phone 
• %nlendo/ c5e:1a 
. gnlernel 
•CJ--ma1f 
. !JJfay1n:1 pool 
• 7J r1n£1n !l 
Elizabeth C. Lane 
English (7- 12) 
Ronald S Lauback 
Television-Ra dio 
Joseph S. Law 
Administration of Health 
Services 
Bridgett A. Lawrence 
Acting 
Eric Lee 
Cinema and Photography 
144 Class of '99 
Christopher M. Kuriga 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Scien ce 
Jennifer E. Lane 
Dra ma (BA) 
Justin R. Lee 
Leis ure Services 
Kevin P. Kurz 
J ourna lis m 
Gregory J. Larson 
Computer Information Science 
Robin A. Lee 
Fitness and Ca rdiac 
Reh abili tation/Exercise Science 
Shauna L. Leff 
Televis ion-Radio 
Alan D. Leipham 
Biology 
Sharon D. Levy 
Television-Radio 




Jodi L. Lehrman 
Sociology 
Tanya M. Lenczewski 
Psychology 
Keshav M. Lewis 
Management 
Jon M. Linvet 
Marketing 
Randy J. Lo 
Telecommunications 
Management 
Jason S. Leibowitz 
Business Administration 
Michael J. Leonardo 
Cinema and Photography 
Krista M. Lewis 
Television-Radio 
Benjamin J. Lipman 
Biology 
John H. Longley 
Recreation and Leisure Studies 
Keren 0. Leiby 
Sports Information and 
Communication 
Peter W. LePage 
Television-Radio 
Robert M. Lewis 
Chemistry (BS) 
Matthew B. Litchhult 
Physical Education Teacher 
(K-12) 
Aisha Lope de Haro-Sallelh 
Sociology 
Tara L. Leifer 
Corporate Communication 
Danielle R. Lever 
Business Administration 
Selket M. Lewis 
Psychology 
Matthew R. Litt 
Politics 
Domenico J. LoRe 
Health and Physical Education 
Teacher [K- 12) 
Lorenz< 
Kristen N. Leipert 
Art History 
► 
Elizabeth D. Levy 
Speech Communication (BA) 
Caryn F. Lindsay 
Ath le tic Training/Exercise 
Science 
Kristi N. Little 
Acting 
Performance 
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-< ► Lovell 
Pranks for Posterity 
People have pulled some pranks that we 
will never forget ... 
-- Priceless Phone Calls --
•"I had seven pizza guys show up at once." 
•"I asked every hotel chain if their beds are handcuff 
accessible." 
•"We answered the phone 'Hello, Rogan's ' to the Rogan's 
delivery guy." 
•"Any call from the phone or credit card company always 
turned into a lust for phone sex." 
•"Is your refrigerator running? You'd better catch it." 
•"I played Chipmunk Christmas carols." 
Kevin Kurz '99 
presents his 
driver 's license 
to Joe Ltiw '99 
and James 
Ninni '99, who 
inspect the 
date. It is 
indeed his 21st 
birthday. With 
so many fake 
IDs floating 
around Ithaca, 
one can never 
be too sure ... 
(Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Carrie T. MacDonald Lindsey Maciejewski Danielle R. MacLean 
Performance Athletic Training/ Exercise Athletic Training/Exercise 
Scien ce Science 
. ~ J46 Class of '99 
April V. Madres 
Psychology 






Janine N. Mallis Jennifer E. Malone 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) Community Health Education 
David A. Mancuso 
Administration of Health 
Services 
Michael J. Marino Austin A. Markus Kelly A. Martin Katie M. Martiniano 
Television-Radio Computer Science (BAJ Organizational Communication, Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Learning and Design 
Susanna B. Mason Amanda E. Massey Meggan S. Mastin Jason W. Matthews 
Sports Information and Television-Radio Music Education (K-12) Clinical Science/ P.T. (BS) 
Communication 
David L. Mayotte Robert E. Mazur Gary M. Mazza Adam C. Mazzuto 
Music Education (K-12) Cinema and Photography Sociology Film, Photography & Visual 
Arts 
Patrick C. McCormick Maureen A. McDaniel Rachel L. McElhatten Matthew McGoldrick 
Sport Management Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) Psychology Television-Radio 
McLaughlin-< ► 
Kimberly A. Marchant 
Computer Information Science 
Jesica J. Martino 
Occupational Science/O.T. (BS) 
Leah K. May 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Grant F. Mccarey 
Sociology 
Julie M. McGraw 




Mark R. Mascolo 
Cinem a a nd Photogra phy 
Stephen V. May 
Politics 
Daniel G. Mccarter 
Music Education (K-12)/ 
Composition 
Kelly A. McLaughlin 
Applied Psychology 
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►McNally 
John V. McNally 
Health and Physical 
Education Teacher [K- 12) 
-- --.,- - - -- - -
Evan A. Mediuch 
Televis ion -Ra d io 
Jamie P. Melser 
Cinem a and Ph otography 
Esther J. Millison Joan E. Missell Jacquelyn M. Moehle 
·• • I• ., I ., I Recreation a nd Leisure S tudies Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Kimberly A. Mooney Seth C. Moore Matthew D. Moran 
Psychology Televis ion-Radio Television-Ra dio 
1) 8 Class of '99 
Waldemar Mena 
Internationa l Bu s iness 
Tara B. Moncrief 
Englis h 
Amy L. Morin 
Theater Arts Man agem en t 
Aaron D. Mendelson Jodi A. Menges 
Televis ion-Ra dio Occupational Science/0.T. (BS) 
Melissa Montgomery 
Englis h 
Emily L. Morin 
Teach ers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Jennifer E. Montigny 
Dram a (BA) 
. ~ 
\ . ' " . 
t<""', •"·•· 
I • # • • 4f Of J 
. ,. . - . 
Michele L. Moritis 
Social Studies (7- 12) 
Jessica B. Morrow 
Television-Radio 
Traci L. Morrow 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Amanda T. Morse 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
:hristopher J. Morse 
English 
Lisa S. Mosher 
Psych ology 
Murcko< ► 
'Best :J{affoween Costumes 
We a[[ have our own memora6fe J-{a[[oween-what were you on yours? 
Julie VanRensselaer '99 joins in the Halloween festivities at 
Benchwarmers as a cavewoman. She shows off her primitive costume 
downtown before leaving for a house party. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 




• JI. Lejtover 
• Jl.ustin Powers 
•Saran Wrap 
• '1Jifferent Stag es of Madonna 
• '80s Prom Queen 
•Ju~ 'Bo~ 
• (jreek_ (jodiiess 
•Picasso's 'Rpse Period 
• :;{ans and :Frans 
Scott E. Mraz 
Finance/ Accounting 
Crystal M. Muise 




Brook E. Muller 
Corporate Communication 
Daniella A. Murcko 
Planned Studies (BA) 
Class of '99 149 
►Murphy 
Jason S. Murphy 
Cinema and Photography 
Mark A. Naparstek 
Art (BA) 
Lisa J . Nappi 
Corporate Communication 
150 Class of '99 
Matthew T. Murphy 
Spor ts Information and 
Commu nication 
Richard R. Nathan 
Drama (BA) 
Michael J. Murphy 
Mus ic Education (K- 12) 
Markella Neamonitis 
Television-Ra dio 
Decia M. Murray 
Marketing 
Siobhan M. Murtagh 
Sociology 
Jennifer L. Musson 
Corporate Communication 
Chris Petriu,i '99 is happy to be off-duty from 
fighting fires. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Daniel A. Neil 
Clinical Science / P .T. (BS) 
Gretta L. Nemcek 
J ournalis m 
Karen Neroulias 
Television -Radio 
Keir B. Neuringer 
Composition 
Christopher G. Neville Jennifer L. Nicolla Erika J. Nielsen Kimberly A. Niles 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) Health and Physical Education Teachers of the Speech and 





celebrated in style with 
festivities occurring 
throughout the town at a 
variety of parties, bars 
and clubs "Girl Scout" Leah May '99 tries to sell cookies to 
Theresa Grover '99. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Jayne Lindholm '99 and Darcy Aldous '99 promote the official spokescandies of the new 
millenium. Benchwarmers is one of the stops on the night-long tour. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Emily B. Nurkin 
Television -Radio 
Stacey B. Nussbaum 
Corporate Communication 
~---- _.._.. ___ --- . 
Maureen N. O'Donnell Michael P. O'Donovan 
Sociology Finance 
Jennifer A. Nizer 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Maria T. Noon 
English/English (7- 12) 
Wendi B. Novick 
Clinical Sc ience / P.T. (BS) 
Stephanie D. O'Leary 
Psychology /Biology 
O'Neil< 
Lisa K. Ninivaggio 
English 
Alice M. Noe 
Television-Radio 
Gregory S. Novak 
Television-Radio 
► 
Natalie M. Noyes 
Performance/Music Education 
Stephanie J. O'Neil 
Journalism 
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--~ ---► O'Reilly 
Siobhan E. O'Reilly 
Finance 
Kerri L. Oliveira 
Corporate Communication 
Cristin A. Owens 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
David L. Peck 
Sociology 
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Suzanne K. O'Rourke 
Journalism 
Joshua A. Opperman 
Marketing 
Heather E. Ozinsky 
Mathematics (7- 12) 
Jessica L. Pellicano 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 




Jason R. Pacioni 
Management 
Sarah L. Pendergast 
Television-Radio 
Marjorie A. Obreza 
Journalism 
Jeffrey O. Otto 
Cinema and Photography 
Katy L. Palmer 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Jimmy Pereira 
Theraputic Recreation 
Christine T. Odalen 




Erin K. Ouellette Catherine E. Overton 
Speech-Language Pathology Health and Physical Education 
and Audiology Teacher (K- 12) 
Danielle M. Paquette Monica E. Parker 
Social Studies (7- 12) Occupational Science/0.T. (BS) 
Carlos W. Perkins Edie J. Peronto 
Politics Exercise Science 
Leigh A. Persivale Darren S. Person Robert L. Pervere 
Anthropology 
Brad M. Pesarek 
Mathematics 
Lynn M. Peterson 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) Athletic Training/Exercise Computer Information Science 
Science 
Nathan A. Petula 
Exercise Science 
Cheryl J. Pickett 
International Business/ 
Marketing 
Angela M. Pike 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
And They Will Remain Anonymous ... 
That girl from psych class, the guy working at the dining 
hall, the girl on the bus-sure, they all have names, but 
it's much more fun to name them ourselves 
•Stinky •Tex 
• Math Class Hottie •Dog (in a good way) 
•Crackbaby •Puff 
•TMK (Tickle -Me-Kim) • Brown Sweater 
•Cobra •Duh 
• Briefcase Boy •Burning Anus 
•Stir-fry •Mr. Footsy 
•The Natty Hair Girls •Guy Smiley 
•Buddha •Slug 
•Mr. Beautiful •Monkey Boy 
•Buntcake •Big Red 
Jessica A. Pipitone 
Biology 
Laura A. Piscionere 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 













Sarah A. Playtis 
Clinical Science/ P.T. (BS) 
Poe< ► 
Rachel A. Petkewich 
Chemistry (BS) 
Adria A. Piccicuto 
Planned Studies (BA) 
Brian B. Piechowicz 
Sport Management 
Meredith L. Poe 
Speech -Language Pathology 
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< ► Pokerwinski 
Boniber 
Bomber Pride in seniors presses through no matter what the circumstances. Many 
devoted fans show their support at all sporting events through banners and cheering, 
and by their fourth year, seniors will go to any extent to display enthusiasm. Seniors 
leading cheers for the crowd, proclaiming themselves as mascots and arriving m 
costume or makeup are all commonly seen at games. 
Jamie S . Pokerwinski Amanda L. Poliakoff 
Sociology 
Alison F. Powers 
Politics 
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Elizabeth A. Press 
Anthropology 
Daniel R. Pollak 
Recreation and Leisure Studies 
Jill A. Prevet 
Television-Radio 
DeAnna P. Pollard Kimberly A. Popielski Dara E. Porterfield 
English History Exercise Science 
Tara D. Princiotta Laura J. Proctor Beth Ann Pronovost 




Above: The Cortaca Jug game 
brings out spirit in Dan Tron-
gone '99. (PhotobyAdamEllick) 
Left: Greg Novak '99 and Josh 
McCarthy '99cheerontheBomber 
football team battling Buffalo 
State. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) Cold weather can't keep those with real spirit away. Three 
chilled and devoted fans huddle close together in the stands of 
the NCAA women's soccer playoffs. (Photo by John Sigmund) 
Jeffrey M. Rappold 
Performance/Music Education 
Devon C. Reilly 
Sociology 
Aimee C. Ravacon 
Media Studies 
Gary R. Renart 
Speech-Language Pathology 
and Audiology 
Stephen P. Ray 
Politics 
Joseph B. Renzi 
International Business 
Laurel H. Read 
Applied Economics 
Rochelle C. Reodica 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Shane M. Quinlan 
Sociology 
Allison R. Rabbitt 
Art History 




Max J . Resnick 
Applied Psychology 
Rettig---<--► 
William J . Quinn 
History 
Tiffany A. Rahrig 
Music in Combination with 
Outside Field 
Scott A. Rappaport 
Speech Communication (BA) 
Andrew A. Reid 
Computer Science (BA) 
Kevin A. Rettig 
Organizational Communication , 
Learning and Design 
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~ ►Reyes 
Lynette Reyes Marisa C. Reynolds Joshua B. Rich 
Exercise Science Performance/Music Ed u cation Television-Radio 
Kellie L. Riesbeck Tyler M. Roach Kathryn E. Robinson 
Health and Physical Education Theatrical Production Arts English 
Teacher (K- 12) 
Ronald J. Richards 
Television-Radio 
Laura A. Robinson 
Sociology 
-Campus Annoyances-
• Fire alarms pulled in the middle of the night in the Towers 
• Loud and uncooperative neighbors at 3a.m. in the morning 
•The run-around provided at any office when trying to fill out a 
simple form 
• People using two spaces 
for one car 
•Scheduling system 
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Renovations to the library greeted students in the fall 
semester. Seniors rated construction as the number-
one annoyance on campus. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Jessica Richardson 
Psychology 
Lauren M. Robinson 
Teachers of lhe Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Julie L. Rock 
Biology 
Robyn L. Rosenberg 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Stephen P. Riek 
Computer Science (BA) 




Meghan P. Rossi 
Biology 
Steven J. Rossignoll 
Corporate Communication 
Kevin P. Sabella 
Health and Physical Education 
Teacher (K-12) 
Francesco Saviano 
Cinema and Photogra phy 
Francine S. Schiffman 
Drama (BA) 
Jessica L. Schulz 
Exercise Science 
David J. Rowe 
Television-Radio 
Paulette A. Sacks 
Spanish 
Brittany A. Sawdon 
Performance 
Pamela S. Schleimer 
English 
David C. Schutz 
Corporate Communication 
Melissa J . Rowley 
Journalism 
Jill P. Sangi 
Anthropology 
Andrew D. Scafetta 
Sports Information and 
Communication 
Peter W. Schmohl 
Journalism 
Mark I. Schwartz 
Sport Studies 
Brian A. Runser 
Cinema and Photography 
Michael Sansone 
Fitness and Cardiac 
Rehabil itation/Exercise Science 
Gregory J. Scaffidi 
Telecommunications 
Management 
Margaret E. Schniepp 
Performance 
Ilana L. Seamon 
Sociology 
Seerei ter--<-► 
Michael A. Russoniello Erin B. Ryan 
Television-Radio Corporate Communication 
Wesley Santos Michelle S . Sathan 
Sociology Planned Studies (BA) 
Tersha M. Schaap Jeanne M. Schick 
Drama (BA) Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Linda K. Schoenfeld Daniel A. Schoenfelder 
Biology (7-12) Managem ent 
Karen L. Sears Michael J. Seereiter 
Health and Physical Education Philosophy 
Teacher (K- 12) 
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Mandy A. Sekelsky 
Television-Radio 
Adam A. Shapiro 
Management 
Sara E. Shaut 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Science 
King-Mun W. She 
Media Studies 
Andrew D. Seltzer 
Television-Radio 
Hilary R. Sentell Stacey L. Sevelowitz 
Athletic Training/Exercise Recreation and Leisure Studies 
Science 
Words to five by 
Kerry L. Shaben 
Journalism 
Life is ne,ver t~6ookt, 6ut sometimes you just 
need to l(eep a singfe tfwugfit in mind 
''5!l[ways tef[ the. trutli-tftat way you don't ftave to remem6er anything." 
- 'Jvlarl( rrwain 
'''You 're not in the. moo~ you get in the. mood!" --(jeorge Costanza 
((rr,y not. 1Jo, or do not. rrliere is no 't,y '." -'Yoda 
(('l(now yourself. 1Jon't accept your dog's admiration as conc[usive evidence that 
you are wondeiful" -Yl.nn Landers 
(('You never /(now wlun you are makj,ng a memo,y." -2?.fckj,e Lee Jones 
((Pfain underwear is 6oring." - Cyntliia Copefand Lewis 
((rrliere are people wlio wi[[ a[ways come up witli reasons wliy you can't do wftat 
you want to do. Ignore the.m." -Ji. Jacl(§on 'Brown, Jr. 
Donald J. Shekailo Marc D. Shemer Stephen M. Sheridan 
Clinical Science / P .T . (BS) 
Brian D. Sherwin 
Television-Radio 
Christopher M. Shine 
Television-Radio Occupational Science/0.T. (BS) Sociology 
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Diana C. Shaller 
Theatrical Production Arts 
Marcy I. Shapiro 
Sociology 
Stephanie A. Shaw 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Caryn E. Shectman 
English 
Larry E. Sibley 
Journalism 
Corinne M. Sicola 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Yvonne C. Sing 
Television-Radio 
Daria M. Skuza 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Karla F. Smith 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Matthew A. Soloff 
Sport Studies 
Kelly A. Siedlecki 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Lindsay A. Singer 
Television-Radio 
Kinga M. Skuza 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Kimberly M. Smith 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Aimee L. Sommo 
Applied Psychology 
Maxine D. Silent 
Politics 
Bouakham L. Sisana 
Administration of Health 
Services 
Benjamin W. Slater 
Television-Radio 
Lauren J. Smith 
Television-Radio 
David I. Sonde 
Business Administration 
- - - - - -- - - - -.. 
Dara D. Silverman 
Computer Information Science 
Nicole M. Skidmore 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
April M. Smith 
Psychology 
Ryan B. Smith 
Cinema and Photography 
Daniel A. Sostre 
Television-Radio 
Jared M. Simmons 
Television-Radio 
Lee Skillin 
Recreation a nd Leisure Studies 
Cynthia A. Smith 
Psychology 
Tara J. Smolowitz 
Speech-Language Pathology 
and Audiology 
Amy M. Soucy 
Politics 
Sovner --<-► 




Jeffrey R. Smith 
Composition 
Shari R. Sobel 
Marketing 
Nicholas S. Sovner 
Speech Communication (BA) 
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Andrea T. Sowinski Michael J. Spacciapolli 
Administration of Health 
Services 
Ralph Spagnuola 
Speech Communication (BAJ 
Rachel F. Spear 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Community Health Education 
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Television-Radio 
Leah E. Spataro 
Psychology 
Sean R. Spears 
Sociology 
English 
Lack of Intelligence 
It has been said that there are no dumb questions, but 
dumb actions are a different story. 
"Walking through a screen." 
"Naked three-legged race around a baseball diamond." 
"Calling the info desk to ask how to work my coffee machine 
because I thought it came with the room-it was my 
roommate's." 
"Running into my RA holding two pitchers of ice, daquiri mix 
and wearing a lampshade on my head." 
"Asking strangers to push me out of a space because I thought I 
was stuck in the snow-I was really in neutral instead of re-
verse." 
"8 shots of Ice 101 in 40 minutes on an empty stomach." 
"Throwing a garbage can at an opposing team player at a hockey 
game." 
Cinema and Photography Corporate Communic.ation Television-Radio Management 
Andrew J. Stockwell 
Ma nagement 
Tiffany A. Stuart 
Teach ers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Stephanie C. Sulc 
Teachers of the Speech a nd 
Heari ng Ha ndicapped 
Jennifer A. Sutton 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Jeremy H. Tate 
Television -Radio 
Quentin F. Stockwell 
Theatrical Production Arts 
Ashleigh E. Stuck 
French/Drama (BA) 
Daniel J. Sullivan 
Art (BA) 
David H. Svoboda 
Spanish 
Lauren N. Tatro 
Corporate Communication 
Jennifer R. Stoneburg Samantha Stowell 
Physical Education Teacher Corporate Communication 
(K- 12) 
Cindy L. Studley Samantha Stytzer 
Accounting Recreation and Leisure Studies 
Michelle N. Sumler Abigail M. Sussman 
Chemistry (BS) Pla nned Studies (BA) 
Matthew J. Taback Kathleen A. Taibe 
Cinema and Photography Clinical Sc ien ce / P.T. (BS) 
Andrea E. Thayer Dorothea Thomason 
Telecommunica tions Math ematics 
Ma n agement 
Kelly L. Stratton 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Serena M. Su 
Performance 
Megan N. Sutcliffe 
Music Education (K- 12) 
Thomas M. Tanin 
Biology 




International Busi ness 
Valerie L. Sudnick 
Clin ical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) 
Eric J. Sutta 
Theatrical Production Arts 
Nicole Tartaglia 
Health and Physical Education 
Teach er (K- 12) 
Kevin M. Tierney 
Film, Photography & Visu a l 
Arts 




Jonathan R. Tilley 
Mus ical Theater 
Matthew J. Tomlin 
Television-Radio 
Eric A. Trum 
Anthropology 
Maegan B. Umen 
Michelle E. Tobin 
Leisure Services 
Frederick M. Topel 
Cinem a and Photography 
Robin L. Truxel 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Rachael L. Umen 
Community Health Education Community Health Education 
Administration of Health 
Services 
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Jessica K. Tocci 
Teachers of the Speech a nd 
Hearing Handicapped 
Mac Torluccio 
Televis ion-Ra dio 
Jonathan G. Tsucalas 
Journalism 
Deanna M. Universal 
Clin ical Science/ P.T. (BS) 
Scott H. Tomaino 
Television -Rad io 
Tommi Lynn Tormey 
Fitness and Card iac 
Rehabilitation/Exercise Science 
Jenny S. Tsunis 
Television -Ra dio 
Sergio Valderrama 
Economics 
Finan ce /Mathematics 
Michael C. Tomei 
Telecommunications 
Management 
Daniel J. Trongone 
Fitness and Cardiac 
Reh abilitation/Exercise Science 
Lisa R. Turcotte 
Psychology 
Dirk Van Emburgh 
Applied Economics 
Cynthia S. Tomich 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Nicole M. Tropea 
Television-Ra dio 
Keith S. Tylecki 
Economics 
Stephen M. Van Neil 
Television-Radio 




Jennifer R. Ward 
Theatrical Production Arts 
Daniel E. Warner 
Televis ion-Rad io 
Kerry L. Watkins 
Music Education (K- 12) 
Erin A. Verrengia 
Organizational Communication , 
Learning and Design 
Cheryl M. Wah 
Sport Ma nagemen t 
Wayne J. Villeneuve 
Clinical Sc ience / P.T. (BS) 
Joleen R. Walas 
Performance/Mu s ic Educa tion 
Kristine M. Violago 
Teachers of the Speech and 
Hearing Handicapped 
Melissa A. Walker 
Telecom mun ication s 
Man agem ent 
Angela Vitale 
Exercise Science 
Shannon L. Walker 
Adm inistration of Health 
Services 
The Most Important Thing I've 
Learned in College ... 
"If you just breathe, you can keep your sanity." 
"You can get wasted before a test and still do OK." 
"Just because you are friends with someone doesn't mean you can 
live with her." 
"It's actually possible to survive a whole day on one hour of sleep." 
"Grades don't mean anything." 
Weber--<-► 
Laura E. Vollherbst 
Physical Education Teacher 
(K- 12) 
John C. Walston 
Th erapeutic Recreation 
Julie B. Warmus 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Michelle L. Waterman 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
John E. Watkinson 
Cinema a nd Photography 
John A. Watts 
Clin ical Scien ce / P.T. (BS) 
Olivia C. Weale 
Exercise Scien ce 
Matthew Weatherbee C. Jason Weber 
Poli tics Recrealion a nd Leis ure Studies 
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Cara J. Wefers 
J ournalis m 
Sari D. Weisman 





Exerc ise Scien ce 
Joslyn L. Wilschek 
Televis ion-Ra dio 
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Emily E. Weiland 
Music Education (K- 12) 
Rachel B. Weitzen 
Sociology 
Televis ion -Radio 
David A. Willems 
Film, Ph otography & Visual 
Arts 
Edwin T. Wilson 
Man agem en t 
Alison H. Weinberg 
Ma rketing 
Shannon L. Welch 
Media Studies 
"' 
Robert B. White 
Politics 
Maura D. Willensky 
History 
Emily R. Wilson 
Occupa tion a l Scien ce/O.T. (BS) 
Alyson T. Weis 
Televis ion-Rad io 
Jesse Wells 
Biology 
Corey J. Whitesell 
Dra ma (BA) 
Melissa S. Williams 
Math em atics/Econ omics 
Michael K. Wilson 
Accounting 
Sherry L. Weisberg 
Compu ter In formation Scien ce 
Sarah Wenhardt-Walsh 
Organization a l Communication , 
Learning and Design 
John J. Whitney 
Clinical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Reed M. Williams 
Art (BA) 
Michelle K. Wimmer 
Accounting 
Andrew E. Weishaar 
Exercis e Science 
Alison F. Wentworth 
Clin ical Science / P.T. (BS) 
Brenna W. Wiberg 
Fitn ess a nd Card ia c 
Rehabili tation/Exercise Science 
Scott D. Williams 
Exercise Science 
Robert J. Winans 
Music Educa tion (K- 12) 
Amy E. Windrum 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Science 
Jaime T. Wood 
Television-Radio 
Amy L. Woods 
Television-Radio 
Jennifer L. Yaeger 
Physical Education Teacher 
(K-12) 
,hannon L. Youzwak 
Sociology 
Mandi K. Witkower 
Television-Radio 
Steven E. Wolf 
Management 
Keith M. Woodburn Heather N. Woodcock 
Psychology Drama (BA) 
Tymofey E. Wowk 
Anthropology 
Y. Joseph Yang 
Cinema and Photography 
Maria V. Zavaglia 
Administration of Health 
Services 
Courtney E. Wrenn 
Athletic Training/Exercise 
Scien ce 
Jason M. Yanoff 
Marketing 
John S. Ziga 
Television-Radio 
Zuckerman ( ► 
Moving On 
After four years of classes, parties, and 
countless memories, many seniors finally 
had concrete directions. Others were still 
unsure what path they were headed down, 
but all had learned about life, love and 
college-Textor Ball is not really a fish, 
Fountain Day was the most fun as a senior, 
Wegmans at 2 a.m. is a good study break 
or procrastination tactic, D.P. Dough 
delivers after most other places have 
closed, wearing sunscreen is a good idea 
and the easiest way to add one more page 
to a paper is by changing the font. 
Strangers became close friends, the 
prospect of living in the real world took 
hold, and brand new journeys awaited on 
the dawn of a new millennium. 






Laura A. Zucker 
Interna tiona l Business 
Shannon M. Youst 
Psychology 
Laurie D. Zuckerman 
Television-Ra dio 
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Below: Ready, aim, fire! Jay Miller '99 (left) and Chuck Holliday '99 are 
armedfor battle with water guns and swimmies. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Below: Dressed in a wet suit, swimmer Brad 
Persarek '99 and his rubber ducky feel right at 
home in the water. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Above: With his "Happy Helmet" on for protection Jesse '99 engages in 
friendly fire with his super soaker. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Foun~in 
fop Left: During the annual celebration of the last day of classes Larry Teng '99 
~eels the chill of the fountain water. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
fop Right: Although the water was a bit chilly, members of the Class of 1999, like 
'<evin Rettig '99, had a beautiful day to celebrate Fountain Day. ( Photo by Robert 
l Bluey) 
fottom Left: Mike Gus '99 gets rid of his Fountain Day t-shirt as he parties among 
riends in the water in Dillingham Fountain. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
fottom Right: Four dry seniors join their classmates in the fountain. Many seniors 
{on 't dare brave the water alone due to the temperature in early spring. ( Photo by 
1/.elissa Thornley) 
I -- ---
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Right: Luck for Dan Milanese '99 seems hard to come 
by at the poker table as he watches his stack of money 
dwindle. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Bottom left: Jean Stehle '99 and Anthony Pascale '99 
patiently wait their turn at the blackjack table during 
Casino Night. (Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Bottom right: "Hit me!" says Dori Thomason '99 
during a hand of black jack. Thomason was one of 
many seniors who attended Casino Night in Emerson 
Suites. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Below: Chuck Holliday '99 contemplates his next 
move while looking at his hand. ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Smior 
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Casino 
Left: Dominick Locke '99 
(left to right), Mike 
Krakowka '99 ( at table) 
and John Walston ' 99 
celebrate a good hand. 
(Photo bu Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above: Dealer Abby Schoeb '00 
explains the game Carribean Stud 
Poker to Alison Wentworth '99 
(left to right), Leah May '99, 
Darcy Aldous '99, Traci-Lynn 
Frese '99 and Theresa Grover '99. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornely) 
Left: Josh Amoroso '99 holds 
onto the little money he has left in 
frustration. Five thousand dollars 
goes quickly at the poker table. 
(Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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and Allie Ello 
'99 toast at the 
Champainge 






Right: Alicia Mutrie '99 carefully 
decorates her tile outside the Terrace 
Dinning Hall. (Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Below: Maegan Umen '99 decorates her 
tile with her name and other designs. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
- - --- - -----
Above: Come and get it! The champagne brunch 
consisted of hash browns, bacon, eggs, pancakes, fruit 
salad and bagels. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Left: A group of seniors stay after brunch 
to decorate their personal tile for a wall 
inside of Textor Hall. (Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Top right: Through class donations seniors were able to purchase tiles as part of their 
class gift. The Class of 1999 made the largest contribution to the college in its history. 
Each donation was made to an area of the college specified by each senior. Tiles dry 
outside in the shade. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Bottom right: Erin Ryan '99, Liz Lilley '99 and Jill Prevet '99 clink glasses during 
their breakfast as toast is made. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
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Above: Ursula Goulet '99 (left), Erika Connell '99 ( center) and Kelly 
Burdick '99 belt out a tune along with the legendary jukebox at Dunbars in 
Collegetown. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
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Above: Bathroom breaks are a must to survive Beer 
Golf. Christine Ansley '99 (left) and Julie Rock '99 wait 
in line at the Nines. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Above: Scott Braun '99 receives a hug from his girlfriend 
Angela Vitale '99 while they have a Honey Brown at Dino 's 
in Collegetown. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Beer 
Above: Keith Reece '99 (left) and Mike Wilson '99 are excited that senior 
week has finally come, especially Beer Golf. Hey, where's their beer? ( Photo by 
Angela Vitale) 
Top left: Did long-time friends Mindy Kierman '99 (left) and Dan Gordon '99 
bring their own or is that a chaser they have at The Royal Palm Tavern ? 
(Photo by Suzie O'Rourke) 
Top right: Justin Connors '99 looks on as Darryl Haberman '99 (left) pauses to 
sign Elizabeth Filadora 's '99 BeerGolf t-shirt, a Beer Go(f tradition. ( Photo by 
Suzie O'Rourke) 




The Class of 1999 
parties in the Pub 
during a comedy 
and kareoke 
activity. ( Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
Right: During 
Kareoke in the 
Pub, Dan 
Trongone '99 
(left) and Darryl 
Haberman '99 
collaborate when 
singing a song. 
(Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
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Above: A Congo line forms quickly as the senior class 
celebrates. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Left: Josh Gershwin '99 has Saturday Night 
Fever as he parties in his 70s garb at Club 




(left) and Lori 
Gabriel '99 










sings along to 
one of this 
year's popular 
































pose for a 
picture while 
all decked 
out at the 
semi-formal 





Above Right: Linda Shonefeld '99 (right) receives a 
hug from Rodney Jay Burnett '99 on the dancefloor. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Right: Erin Ryan '99 
and many other 
seniors form a conga 
line through 
Emerson Suites. 
(Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Senior 
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Top right: Dan Trongone '99 and Taralyn Frasqueri Molina '99 dance the night away together. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Top left: Richie Dinkes '99 and Rachel Weitzen '99 slow dance just before the Senior Slide Show 
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Above: A guest at graduation reads the 
medalion around the neck of Joleyn Walsh 
'99, "If one is lucky a solitary fantasy can 
totally transform a million realities. " Maya 
Angelgou. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Above: Edie Peronto '99 ( right to left), Neil Goyal '99, John 
Walston '99 and Cindy Tomich '99 look to the stands as they file 





just come to 
a close for 
Lisa Jacobi 






Top right: Lee Skillin '99 (left to right), John Longley '99, 
B.J. Bliss '99, Wes Rush '99 and Dan Gutstein '99 are 
graduates of the school of Health Sciences and Human 
Performance. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Top left: Senior class secratary, Danielle Curr '99, holds up 
a sign that reads 520, the number of seniors who donated 
money toward the senior class gift. ( Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
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Top left: Senior Class President Dominic Cottone '99 reminised with his fellow 
classmates and shared advice about life after college. ( Photo by Rita of McGrath 
Studios) 
Top right: Keil Harvey '99 and Richie Dinkes '99 stand on top of their chairs to get a 
better view of graduation. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
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Bottom left: 
Business School students stand on thier chairs to greet those who have gathered to 
witness their commencement ceremony. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Bottom right: Ben '99 receives a warm hug from a family member as he leaves 
Butterfield Stadium. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Top: With his rose and program in 
hand, Eric Thompson '99 is excited 
about graduating. (Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Left: Chris Crapser '99 scans the 
crowd at the 104th Ithaca College 
commencement. (Photo by Melissa 
Thornley) 
Far left: Communications major 
Chris Woeber '99 is one of 
approximately 1,425 students to 
graduate as part of the Class of 1999. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
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Below: Senior Class Officers Danielle Curry '99 (left) and Christine Duignan '99, Senior 
Class President Dominic Cottone '99 and Chad Astmann '99 led the procession of 
students into Butterfield Stadium at 10:30 a.m. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
• uatm~ 
Above: Approximately 1,495 graduates were awarded degrees from Ithaca College on May 15, 1999. 







hair out of 








Top left: Distinguished 
author and poet Maya 
Angelou delivered the 
main address to the Class 
of 1999. She shared one of 
her poems as well as 
words of wisdom with the 
crowd gathered before 
her. After her 1970 book, I 
Know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings, was nominated for 
a Pulitzer Prize Angelou 
became known in the 
national limelight. ( Photo 
by Rita of McGrath 
Studios) 
Top right: Edie Peronto 
'99 and Andrew Weishaar 
'99 applaud as the 104th 
commencement at Ithaca 
College begins. ( Photo by 
Melissa Thornley) 
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Right: During her second commencement ceremony at 
Ithaca College, President Peggy Williams addresses the 
Class of 1999. (Photo by Rita of McGrath Studios) 
Below: With a smiley-face balloon in one hand, Mike 
Weaver '99 waves to his family in the bleachers at 
Butterfield Stadium. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Above: Justin Joseph '99 brought his video camera to 
capture every moment of his graduation ceremony on 
tape. (Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Right: Jason Matthews '99 enters Butterfield Stadium 
withfellow Health Science and Human Performance 
students. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
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Left: Lesley Cooper '99 (right) and Carl 
Hanson '99 congratulate each other with 
a hug at the end of commencement. 
(Photo by Melissa Thornley) 





files out of 
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Angelo C. Abboud 
One Patsy Lane 
Jamesville, NY 13078 
Matthew D. Abrams 
68 Cobbs Mill Road 
Weston, CT 06883 
David B. Abramson 
22 Sunnybrook Drive 
Freehold, NJ 07728 
Peter J. Abruzzese 
109 Canoe Brook 
Parkway Summit, J 07901 
William F. Acquaviva 
703 Crabapple Drive 
Utica, NY 13502 
James B. Adams 
9 Glenloch Way 
Malvern, PA 19355-1963 
Jessica Adams 
63 Pleasant Street 
Rumford, RI 02916-1311 
Paul T. Adams 
535 Southway 
ewfield, NY 14867 
Andrew M. Adamski 
41 Salisbury Run 
Mount Sinai, Y 11766 
Shalina J. Akins 
81 Cherrywood Lane 
Rome, NY 13440 
Sephra A. Albert 
PO Box 46 
Westboro, MA 01581 
Sivan L. Alcalay 
8043 Twin Lake Drive 
Boca Ra ton, FL 33496 
Darcy A. Aldous 
6171 US Highway 11 
Canton, Y 13617-9463 
Schuyler L. Aldrich 
P.O. Box 207 
Newcastle, ME 04553 
Edward J. Alessi 
11 Demopolis A venue 
Sta ten Island, NY 10308 
Patrick J. Alexander 
13 Beach Drive 
Merrick, NY 11566 
Shakira Alexander 
68 Tappen Ct 
Staten Island, NY 10304-4909 
Cristina A. Alfano 
44 Merritt Avenue 
Eastchester, NY 10709 
Shireen L. Ali 
403 East Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Sara C. Alima 
2704 Moores Valley Dr. 
Baltimore, MD 21209-1049 
Jeremy A. Allen 
22 Lexington A venue 
Toms River, NJ 08753-7541 
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Rachael M. Allen 
158 Lambtown Road 
Led yard, CT 06339-1 928 
Sheryl A. Allen 
22 Rutherfield Lane 
Rochester, NY 14625 
Suzanne M. Allen 
12 Quiet Brook Court 
Stafford, VA 22554 
Ayesha K. Alleyne 
124 Fillmore Avenue 
Deer Park, Y 11729 
Christopher J. Almerico 
560 Allentown Road 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 
Shanathia N. Alston 
154-15 134th Avenue 
Jamaica, Y 11434 
Corinne L. Amato 
3121 Northampton St. NW 
Washington, DC 20015 
Allison M. Ameele 
26 Knollwood Drive 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 
Karin M. Amiraian 
18 Tilton Road 
Utica, NY 13501-6412 
Eric A. Amorese 
1984 Federal Road 
Linwood , Y 14486 
Joshua M. Amoroso 
15 Tanager Court 
Wayne, NJ 07474 
Erik R. Anderson 
203 Clove Valley Rd. 
High Falls, NY 12440-5415 
Sarah M. Anderson 
111 Montcalm Ave. 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 
Jessica L. Anderson-Campbell 
84 Bay Shore Drive 
Plymouth, MA 02360 
Megan E. Andree 
211 East George Street 
Milford, PA 18337 
Matthew R. Andreoli 
10 Haskell Street 
Westboro, MA 01581 
Nathan J. Andrew 
115 Greenbrier Road 
Towson, MD 21286 
Stacie S. Andrieu 
32 Amsden Drive 
Rochester, NY 14623 
Katherine M. Angelou 
10 Wed gewood Drive 
Danbury, CT 06811 
Christine L. Ansley 
668 Reed Road 
Geneva, NY 14456 
Brian E. Apter 
130 Bramblebrook Rd . 
Ardsley, NY 10502 
During Senior Week Jeremy Tate '99 (left) and Senior Class President Dominick 
Cattone '99 get in on a hand of black jack on casino night. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Janira Arce 
150-07 84th Drive 
Briarwood, NY 11432 
Deborah E. Ardia 
3 West Lake Street 
Skaneateles, NY 13152-1403 
Jennifer A. Arena 
764 Wegman Road 
Rochester, NY 14624 
Kimberly J. Arndt 
351 Wilsons Crossing Road 
Auburn, NH 03032 
Jacob A. Arnold 
One Bea man Road 
Rochester, NY 14624 
Chad W. Astmann 
403 Cambridge Manor Drive 
Scotia, NY 12302 
Robin E. Atkin 
501 . Tioga Street #8 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Stacey L. Atwell-Keister 
P.O. Box 15 
Marble, PA 16334 
Philip J. Aubin 
25 Cranberry Lane 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
Bennett B. Aufill 
6533 Sunnyland Lane 
Dallas, TX 75214-3124 
Joseph J. Augustine 
406 Winston Ct. Apt 1 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Joseph H. Auslander 
4 Walnut Street 
Baldwinsville, NY 13027 
Andrew G. Austin 
70 Old Tannery Lane 
Rocky Hill, CT 06067 
Brian C. Austin 
17 Sandpiper Lane 
Coram, Y 11727 
Candace Austin 
134 Lord Street 
Buffalo, NY 14210 
Thomas D. Austin 
220 East Broadway 
Port Jefferson, NY 11777 
James E. Bachman 
502 Nicholas Court 
Circleville, OH 43113 
Anna N. Bader 
2424 Stevens Ave. S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
Megan E. Bahns 
201 Orchard Street 
Watkins Glen, NY 14891-1146 
Soren B. Bailey 
3333 Sla terville Road 
Brooktondale, NY 14817 
Robin M. Baird 
242 East State Street 
Salamanca, NY 14779 
Nicole E. Baisley 
26 Saint Mary's Place 
Denville, J 07834 
Dayna S. Baker 
405 Hickory Circle 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Joshua C. Baker 
3390 McConnelsville Road 
Blossvale, NY 13308 
Sarah P. Balaban 
876 White Mills Road 
Valatie, NY 12184 
Sadie M. Baldwin 
RD 5, Hinds Road 
Watertown, NY 13601 
Adrian J. Ballard 
60 Groton City Road 
Groton, Y 13073 
Nicola S. Ballentine 
574 St. Nicholas Ave. 
ew York, NY 10030 
Todd M. Ballot 
189 Natchaug Drive 
Glas tonbury, CT 06033 
Jennifer E. Bandremer 
19 Michelangelo St. 
Latham, NY 12110 
Shanaz Bardoliwalla 
3 Darlene Court 
Randolph, NJ 07869 
Megan R. Barella 
835 Waverly Place 
Utica, Y 13502 
Adam A. Bari tot 
3515 Huntley Road 
Walworth, NY 14568 
Jessica N. Barias 
15 LaCosta Drive 
Natick, MA 01760 
Tiffany J. Barnaby 
9 Burnham Street 
Haverhill, MA 01830 
ElizabethA. Barrett 
61 Unionville Road 
Wantage, J 07461 
Lindsay N. Barrett 
94 Bentwood Road 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
Rebecca A. Barrett 
8 Independence Drive 
Whippany, NJ 07981 
Simon M. Barrett 
103 Bicknell Street 
Columbia, MO 65203 
'asey A. Barry 
10890 Florence Hill Road 
Camden, N Y 13316 
yan M. Bartley 
RR #1, Box 321 leach Hill Road 
Casco, ME 04015 
lichael W. Barton 
75 Highland A venue 
Massena, NY 13662 
mnifer M. Bashant 
9 Mildred Lane 
Latham, N Y 12110 
mnifer E. Battista 
808 Spring Street 
Avoca, PA 18641-1114 
hristopher C. Bauer 
22 Patricia Lane 
Washingtonville, NY 10992 
hristen R. Baxa 
204 Elmar Drive SE 
Vienna, VA 221 80 
arah M. Beale 
71 Elm Street 
Glens Falls, NY 12801 
elsey A. Beauchemin 
11 Esther Drive 
Milfo rd, MA 01 757 
eah M. Beaulieu 
6 Willowbrook Farm Road 
Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
lelissa D. Becker 
5105 Bay Road 
Bensalem, PA 19020 
1liver G. Beckmann 
36 Angu s Lane 
Greenwich, CT 06831 
yan P. Bedell 
2302 Jolly Pond Road 
Williamsburg, VA 23188-7504 
tson D. Begin 
P.O . Box 2 
Andover, NH 0321 6 
obert J. Belli 
R.R. #2, Box 68-N 
Le Raysville, PA 18829 
mathan R. Bender 
7 Mount Vernon Ct. 
Livings ton, NJ 07039 
enise G. Benjamin 
1610 Danby Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
enise L. Bennett 
9201 Branchview Dr. 
Fort Washington, MD 207 44 
ordian S. Bennett 
241 East 88th Street 
Brooklyn, N Y 11236 
legan A. Benoit 
37 Pleasant Street 
Enosburg Falls, VT 05450 
orrine C. Bentley 
4 Fifth Street 
Glens Falls, NY 12801 
Michael A. Benvenuto 
33 Eleven O 'Clock Rd. 
Weston, CT 06883 
Emily C. Berg 
157 Brackett Street 
Westbrook, ME 04092 
Ryan M. Berger 
11 Montauk Trail 
Wayne, NJ 07470 
Marshall L. Bergkamp 
HCR 1, Box 85 
Lew Beach, N Y 12758 
Amy S. Berkowitz 
17-85 215 St. Apt SF 
Bayside, NY 11360 
Julie M. Berkowitz 
119 Andrea Drive 
Richboro, PA 18954 
Andrea M. Berman 
9 H all Court 
Monroe, N Y 10950 
Lauren J. Berman 
318 Indian Trace Apt 101 
Weston, FL 33326 
Jaimie D. Bernstein 
932 Havestraw Road 
Suffern, NY 10901 
Ann K. Berube 
16 Eveready Avenue 
Bristol, RI 02809 
Peggy S. Bevz 
320 Hills Street 
Chittenango, NY 13037-1413 
Matthew L. Beyranevand 
26 Washington Drive 
Acton, MA 01720 
Amy M. Bickford 
96 Dunphy Drive 
Northampton, MA 01060-9601 
Nicole A. Biegel 
525 Freeling Drive 
Sarasota, FL 34242 
Maria M. Biffer 
12 Knight Way 
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 
Timothy B. Binder 
47 Perry Place 
Canandaigua, NY 14424 
Matthew J. Birde 
414 East 236th Street 
Bronx, NY 10470 
Mark L. Birnbaum 
129 William Street 
E. Williston, NY 11596 
Stacey M. Bishop 
143 Winthrop Street 
Watertown, N Y 13601 
Thomas J. Bishop 
115 Sherwood Drive 
Brockport, NY 14420 
Eric A. Bizzak 
206 Schuyler Place 
Ithaca, N Y 14850 
Jacob E. Blaine 
10 1 / 2 Jackson Ave. 
Endicott, NY 13760 
Jaime E. Blair 
PO Box 152 
Strafford, NH 03884 
Jared E. Blank 
Route 2, Box 506 
Orrington, ME 04474 
Michael J. Bleech 
4820 Best Street 
Hamburg, NY 14075 
William N. Bliss 
200 Hoffman Road PO Box 336 
Tully, NY 13159 
Michael J. Bloom 
14016 Lake Bluff Ct. 
Tampa, FL 33624 
Dara R. Blum 
209 Bee Meadow Pwy 
Whippany, NJ 07981 
Jared M. Blum 
8 Somerset Road 
Tenafly, NJ 07670 
Ross E. Bochnek 
27800 Belcourt Road 
Pepper Pike, OH 44124 
Sonja Bode 
816 Cliff 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Keri A. Boduch 
215 Manchonis Road Extension 
Wilbraham, MA 01095-1426 
Christopher W. Bogle 
94 Turtlehead Road 
Wilton, CT 06897-1226 
Brian E. Bohrer 
95 Kimbrook Drive 
Rochester, NY 14612 
Peter B. Boisvert 
68 Old Center Road 
Deerfield, NH 03037 
Sara Beth Bonacci 
6975 Woodchuck Hill Road 
Fayetteville, NY 13066 
Nestor 0. Bond 
P.O. Box 776 54 Orchard Hill 
North Adams, MA 01247 
Juliet A. Bonnell 
616-B Bruce Street 
Ridgefield, NJ 07657 
Michael R. Bonura 
117 Martin Street 
Syracuse, NY 13208 
Matthew M. Borek 
2%2 South Cortland-Virgil Road 
Cortland, NY 13045 
Stephen M. Borkowski 
1622 Fairfield Road 
Yardley, PA 19067 
Michael A. Bornstein 
24 Batchelder Road 
Building 113, Apt C-2 
Seabrook, NH 03874 
Steven J. Borland 
11 Boxwood Lane 
Montgomery, NY 12549 
Kenneth M. Borsuk 
3-A Oak Terrace 
New City, NY 10956 
Megan B. Bostic 
109 Canterbury Drive 
Wallingford, PA 19086 
Alyssa A. Bottone 
27 Stonegate Circle 
Wilbraham, MA 01095-2445 
Heather A. Boughton 
405 Chippenham Lane 
Florence, SC 29501 
Stephanie K. Bovee 
9 Center Street 
Waterloo, NY 13165 
Alisha M. Bowden 
R.F.D. #2, Box 140 
Bucksport, ME 04416 
David A. Bower 
516 Dryden Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Susan L. Bowers 
118 Hillary Drive 
Rochester, NY 14624 
Shannon L. Bowler 
10 Bayberry Court 
Bedford, NH 03110 
Cherron S. Boyette 
5 Weber Drive 
Port Chester, NY 10573 
Brian C. Bradley 
47 Wayne Drive 
Northport, NY 11768 
Beth A. Brady 
38 McCarthy Road 
Dover Plains, NY 12522 
Kevin W. Brady 
73 Oxford Road 
New Hartford, NY 13413 
Meaghan L. Brady 
45 Deborah DoaneWay 
P.O. Box 487 
Eastham, MA 02642 
Joseph M. Braitsch 
64 Washington Road 
Pittsford, NY 14534 
Paul L. Branche 
11 Beaver Way West 
Monroe, NY 13167 
Alicia S. Brant 
6626 Tippetts Drive 
Mercersburg, PA 17236 
Scott K. Braun 
Two Valley Road 
Syosset, NY 11791 
Karl S. Braunwarth 
90 Oakview A venue 
Maplewood, NJ 07040 
Jennifer M. Brautman 
103 Van Liew Court 
East Brunswick, NJ 08816 
Melissa J. Breder 
3209 Blair Mill Road 
Hatboro, PA 19040 
Denny C. Breitenfeld 
6 Star Pine Court 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
Jenny C. Brennan 
10 Evermay Lane 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
Kelly A. Brett 
1405 Weaver Street 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
Brian R. Briggs 
60 Copperfield Road 
Rochester, NY 14615 
Rebecca J. Brill 
2105 Slaterville Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Peter R. Brindley 
39 Sandringham Road 
Rochester, NY 14610 
Dorian Brito 
200 West 89th Street Apt. #4W 
NewYork, NY10024 
Ann E. Brocker 
7 Woodbrook Drive #4 
East Aurora, NY 14052 
Marc D. Bromberg 
306 Hadleigh Drive 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Jaime L. Brooks 
328 Elm Street 
Syracuse, NY 13203 
Tammy L. Brosius 
2928 Niagara Falls Boulevard 
North Tonawanda, NY 14120 
Aaron B. Brown 
12 Lamplite Lane 
Williston, VT 05495 
Ajamu T. Brown 
5819 Pondwood Court 
Orlando, FL 32810 
Bonnie L. Brown 
28 Redbridge Road 
Center Moriches, NY 11934 
Cristofer M. Brown 
284 Middlesex Street 
North Andover, MA 01845 
David J. Brown 
13 Cross Drive 
Waterford, CT 06385 
DavidJ. Brown 
969 Mary Jane Avenue 
Ashland, OR 97520 
Donald S. Brown 
1203-5 Faichney Drive 
Watertown, NY 13601 
Karen E. Brown 
10722 Moos berger Court 
Columbia, MD 21044 
Jermaine W. Bryant 
307 East Main St Apt. 85 
Endicott, NY 13760 
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Todd M. Bryant 
269 Erie Street 
Owego, NY 13827 
Jared C Budd 
521 Forest Road 
South Plains, NJ 07076 
Matthew R. Buddenhagen 
P.O. Box 60 
Hortonville, NY 12745 
Kathryn A. Bugbee 
75 Elba A venue 
Hopatcong, NJ 07843 
Kelly M. Burdick 
27 Leitch A venue 
Skaneateles, NY 13152 
Brian J. Burghdurf 
24 Washington Street 
Auburn, NY 13021 
Sarah J. Burgin 
921 7 Paddock Lane 
Potomac, MD 20854 
Lorraine M. Burke 
11 Amfer Court Bay 
Shore, NY 11706 
David E. Burnce 
2 Edwards Rd. 
Woburn, MA 01 801 
Jason E. Burnett 
828 Green Corners Road 
Amsterdam, NY 12010 
Matthew J. Buscher 
1307 Lackey Street 
Shelby, NC 28152 
James J. Busfield 
4171 W. Saucon Valley Road 
Center Valley, PA 18034 
Daniel L. Butler 
155 Finnegan Road 
Canton, NY 13617 
Rachel C. Byham 
119 Rosedale Drive 
Binghamton, NY 13905 
Ryan S. Cady 
18 Walker Road 
Woodbury, CT 06798 
Theresa A. Cain 
11 Stephens Street 
Canisteo, NY 14823-1210 
Tracey L. Calhoun 
1903 Rosita Avenue 
Burbank, CA 91504 
Lauren B. Calista 
421 High Street 
Pembroke, MA 02359 
Ryan R. Callahan 
80 Greylock Estates 
Lanesboro, MA 01237 
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Staci M. Callegari 
27 Nathan Drive 
Bohemia, NY 11716-1317 
Elissa A. Calvin 
14 Obery Street 
Plymouth, MA 02360 
Serena L. Cameron 
PO Box 210 N 
New Portland, ME 04961 
Michael J. Camesano 
10 Canterbury Road 
New Hartford, NY 13413 
James I. Campbell 
711 Rosewood Drive 
Shenandoah, TX 77381 
Troy E. Canada 
9 Charles Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Carrie B. Capizzano 
16 Mount Parnassus Rd. 
East Haddam, CT 06423-1446 
Jennifer K. Caprio 
153 Terrace Drive 
Chatham, NJ 07928 
James B. Caragianes 
19 Upland Road 
Cambridge, MA 02140 
Benjamin S. Carder 
3034 Benvenue 
Berkeley, CA 94705 
Timothy L. Carley 
135 Corona A venue 
Pelham, NY 10803 
Megan E. Carlsen 
32 Indian Trail 
Fairport, NY 14450-1908 
Christina M. Carnevale 
6 Canterbury Court 
E. Setauket, NY 11733 
Elise M. Carney 
118 Watrobski Drive 
Hagaman, NY 12086 
Jason A. Carr 
3672 Neshaminy Valley Dr. 
Bensalem, PA 19020 
Zachary Carr-Dreher 
159 Summit A venue 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 
Amy L. Carrier 
138 Grandview Court 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Suzanne M. Carrier 
17 W oodlane Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850-9640 
Michelle D. Carrigg 
2878 Marshland Road 
Apalachin, NY 13732 
Bruce M. Carter 
212 South Geneva St #2 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Elizabeth P. Carty 
116 Westwood Drive 
East Greenwich; RI 02818 
Jennifer L. Caruana 
2 4 Pine Street 
Rockville Centre, NY 11570 
Jennifer L. Caruso 
1785 Wilson Avenue 
North Merrick, NY 11566 
Sarah D. Carver 
4 Elliott Road 
Sterling, MA 01564-2005 
Gabriella M. Casanova 
330 West 28th Street Apt. #1-B 
New York, NY 10001 
Jack R. Cassari 
13711 Ashley Run 
Houston, TX 77077 
Erin C. Cassidy 
55 Edgewood Drive 
Baldwinsville, NY 13027 
Carl L. Castoldi 
16 Perry Drive 
Cranbury, NJ 08512-9793 
Michael A. Catandella 
169 Chichester Avenue 
Center Moriches, NY 11934 
Julie M. Catlin 
PO Box 59 
Newfield, NY 14867 
Elizabeth S. Cavalier 
46 Elm Drive 
Rochester, NY 14609 
Lisa M. Cavataio 
PO Box 232 
Freeville, NY 13068 
Amy T. Cayouette 
19 Potter Street 
Gorham, NH 03581 
Anthony M. Cefola 
8-30 Crescent Drive 
Thiells, NY 10984 
Benjamin D. Celebre 
406 Golf View Road 
Wallingford, PA 19086 
Tara B. Celentano 
18 Lady Godiva Way 
New City, NY 10956 
Rachel M. Cerullo 
84 North Road 
Chelmsford, MA 01 824 
Cathleen A. Chaffee 
800 Biltmore Court 
Naperville, IL 60563-3278 
Abhishek Chakraborti 
A-513, Sarita Vihar 
New Delhi 110044 
INDIA 
Bryan M. Chambala 
510 Ivy Place 
Johnson City, NY 13790 
Daniel A.Chamberlain 
1458 Slaterville Road Apt A 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Karen 0. Chambers 
57 Hudson H eights 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Lisa J. Champagne 
2250 N. Triphammer Rd. Apt KlE 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Rosa Chan 
265 Cherry Street Apt. #5-J 
New York, NY 10002 
David G. Chandler 
322 State Street 
Grove City, PA 16127-1629 
Kristoffer R. Chandler 
R.D. 1, Box 401 Cloverleaf Road 
Locke, NY 13092 
Joshua D. Chase 
1582 County Road 39 
Bainbridge, NY 13733 
Randi B. Cherill 
194 Hampton Drive 
Langhorne, PA 19047 
Dawn E. Chernow 
10 Green Street 
Monticello, NY 12701 
Lucas J. Christensen 
552 Scott Road 
Penn Yan, NY 14527-9120 
Tuyet-Lyn Christensen 
1108 Newmill Drive 
Chesapeake, VA 23320 
Lara N. Cilento 
28 Ridgeview Drive 
East Rochester, NY 14445 
Amy J. Cimminello 
25 Starlight Drive 
Norwalk, CT 06851 
Vickie J. Clairmont 
1636 Danby Road Apt 3 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Chad J. Clark 
1101 Haring Road 
Barryville, N Y 12719 
Eric A. Clark 
32 Wyncroft Drive 
Media, PA 19063-4842 
Jeffrey C.Clark 
R.D. #1 , Box 314-H 
Selinsgrove, PA 17870-9783 
Katharine M. Clark 
117 Dorset Road 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Emma L. Clarke 
Winslow Coombe 
Ashbury Nr Swindon Wiltshire 
SN68LNENGLAND 
Megan A. Clarry 
32 Comstock Drive 
Milford, NH 03055 
Colleen M. Cleary 
74 Windermere Road 
Lockport, NY 14094 
Elizabeth A. Cleary 
64WoodsEnd 
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920 
Carrie A. Cloutier 
283 Empire Rd 
Poland, ME 04274-9615 
Thomas M. Coan 
67 College A venue 
Annapolis, MD 21 401 
Brian C. Coate 
24 Hobart A venue 
Hort Hills, J 07078 
Brett H. Cochran 
148 West Jefferson Road 
Pittsford, NY 14534 
Jason W. Coffin 
47 Kenyon Road 
Greenwich, NY 12834 
Jessica A. Cohen 
188 Crystal Brook Hollow Road 
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776 
John A. Cohen 
108 Ferris Place 
Ithaca, N Y 14850-4526 
Laura A. Cohen 
55 Vermeer Drive 
Langhorne, PA 19053 
Denise E. Col ban 
19 Shuart Road 
Monsey, NY 10952 
Jennifer M. Colby 
15 Hansen Chase Road 
Sunapee, NH 03782 
Leah M. Coleman 
232 Laurie Lane 
Grand Island, NY 14072 
Jennifer E. Collins 
47 Snowdrift Lane 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 
Timothy R. Collins 
35 Trafalgar Drive 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 
Alison R. Conefry 
133 Vanderbilt Boulevard 
Oakdale, NY 11 769 
Erika G. Connell 
PO Box 818 
Sylvan Beach, NY 13157 
Erin C. Connelly 
37 White Street 
Weymouth, MA 02190 
Priscilla A. Connerton 
One Jefferson A venue 
Binghamton, NY 13905 
Justin P. Connors 
P.O. Box 1237 Main Street 
South Salem, NY 10590 
George M. Conrad 
20 H oney Brook Drive 
Princeton, NJ 08540 
Bryan J. Cook 
8535 Gaskin Road 
Baldw insville, NY 13027 
Christie A. Coolican 
2215 State Road 41 
Watkins Glen, NY 14891 
Lesley B. Cooper 
561 Hunter Avenue 
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076 
ohn R. Coppola 
22 George Drive 
Mastic, Y 11950 
:elli E. Coppola 
95 Jolls Lane 
Orchard Park, NY 14127 
:ryan H. Corbellini 
Deer Hill Road 
Carmel, NY 10512 
1son J. Cordeiro 
221 Walnut Avenue 
Cranford, NJ 07016-2930 
Jdi M. Corideo 
136-B Hampton Avenue 
Mastic, NY 11950-3821 
'.hristopher D. Corkrey 
49 Lori Lane 
Westbrook, ME 04092 
1lie C. Cornett 
40 Saunders Drive 
Bernhards Bay, NY 13028 
;eof frey C. Cornish 
614 Eleventh Avenue 
Pa terson, J 07514 
arla M. Cosentine 
65 Hudson Heights Apts 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
!nnifer C. Cotton 
P.O. Box 99 
Saxtons River, VT 05154 
hannon C. Cotton 
P.O. Box 99 
Saxtons River, VT 05154 
ominic P. Cottone 
316 West Hazeltine Ave. 
Kenmore, NY 14217 
imothy P. Coughlin 
21 Revere Court 
Burlington, VT 05401 
athan S. Covey 
529 Larkins Bridge Dr 
Downinstown, PA 19335 
nnifer E. Cox 
4584 H arlem Road 
Amhers t, NY 14226 
ichael J. Coyle 
67 Green Street 
Seneca Falls, NY 13148 
abrielle A. Craig 
2 Robin Hill Road 
Westport, CT 06880 
wmas M. Cramp 
R.D. #2, Valentine Road 
Auburn, NY 13021 
uistopher R. Crapser 
370 Dunbar Road 
Windsor, NY 13865 
sa J. Craven 
13103 Blue Ridge Road 
Hagerstown, MD 21 742 
mothy D. Crawford 
3 Summit Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15209 
Lindsey W. Crichton 
35 Central Tree Road 
Rutland, MA 01543 
Todd R. Cristadoro 
221 Charter Oak Road 
Southbury, CT 06488 
Shannon P. Crowe 
R.R. #2, Box 808 
Cooperstown, NY 13326 
Amy K. Crowley 
37 Walt Whitman Way 
Hamilton Square, NJ 08690 
Lisa E. Crowley 
9 Roulston Circle 
Andover, MA 01810 
Osvaldo Cruz 
39 Broadway #10 
Pleasantville, NY 10570 
Robert B. Cruz 
136 Smith Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Katie N. Crysler 
63 Can terbury Court 
Amherst, NY 14226 
Gregory J. Crystal 
66 Old Country Lane 
Fairport, NY 14450 
Carla J. Cuccia 
77-05 Courtland Ave. #136 
Stamford, CT 06902 
Benjamin P. Curry 
R.R. #3, Box 9370 
Pound Hill Road 
Union, ME 04862 
Danielle E. Curry 
1662 Momingview Drive 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 
Ralph W. Cutler 
P.O . Box 15 
Ca tskill, NY 12414 
Elizabeth H. Czajka 
25 Sil-Cam Drive 
Danbury, CT 06811 
Kelly J. Czosnek 
233 State Street 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 
Rosa D'Agostino 
205 Manor Drive 
N . Syracuse, NY13212 
Alicia A. D'Amato 
56 Cramer Road 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603 
Marnie F. D'Uva 
56 Partridge Drive 
Waterbury, CT 06708 
Michelle J. Da Silva 
2 Cherry Lane 
Patchogue, NY 11772 
Daniel R. Dair 
31 Maple Street 
Hope Valley, RI 02832 
Christopher S. Daley 
281 Gravesville Road 
Poland, NY 13431 
John S. Dalziel 
20 East Genesee Street 
Auburn, NY 13021 
Teresa A. D'Amico 
77 Freedom Road 
Sewell, NJ 08080 
Chevaun Damon 
78 Norman Drive 
Bohemia, NY 11716 
Chantelle M. Daniel 
139 North Cheyenne Trail 
Rte 31 Box612-59 
Springtown, TX 76082 
Mark J. Dantuono 
12 Valley Road 
Northport, NY 11768 
Francine L. Daveta 
9 Tucker Avenue 
Lexington, MA 02173 
Eric L. Davidson 
56 Highland Drive 
Monroe, CT 06468 
Amie L. Davie 
P.O. Box 217 
Van Etten, NY 14889 
John A. Davies 
206 Pelham Road 
DeWitt, NY 13214 
Aimee M. Davis 
7177 Opal Drive 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
DeWitt Davis 
644 Meadows Drive 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 
Jason K. Davis 
20 Lanciano Dr. 
Irvine, CA 92620 
Jason M. Davis 
20 Wendy Way 
Saco, ME 04072 
Kristen L. Davis 
7 Beechnut Drive 
Long Valley, NJ 07853 
Rebecca L. Davis 
936 Gleason Circle 
East Rochester, NY 14445 
Heather M. DeCarlo 
18633 NY 22 
Petersburgh, NY 12138 
Marisol E. Declet 
551 Emker Terrace 
Ridgewood , NJ 07 450 
Kristen R. DeGroot 
303 Wells Avenue West 
North Syracuse, NY 13212 
Kevin C. Deiboldt 
120 Park Place 
Landis ville, PA 17538 
Julie Deichman 
365 East King Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Jason D. Deitzel 
720 North Front Street 
Reading, PA 19601-2428 
Kim A. DeLise 
279 Fletcher A venue 
Valley Stream, NY 11580 
Evie 0. Demosthenous 
112 Cranley Gardens 
Muswell Hill London, 
N10 3AH ENGLAND 
Nicole R. Denny 
18 East Elm Street 
Central Islip, NY 11722 
Richard C. Denton 
1 Pound Ridge Rd 
Pound Ridge, NY 10576 
Seth D. DePuy 
P.O. Box 616 106 Turner Park 
Montour Falls, NY 14865 
On May 15 













Keith J. DeRenzo 
109 Dinsmore A venue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15205 
Kevin H. Derr 
63 Bernice Street 
Johnson City, NY 13790 
Anthony M. Derrig 
25 Olde Birch Lane 
Portland, ME 04103 
Megan A. Deskin 
5107 Harris Road 
Camillus, NY 13031 
Korine L. Desmet 
44 Hopkins Corner Road 
Sparta, NJ 07871 
Maria A. DeStefano 
765 Sleepyhollow Road 
Cortland, NY 13045 
Emily K. DeWan 
Sligo Road P.O. Box 861 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 
Sara Diamond 
1026 Boylston Street 
Newton, MA 02161 
Ileana M. Diaz 
98 East 18th Street 
Paterson, NJ 07524-1523 
Carolyn A. DiCarlo 
16 Chandler Drive 
Coventry, RI 02816-8502 
Joanna M. Dick 
442 Edgemere Drive 
Rochester, NY 14612 
Brian D. Dickett 
Route 1, Box 293 
Schoolhouse Road 
Staatsburg, NY 12580 
Kevin S. Dickinson 
167 Columbus Avenue 




Jill J. Dieck 
4 Woodbine Street 
Coram, NY 11727 
Jennifer M. Difabio 
5558 Veneto Drive 
Clay, NY 13041 
Jennifer R. Dillon 
P.O . Box 341 
1021 Hed ge Row 
Clinton, NY 13323 
Joel C. DiMartino 
739 Gasberry Lane 
Webster, NY 14580 
Brett G. Dingwall 
157 Portland Avenue 
West Redding, CT 06896 
Scott R. Dinjian 
14 Overlook Drive 
Southboro, MA 01772 
Richard A. Dinkes 
390 McDermott Road 
Rockville Centre, NY 11570 
Rose Anne Dioguardi 
3 Autumn View Estates 
Rochester, NY 14622 
Keith T. Dizeo 
48 Quaker Lane 
Farmingd ale, NY 11735 
Shomesh R. Doddi 
401 Sea-Goddess, A.B. 
Nair Road Juhu 
Bombay 400 049 INDIA 
Amy M. Dollard 
59 Swed en Hill Road 
Brockport, NY 14420 
Matthew A. Dolman 
31 Loretta Drive 
Syosset, NY 11791 
Andrew C. Dolph 
23 Granger Drive 
Lee, NH 03824 
Matthew R. Dome 
9 Varley Road 
Marlborough, MA 01752 
Daniel Dominguez 
20 Fraternity Lane 
Stony Brook, NY 11790 
Derek J. Donegan 
1010 Millstream Drive 
Malvern, PA 19355 
Steven J. Donlin 
412 Delano Avenue 
Vestal, NY 13850 
Conor J. Donnelly 
87 Topsfield Road 
Wenham, MA 01984 
Kimberly R. Donohue 
117 Schuyler Street 
Boonville, NY 13309 
Eric F. Donovan 
20 Hidden Glen Road 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 
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Jamie S. Donsbach 
7 Aragon A venue 
La tham, NY 12110 
Christine A. Dooley 
429 Roedel Place 
Paramus, NJ 07652-4119 
Colleen M. Dorgan 
30 Handzel Road 
Whippany, NJ 07981 
Gregory J. Dorman 
111 West Clinton St. Apt 1 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Melissa A. Doron 
12 Ced ar H ill Drive 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Christopher J. Dougherty 
1004 Valley View Drive 
Stroudsburg, PA 18360 
Stacy L. Douglass 
138 H ughes Road 
Amsterdam, NY12010 
Damien A. Dovi 
7 Sunset Drive 
Horner, NY 13077-9427 
Reade J. Driscoll 
689 Bougainvillea Road 
Naples, FL 34102 
Steven M. Duckworth 
6509 Magellan Court #211 
Sarasota, FL 34243 
Baron E. Duffy 
168 Wes t End Avenue 
Binghamton, NY 13905 
Christine M. Duignan 
14 Geer Avenue 
Utica, NY 13501 
Kevin D. Durawa 
184 Wellington Road 
Buffalo, NY 14216-2418 
Noelle E. DuRoss 
22 Stonebrid ge Road 
New Hartford, NY 13413 
Christine L. Dzialo 
6 Nyod a Trail 
Tabernacle, NJ 08088 
David H. Eadie 
35 Louisa Parkway 
N . Tonawanda, NY 14120 
Julia:dJ. E ersbach 
130 West Remington St. 
Black River, NY 13612 
Matthew J. Eddy 
R.F.D. #1, Box 975 
Sand H ill Road 
Putney, VT 05346 
Michael S. Edelstein 
15 Alba Place 
Parsippany, J 07054 
Cynthia A. Edge 
1109 Overlook Drive 
Coa tesville, PA 19320 
Megan C. Edmonds 
355 Cen tra l Avenue 
New Providence, NJ 07974 
Heather M. Edwards 
46 Riverview Drive 
Guilfo rd, CT 06437 
Stephen L. Edwards 
137 Saint Andrews Dr. 
H endersonville, TN 37075 
Sean C. Effel 
4 Robinson Point Road 
Grand Isle, VT 05458 
Kevin J. Egan 
129 Sheedy Road 
Vestal, NY 13850 
Robert T. Egan 
4 Shore Lane 
Mahopac, NY 10541 
Jocelyn K. Egyes 
41 Maple Drive North 
Caldwell, NJ 07006 
Jason R. Ehrlich 
427 4 Revere Circle 
Marie tta, GA 30062 
Michael L. Eichner 
7635 Leyton Drive 
Southeast Ada, MI 49301 
David H. Eiermann 
PO Box 121 Center 
Conway, NH 03813 
Brandon K. Eisenberg 
16 Deckert Boulevard 
Lagrangeville, NY 12540 
Michael P. Eisenberg 
429 Main Street 
Newfield, NY 14867 
Michael E. Eisenstein 
54 Plymouth Road 
White Plains, NY 10603 
Alison M. Eisnor 
7 Tamarack Terrace 
Camd en, NY 13316 
Adam B. Ellick 
4 Elderberry Court 
Hockessin, DE 19707 
Meaghan A. Ellingwood 
15 Phelps Meadow Road 
Windsor, CT 06095-1715 
Jesse M. Ellis 
9502 Canterbury Riding 
Laurel, MD 20723-1403 
Julie M. Ellis 
21 Asbury Drive 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Meredith J. Ellis 
112 Avon Road 
Narberth, PA 19072 
Aleksandra M. Ello 
2360 Wimbledon Park Blvd. 
Toledo, OH 43617-2228 
Brian T. Elmore 
8123 Verbeck Drive 
Manlius, NY 13104 
Jeffrey C. Elrick 
13 Nutmeg Avenue 
Enfield, CT 06082-4907 
Jonathan B. Elston 
5210 H illcrest Drive 
Clarence, NY 14031-1646 
Bryan M. Emerson 
111 Grandview Court 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Robert S. Emling 
111 Leslee Terrace 
Syracuse, NY 13219 
Tanya T. English 
2100 First A venue Apt. #259 
New York, NY 10029 
Elaine B. Epstein 
6350 Muirfield Court 
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301 
Erica L. Epstein 
10 Easton A venue 
White Plains, NY 10605 
Mark B. Erickson 
122 Twin Arcj Road 
Washingtonville, NY 10092 
Jami N. Erlich 
27 Arlene Court 
N ew City, NY 10956 
Kellie S. Eslinger 
20 Dove Drive 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Erin M. Esposito 
One Big Sp ring Road 
Califon, NJ 07830 
Elizabeth J. Estabrook 
282 East Levanna Road 
Union Springs, NY 13160 
Martha-Ellen Evangelou 
89 Anlyn Drive 
Lewisburg, PA 17837 
Jason T. Evans 
1648 Creek Street 
Rochester, N Y 14625 
Martha K. Everett 
21 Rosewood Circle Apt 1 
Kennebunk, ME 04043 
Heather A. Exton 
3391 Bacon Road 
Perry, NY 14530 
Andrea M. Fadel 
5500 Sears Road 
Groton , N Y 13073 
Nicholas Failla 
35 Buccaneer Lane 
Setauket, Y 11 733 
Rachel E. Fais 
627 Twin Rivers Drive 
North East Windsor, NJ 08520 
Jessica L. Falk 
P.O. Box 53117 E. Pond Ln. 
Eastport, NY 11941 
Danielle J. Farnbaugh 
222 Robert Street 
Elmira, NY 14904 
Kimberly E. Faulkner 
334 Coddington Road 
Ithaca, Y 14850-6053 
Elizabeth A. Faust 
9716 Main Street 
Fa irfax, VA 22031 
Elizabeth K. Feck 
24518 Welsh Road 
Ga ithersburg, MD 20882 
Janna M. Federman 
5 Larkspur Cour t 
New City, NY 10956 
Douglas F. Feinbloom 
3101 New Mexico Ave N.W. 
Apt.1002 
Washington, DC 20016 
Jeffrey I. Feingold 
3177 Henneberry Road 
Jamesville, NY 13078 
Michael B. Felgenhour 
397 Shaffer Road 
Newfield, NY 14867 
Jennifer R. Fellows 
3 Hall Road 
Staffo rd Springs, CT 06076 
Sharon N . Fernandes 
2071 Anthony A venue 
Bronx, NY 10457-2803 
Erin M. Ferrone 
311 S. Caroline Street 
Herkimer, NY 13350 
Kristina L. Fetkovich 
3994 Sound A venue 
Riverhead, Y 11901 
Christian F. Fidura 
1112 Village Way 
Fairmont, WV 26554 
Elizabeth M. Filadora 
67 Pinewood Drive 
West Seneca, NY 14224 
Lauren I. Fine 
4517 Guildhall Court 
Westlake Village, CA 91361 
Sharen J. Finkel 
43 Kenneth Road 
H artsda le, NY 10530 
Jill C. Finochio 
35 McIntosh Street 
Liverpool, Y 13090 
Stephen A. Fiorelli 
438 Leon Drive 
Endicott, NY 13760 
Jenni Fish 
24 Ridgewood Drive 
Goffstown, NH 03045 
Joshua A. Flanagan 
69 Old Bath Road 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
Stuart A. Flanigan 
6593 Taylor Road 
Hamburg, Y 14075 
Kristopher P. Fleming 
45 Manchester Road 
Eastchester, NY 10709 
l]ennifer Dillon '99 listens attentively to a friend at the 
,Senior Happy Hour held in the Pub. ( Photo by Suzie 
O'Rourke) 
Brett I. Fletcher 
6272 County Road 
I 32 Canandaigua, NY 14424 
Walter W. Fletcher 
63 Snakeroot Rd 
I Pittsfield, ME 04967 
Jessica B. Flinn 
17 Deer Ridge Road 
Bedford Corners, NY 10549 
Kristin N. Foerster 
I 
96 Greenview Drive 
Waterbury, CT 06708 
Darragh M. Foley 
20 Park Drive 
I North Rye, NY 10580 
Siobhan A. Foley 
One North Drive 
Washingtonville, NY 10992 
Jrhomas V. Fondano 
224 Sara toga Avenue 
Mechanicville, NY 12118 
Michael P. Forgione 
3 Oxford Street 
Islip, NY 11751-1007 
I 
Peter J. Formaini 
750 South Aurora St. A pt 1 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Michael J. Forrester 
1012 Careswell Street 
Marshfield, MA 02050 
!Holly M. Forster 
5031 South Hillcrest Lane 
Veradale, WA 99037 
Erin T. Fortier 
86 Robbins Road 
Wilton, NH 03086 
Jodi L. Foster 
19 Front Street 
Bainbridge, NY 13733 
Colby A. Foytik 
22547 Raven Way 
Grand Terrace,CA 92313 
Jason B. Fraggos 
85 Hillcrest Road 
Needham, MA 02192 
Taralyn R. Frasqueri-Molina 
PO Box 6858 
Ithaca, NY 14851 
Rosalynn C. Frederick 
3 Fairview Drive 
Copake, NY 12516 
Lindsay E. Freeman 
25215 Chatworth Drive 
Euclid, OH 44117 
Lisa K. Freitag 
13 Joyce Street 
West Townsend, MA 01474 
Traci-Lynn M. Frese 
202 Merriweather Drive 
Syracuse, NY 13219 
Donna J. Freund 
220 Berkeley Place 
Brooklyn, NY 11217 
Albert J. Fricchione 
8 Taylor A venue 
West Harrison, NY 10604 
Jill E. Fried 
3845 Sheldon Road 
Orchard Park, NY 14127 
Jason M. Friedman 
4732 Rock Ledge Drive 
Harrisburg, PA 17110 
Victoria L. Fullard 
818 Kearney A venue 
Kearney, NJ 07032 
Karen E. Furst 
15 Oldwood Drive 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 
Bryan A. Gaal 
6732 Serah Lane 
Jamesville, NY 13078 
Jason W. Gabari 
377 Oscawana Lake Rd. 
Putnam Valley, NY 10579 
Lori M. Gabriel 
121 Biltmore Boulevard 
Massapequa, NY 11758 
Jill M. Gadway 
991 Woods Falls Road 
Mooers Forks, NY 12959 
Daniel Y. Gaibel 
2838 "C" West Touhy Ave 
Chicago, IL 60645 
Sarah C. Galacci 
7360 Amy Avenue 
Dover, PA 17315 
Robert C. Galini 
2 Arrowhead Drive 
Fulton, NY 13069 
James A. Gallegro 
167 Ketay Drive 
S. E. Northport, NY 11731 
Lynn R. Gallo 
138 Cornwall A venu e 
Tonawanda, NY14150 
Nicholas J. Galuardi 
41 Roast Meat Hill Road 
Killingworth, CT 06419 
Michael R. Gambale 
63 Glenwood Road 
Plainview, NY 11803 
Justin Gamble 
Box 4182 
Burlington, VT 05406 
Richard A. Ganci 
419 Coolidge Road 
Utica, NY 13502 
Oiza Garba 
112 Boise Drive 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Matthew J. Gardner 
93 Columbus Avenue 
West Harrison, NY 10604 
David J. Gargani 
45 Alta Parkway 
Mount Vernon, NY 10552 
Larissa K. Gascoigne 
7 North Westwood Court 
Ansonia, CT 06401 
Julie E. Gates 
748 Saffron Lane 
Webster, NY 14580 
Gretchen L. Gautieri 
14 Dewey Avenue 
Batavia, NY 14020 
Rebecca R. Gay 
6112 Route 31 
Cicero, NY 13039 
Elaine A. Gebell 
2439 Durham Path 
Schenectady, NY 12309 
Meghan M. Gehrig 
718 De Mott A venue 
Baldwin, NY 11510-1326 
John F. Gemmell 
R.D. #2 N. Main Street Ext. 
Hornell , NY 14843 
David M. Germano 
48 South A venue 
Fairport, NY 14450 
Joshua M. Gershman 
49 Audrey A venue 
Needham, MA 02192 
AmyM. Gerst 
115 East Genesee Street 
Skaneateles, NY 13152 
Paul M. Gesslein 
R.D. 2 118 Sharpsteen Road 
Locke, NY 13092 
Elizabeth M. Getlik 
11 Winter Terrace 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 
Jason P. Geyer 
16 Laura Lane 
Bedminster, NJ 07921 
Joanna C. Giamei 
423 Erwin Street 
Trumbull, CT 06611 
Michael D. Giardina 
524 Harmony Place 
Fullerton, CA 92831 
Robert A. Gibbs 
668 Dundee Lakemont Rd . 
Dundee, NY 14837 
Carrianne R. Gifford 
203 Seitz Drive 
Camillus, NY 13031 
Irene J. Gilbert 
20 Kane Drive 
Stormville, NY 12582 
Christina E. Gillette 
5121 Shiraz Lane 
Fayetteville, NY 13066 
Sarah C. Gillis 
120 Vernon Street 
Bridgewater, MA 02324 
Jennifer L. G illott 
869 Trimmer Road 
Spencerport, NY 14559 
Matthew K. Gilpatrick 
864 Montgomery Stree t 
Chicopee, MA 01013 
Jessica L. Giordano 
29 Elm Street 
Norwich, NY 13815 
William E. Gippe 
74 Bridge Street 
Carthage, NY 13619 
Donald B. Glasgow 
47 Peach Orchard Drive 
East Brunswick, NJ 
08816-2720 
Thomas M. Gleeson 
1211 Maxwell Lane 
Bloomington, IN 47401 
John J. Glennon 
216 Martin's Ridge 
Williamsburg, VA 23188 
Robert J. Glennon 
P.O. Box 243 Franklin Ave. 
Millbrook, NY 12545 
W. Ryan Glidden 
71 Colonial A venue 
Waltham, MA 02154 
Keith T. Glover 
28 Courtney A venue 
Stou ghton, MA 02072 
Leigh A. Gochenour 
116 St. George Drive 
Dillsburg, PA 17019 
Danielle P. Goldberg 
121 Osborn Road 
Harrison, NY 10528 
Dayna N.Goldberg 
64 Ripple Lane 
Levittown, NY 11756 
Lauren D. Goldberg 
810 Duke Street North 
Rockville, MD 20850 
Jill H. Goldberger 
15 Sunnywood Drive 
Westfield, NJ 07090 
Ian R. Golden 
27 Foxview Road 
Honey Brook, PA 19344 
Allyson L. Goldman 
154 Laurel Street 
West Haven, CT 06516 
Lisa F. Goldman 
15 Woodlawn Drive 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
Daniel G. Goldsmith 
81 Cardinal Drive 
Washingtonville, NY 10992 
Seth A. Goldstein 
5 Evergreen Drive 
Medford, NJ 08055 
Michael J. Gondek 
240 Pillmore Circle 
Rome, NY 13440 
Genesis Gonzalez 
5807 Topanga Canyon Blvd. 
Apt. F-202 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Lisa A. Good 
2419 Laguna Drive 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 
Brian P. Goodman 
48 Presidio Place 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
Rebecca J. Goodman 
17 44 Liberty Street 
Braintree, MA 02185 
Daniel E. Gordon 
28 Melville Road 
Hillsdale, NJ 07642 
Neil G. Gordon 
One Lark Street 
Washingtonville, NY 10992 
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Sarah J. Gormley 
41 Genoble Road 
Montville, NJ 07045 
Jacqueline S. Gould 
102 Happy Lane 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Walter W. Gouldsbury 
31 Brooks Avenue 
Nesconset, NY 11767 
Ursula A. Goulet 
6 Century Road 
Nashua, N H 03060 
Neil Goyal 
352 Cu psaw Drive 
Ringwood , NJ 07 456 
Christina T. Graczyk 
16 Scattertree Lane 
Orchard Park, NY 14127 
Karissa K. Graham 
26 Graham Road 
Harrisville, NY 13648-9418 
Kenneth A. Grams 
13 Mott Drive 
Bellport, NY 11713 
Laura B. Grandy 
40 Lochaven Road 
Bristol, CT 06010-2703 
Christopher J. Grassi 
198 Carolina Road 
Yorktown Heights, NY10598 
Peter A. Graves 
797 Depot Road 
Boxborough, MA 01719 
Charles A. Gray 
91 River Road 
West Newbury, MA 01985 
Jeffrey D. Graybill 
27 Sill Lane 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Nigel D. Greaves 
972 Adee A venue 
Bronx, NY 10469 
Peter A. Green 
890 H illtop Road 
Littleton, NH 03561 
Shannon M. Green 
148 Victor Lane 
Hamlin, NY 14464 
Joshua E. Greenberg 
1212 Universi ty Drive 
Yardley, PA 19067 
Mary Beth Greene 
69 Harrison Ave 
Glens Falls, NY 12801 
Suzanne M. Greenfield 
5028 Lake Road 
Avon, NY 14414 
Mark S. Greenspan 
6 Colonial Terrace 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 
Jeannine T. Grice 
2179 Sawkill RubyRoad 
Kingston, NY 12401 
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Erica L. Grieshaber 
6155 Breed Road 
Camillus, NY 13031-9634 
James J. Griffin 
64 Oriole Street 
Pearl River, NY 10965 
Lesley M. Grill 
19 Meadow Lane 
Marlboro, NJ 07746 
Amanda L. Grob 
210 N. Geneva St. Ap t. #4 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Katharine M. Grobe 
121 Fruehauf Avenue 
Amherst, NY 14226 
Angela C. Groeschen 
5913 West Penway Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46224 
Margaret V. Grondin 
160 Hillsid e Blvd 
New Hyd e Park, NY 11040 
Randi A. Gross 
431 Ced ar Lane 
East Meadow, NY 11554 
Scott K. Grossman 
13 Allison Drive 
Broomall, PA 19008-2260 
Chad M. Grove 
3050 Frontenac Road 
Trumansburg, NY 14886 
Theresa A. Grover 
15 Linwood Avenue 
Warsaw, NY 14569-1 115 
Jenna D. Gruben 
8250 South Albion Street 
Littleton, CO 80122 
Samuel D. Guberman 
13015 S.W. 110th Avenue 
Miami, FL 33176 
Michael R. Gunther 
7 Dieskau Street 
Lake George, NY 12845 
Catherine M. Gurgo 
87 Seminole Parkway 
Buffalo, NY 14210 
Michael M. Gus 
3061 Oneida Street 
Sauquoit, NY 13456 
Kristen H. Gustafson 
4100 West McKelvie Road 
Lincoln, NE 68524 
Kristi L. Gustafson 
42 Summit Drive 
Averill Park, NY 12018 
Daniel A.Gutstein 
46 Sagamore Drive 
Andover, MA 01810 
Hillary N. Gutstein 
19 Russel Place 
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 
Jody L. Guzzardo 
211 Deerfield Drive 
East Utica, NY 13502 
A soaking wet Adam Mazzuto '99 ( center) celebrates Fountain Day with f ellow 
seniors. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Charles S. Gwynne 
41 Alexander Street 
North Providence, RI 02904 
Natalie R. Habalou 
P.O. Box 787 One Ferguson Rd. 
Dryden, NY 13053--0787 
Darryl S. Haberman 
28 R utled ge Commons 
Yaphank, NY 11980 
Damon A. Hagan 
124 Trafalgar Drive 
Shirley, NY 11967-4418 
Christopher Haggarty 
11 South Drive 
Larchmont, NY 10538 
Scott B. Haight 
24 Arthur Avenue 
Cortland, NY 13045-2038 
Andrea Hall 
126 Green Street 
Syracuse, NY 13203 
Jennifer M. Hall 
4838 Encanto Creek Drive 
San Antonio, TX 78247 
David E. Halldorson 
5 Rolling Hill Drive 
Chatham, NJ 07928 
Nicole E. Hambleton 
14900 January Court 
Woodbridge, VA 22193 
Jason M. Hambrecht 
344 Ivy Street 
Warminster, PA 18974-4715 
Heather A. Hamilton 
15 Stephen Terrace 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 
Kristen E. Hammer 
931 Seventh A venue 
Bethlehem, PA 18018-3709 
Nicole M. Hand 
145 Grandview Avenue 
Frankfort, NY 13340 
Frithjof C. Hansen 
6 Pearl Street 
Beverly, MA 01915 
Karen E. Hansen 
1518 Trumansburg Rd. 
Apt.#3 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Jason D . Hark 
33 Kendal A venue 
Maplewood, NJ 07040 
Jessica M. Harmon 
2431 S.W. 170th Street 
Seattle, WA 98166-3249 
Thomas J. Harper 
615 Biery's Bridge Road 
Bethlehem, PA 18017-1105 
Meghan M. Harring ton 
7038 Ross Road 
Springwater, NY 14560 
Jennifer R. Harris 
Heather Lane P.O . Box 600 
Littleton, NH 03561 
Jon-Paul J. Hart 
646 Academy Street 
Watertown, NY 13601 
Debra L. Hartman 
2 South Danby Road 
Willseyville, NY 13864 
Heather L. Harvey 
2741 Astor Street 
Pueblo, CO 81005 
Kiel M. Harvey 
4086 Braewood Lane 
Geneva, NY 14456 
Jason E. Hastings 
63 County Route 41 
Hudson Falls, NY 12839 
Jay Z. Hatfield 
P.O. Box 356 
Pocono Pines, PA 18350 
Trevor M. Hathaway 
4809 Black Oak Drive 
Liverpool, NY 13088-4109 
Jill M. Haubrich 
5 Whitewood Drive 
Rocky Point, NY 11778 
Renee P. Hebert 
5 Hearthstone Drive 
Gansevoort, NY 12831 
Sean L. Heffron 
R.D. #2, Box 2700 
Factoryville, PA 18419 
Mark T. Heinsman 
10 Hoppenstedt Road 
Wallkill, NY 12589 
William J. Heinzelman 
142 Edward Drive 
Ringwood, NJ 07456-2731 
Renee A. Helbok 
9 Niles Drive 
Woodstock, NY 12498-2607 
Michael D . Henderson 
Box 222 Main Stree t 
Hammond, NY 13646 
Trina M. Henderson 
1210 Burke Ave Apt #Sc 
Bronx, NY 10469 
Mitchell H. Henig 
153 Munro Boulevard 
Valley Stream, NY 11581 
Jill R. Henkel 
43 Cathy Road 
Poughkeepsie, Y 12603 
John F. Hennessey 
433 Branch Road 
Wells, ME 04090 
, Brian D. Henry 
104 Dutchess Drive 
Horseheads, NY 14845 
Sarah J. Henry 
172 Rock Island Street 
Gouverneur, NY 13642 
Karen M. Heppeler 
25 Lieber Boulevard 
Farmingville, Y 11 738 
Cynthia D. Herbein 
9525 Burning Branch Rd 
Burke, VA 22015-3211 
Sarah K. Hermans 
R.D. #1, Box 1-A 
Millerton, NY 12546 
Robert M. Hermesch 
162 Third Street 
Buchaman, NY 10511 
Matthew B. Herron 
819 Penllyn Pike 
Lower Gwynedd, PA 19002 
Gabriel Hertzberg 
16 Euclid Place 
Montclair, NJ 07042-5022 
Jessica L. Herzog 
102 Yorkshire Boulevard 
Syracuse, NY 1321 9 
Karinne T. Hesco 
49 Park Ave #4 
Binghamton, NY 13903 
Laura A. Hess 
5600 Longford Road 
Huber Heights, OH 45424 
Matthew D. Hessler 
87 South Main Street 
Fairport, Y 14450 
Jaime S. Heun 
6 Prince Henry Drive 
Randolph, NJ 07869 
Brian D. Hibbard 
129 Timber Springs 
Lane Exton, PA 19341-1437 
Tracey J. Hibbard 
R.F.D. #1 , Box 72 
Keza r Falls, ME 04047 
Henny J. Hiemenz 
703 Falcon Lane 
West Chester, PA 19382 
Bethanne M. Hill 
29 Grant Street 
Keene, NH 03431-3240 
Brian E. Hill 
3154 Route 352 
Big Flats, Y 14814 
V anecia M. Hill 
109-71 135th Street 
Richmond Hill, Y 11420 
Robert J. Hillman 
5825 South A venue 
Williamson, NY 14589 
Kristin L.Hinkle 
472 Lepper Road 
Fort Johnson, NY 12070 
ShanaM. Hobin 
8671 Gaskin Road 
Bald w insville, NY 13027 
Matthew R. Hoch 
276 W. Walnut Tree Drive 
Blandon, PA 19510-9620 
Brian K. Hockmeyer 
30 Warwick Lane 
Basking Ridge, J 07920 
Emily S. Hoder 
120 Governor Bradford Drive 
Barrington, RI 02806 
Stephanie P. Hoey 
R.D. #5 Sta te Street Road 
Auburn, NY 13021-9805 
Gavin S. Hoffman 
2838 S. W. Dickinson Street 
Portland , OR 97219 
Jason D . Hogan 
46 Hay Market Road 
Rochester, Y 14624-4940 
Kristy A. Hogan 
16375 County Rou te 59 
Dexter, NY 13634-2023 
Daniel W. Holabaugh 
10922 Cervone Drive 
Meadville, PA 16335 
Bret R. Holgerson 
362 Manning Stree t 
N eedham, MA 021 92 
Greg M. Hollenbeck 
117 Tholen Road 
Candor, Y 13743 
Daniel J. Holleran 
2 Woodbridge Road 
Hingham, MA 02043-3144 
Charles L. Holliday 
99 Oak Street 
Laconia, NH 03246-2732 
Kevin C. Holton 
540 Wynnewood Road 
Pelham, Y 10803 
Kelly M. Honan 
270 Michael Road 
Orchard Park, NY 14127 
Sarah G. Hoover 
1006 Ashley Lane 
Libertyvi lle, IL 60048-3813 
Sara E. Horesco 
8 Wilson Court 
Beacon Falls, CT 06403 
Frances M. Horn 
1622 Altura Drive 
Missou la, MT 59802 
Elizabeth A. Horne 
183 Annelise Ave 
Southing ton, CT 06489 
Lisa B. Horton 
40 Carou sel Ori ve 
Trumbull, CT 06611 -5028 
Andrea A. Hostetter 
462 Sm ith Ridge Road 
South Salem , NY 10590 
Sandi C. Howard 
3 Briarwood A venue 
Monroe, NY 10950 
Kimberlee R. Howe 
P.O . Box 352 19 East Ave. 
Wayland, NY 14572 
Michael J. Hughes 
25 Old Lake Road 
Congers, NY 10920-2425 
Jamie T. Hulton-Baker 
10 Tricia Way 
Sta ten Island, NY 10307 
Brandon H. Huyler 
873 Spruce Street 
Winnetka, IL 60093 
Alexandra A. Hyman 
415 Mineola Avenue 
Carle Place, NY 11514-1615 
Joshua H. Hyman 
155 Deerfield Terrace 
Mahwah, NJ 07430-2851 
Anthony F. Iaffaldano 
1032 Ga tes Drive 
Schenectad y, NY 12306 
Kaori Ikeda 
4-1 7-1-512 
Takaishi Asao-ku Kawasaki 
215 JAPAN 
Anthony M. Impenna 
48 Baron De Hirsch Road 
Crompond, NY 10517 
Allyson D. Imperiale 
25 Pine Kill Meadows Road 
Maplecrest, NY 12454 
Marc C. lmprota 
11 Weybosset Street 
Shelton, CT 06484 
Diana L. Iny 
2061 Legion Street 
Bellmore, NY 11 710-4914 
Mark D. Irwin 
9 Circle Drive 
Moorestown, NJ 08057 
Corrine E. Iverson 
20 Darby Road 
Sci tua te, RI 02857-1525 
Prinsis A. Ivey 
832 Burnet A venue 
Syracuse, N Y 13203 
Debra C. lwanow 
29 Delview Terrace 
Delhi, Y 13753 
Lisa A. Jacobi 
PO Box 773 
Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
Caren J. Jacobs 
239 Davidson A venue 
Ram sey, NJ 07 446 
Julie L. Jacobs 
3100 Riverside Drive 
Wantagh, NY 11793-4641 
Brian V. Jacoby 
1207 Talmad ge H ill 
South Waverly, NY 14892 
Karen E. Jaeger 
11 Rambling Brook Drive 
Holmdel, NJ 07733-2316 
Courtney A. Jahn 
26 Brad ford Drive 
Sa ratoga Springs, NY 12866 
Elizabeth A. Jameson 
126 South H ill Terrace 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Nathan L. Jenks 
P.O. Box 114 117 South Street 
Elbridge, NY 13060 
Julia M. Jennings 
115 North Street Apt. 5 
Auburn, N Y 13021 
Jason A. J eroszko 
9291 Wilkinson Road 
Lee Center, NY 13363 
Laurie A. J erva 
4676 State Route 34B 
Auburn, N Y 13021 
Christopher J. Jevens 
8007 Winfield Circle 
Rom e, NY 13440 
Elizabeth C. Johnson 
36 Daniel Drive 
N. Kingstown, RI 02852 
James T. Johnson 
72 Wading River Road 
Center Moriches, NY 11934 
Sandra D. Johnson 
PO Box 91 St. 
Johnsville, NY 13452 
Tricia M. Johnson 
3 Stable Ridge Road 
Monroe, CT 06468 
Kimberly E. Jones 
6 Daffodil Lane 
Cos Cob, CT 06807 
Matthew H. Jones 
61 Boulder Circle 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 
Keith A. Jordan 
83 Chute Road 
Windham , ME 04062-41 16 
Sean M. Jordan 
4 Alyce Court 
Som ers, NY 10589 
Kurt L. Jorgensen 
28 Canasawacta Street 
Norw ich , N Y 13815 
Justin E. Joseph 
138 Josephine Eva risto Ave. 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
Michael L. J ukofsky 
281 Longwood Drive 
Manalapan, J 07726 
Krista L. June 
31 Stevens Drive 
Attica, NY 14011 -1256 
Michael D. Junkins 
Goss H ill Road 
H unting ton , MA 01050 
Merja K. Jutila 
Kulolaasko SB Espoo 
02340 FIN LAND 
Kimberly P. Kacprowicz 
63 Takolusa Drive 
Holmdel, NJ 07733-1 259 
Kyle A. Kaczmarek 
61 98 Taylor Road 
Orchard Pa rk, Y 14127 
Christopher K. Kaiser 
41 Deer Hill Road 
Redding, CT 06896 
Nicoletta Kalatha 
56-A Sm irnes 
Maked onitissa N icosia 2401 
CYPRUS 
Jon D. Kallas 
15 Locust Street 
Massap equa, Y 11758 
Kelli M. Kane 
171 Tuscarora Road 
Buffa lo, NY 14220 
Scott B. Kanter 
9040 Lockwood 
Skokie, IL 60077 
Michael R. Kantor 
1116 Botetourt Gardens 
Norfo lk, VA 23507 
Joel D. Kaplan 
71 Bainton Road 
West Hartford , CT 06117 
Robert B. Kaplan 
207 The Parkway 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Elizabeth A. Karam 
9 A Foxfi re Lane 
Glenmont, N Y 12077 
Kristin B. Karas 
7830 Parker Hill Road 
Dansville, Y 14437 
Judd H. Karlman 
419 North Geneva Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850-4111 
Namita S. Karmarkar 
51 Rajlaxm i 15th Road , 
Khar (West) Mumbai 400 
052 IN DIA 
Amanda D. Kass 
5 Fox Hollow Drive 
Quogue, NY 11942 
Benjamin F. Kasulke 
P.O . Box 11 4 
Old Raybrook Road 
Raybrook, N Y 12977 
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Julie H. Katz 
7 Filmont Drive 
New City, NY 10956 
Kimberly Kayajanian 
216 Irondequoit Road 
Franklin, MA 02038-2908 
Jennifer L. Kearney 
36 Carmen View Drive 
Shirley, NY 11967 
Darcy E. Keeney 
71 Blueberry Hill Lane 
Sudbury, MA 01776 
Kristy D. Keith 
20 Chestnut Street Lake 
Peekskill, NY 10537 
Latesha M. Kellam 
59 Waterville Street 
Waterbury, CT 06710 
James B. Kelleher 
1146 Maple Hill Road 
Westfield, NJ 07090 
Debra L. Kelly 
2227 Crego Street 
Baldwinsville, NY 13027 
Jason A. Kemish 
122 Lagana Avenue 
Plantsville, CT 06479-1211 
Dale R. Kemp 
24 Shaffer Road 
Newfield, NY 14867 
Rachel E. Kenig 
914 Longfield Road 
Erdenheim, PA 19038 
Raymond R. Kennard 
29 Paris Hill Road 
South Paris, ME 04281 
Nathan M. Keough 
4478 Townline Road 
Cuba, NY 14727-9541 
Casey L. Kerchner 
675 Washington Street 
Royersford, PA 19468-2415 
Jesse A. Kerns 
HC 1, Box 64 
Jewett, NY 12444 
Jacquelyn G. Ketler 
14 Sassafras Road 
Westford, MA 01886 
Akhileshwar Khanal 
18824 Voss Road 
Dallas, TX 75287 
Annemarie E. Kickham 
16 Freedom Drive 
Collinsville, CT 06022-1406 
Joshua D. Kidder 
86 Highland Street 
South Easton, MA 02375 
Leonard J. Kielbasa 
P.O. Box 748 
Hawley, PA 18428 
Mindy J. Kierman 
2556 Eileen Road 
Oceanside, NY 11572 
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Johanna M. Kiley 
827 Placek Drive 
Johnson City, NY 13790 
Brendan T. Killeen 
41 Burbank Drive 
Amherst, NY 14226-3934 
Melissa L. Killeleagh 
29 Choate A venue 
Buffalo, NY 14220-1924 
Conor S. Kilpatrick 
198 Burns Street A pt #2 
Forest Hills, NY 11375 
Julie A. Kilpatrick 
1315 Mansel Avenue 
Williamsport, PA 17701 
David S. Kim 
19 Hurley Avenue 
Wyckoff, NJ 07481 
Katherine M. Kinane 
1905 Poinsetta Lane 
Maitland, FL 32751-3559 
Adam G. Klein 
P.O. Box 316 
Washington, ME 0457 4 
David S. Klewan 
17 Stonecreek Lane 
Briarcliff, NY 10510 
Jessica L. Klossner 
R.R. #1 , Box 10 
Constableville, NY 13325 
Maureen E. Klug 
203 Chantrey Road 
Timonium, MD 21093 
Emily A. Kluga 
11 Green Valley Drive 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
Katharine R. Knauf 
2900 East A venue 
Rochester, NY 14610 
Sarah G. Knauf 
2900 East A venue 
Rochester, NY 14610 
Angela M. Kneale 
PO Box 3891 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Karen M. Knemeyer 
8103 Erie Street 
Sylvania, OH 43560 
Randall H. Knight 
33 Horseshoe Circle 
Simsbury, CT 06070-1722 
Alexandra I. Knoth 
506 Madison Drive 
East Windsor, NJ 08520 
Brian J. Knox 
8 Buckingham Meadow Rd 
East Setauket, NY 11733 
Na than R. Koch 
35 Old State Road 
Heuvelton, NY 13654 
Francis L. Koiner 
86 South Mount Vernon Rd 
Manheim, PA 17545 
Rena Kokalari John Kotsatos Ginger S.Krupa 
93 Shirley Ct 1225 Granite Drive 141 Chestnut Street #B32 
Smithtown, NY 11787 Bethlehem, PA 18017 Ithaca, NY 14850 
George K. Kokoris Brian J. Kotsol Paula M. Krupnick 
32 Uptown Village Boices Trailer Park Lot #58 51 Northgate Circle 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Kingston, NY 12401 Melville, NY 11747 
Georgina M. Konecny Michael J. Krakowka Jaime L. Kupillas 
26 Shadowmoor Drive 220 Bruce Hill Road 70 Palm Drive 
Fairport, NY 14450 Cumberland, ME 04021 Lehighton, PA 18235-9474 
Joshua C.Konetzni Kerri L. Kramer Christopher M. Kuriga 
3653 Via Calabria 117 Torrington A venue 281 Mosquito Valley Road 
Esconvido, CA 92025 Collinsville, CT 06022-1305 Williamsport, PA 17702 
Peter J. Koonz Brenda A. Krasuski Kevin P. Kurz 
P.O. Box 506 319 West Monroe Street 820 Loudan Lane 
Point Arena, CA 95468 Little Falls, NY 13365-1118 Newtown Square, PA19073 
Ellen L. Korda Andrew P. Kriz Sarah E. Kuyt 
5145 Linette Lane 9 Smithshire Estates 18 Ashwood Knoll 
Annandale, VA 22003-4122 Andover, MA 01810 Rochester, NY 14624-4765 
Michael J. Kornbluth Kelly J. Kroeck Jennifer R. Labowitz 
7 Glenwood Road 645 East Main Street 9 Brandywine Falls 
Scarsdale, NY 10583 Lititz, PA 17543 Wilmington, DE 19806 
James M. Koskinen Jeremy A. Kropveld Elizabeth T. Laboy 
35 Keith Hill Road 1927 Brainard Road 100 Asch Loop 
Grafton, MA 01519 Lyndhurst, OH 44124 Bronx, NY 10475 
Gregory M. Kostyniak Megan S. Krouse Katie Ladner 
73 lvyhurst Road 32 Howard Street Millbrook Road 
Amherst, NY 14226-3414 Norwich, NY 13815 Morris, NJ 07976 
Mindy Lias '99 leans back in the arms of Neil Goyal '99 during the Bigayla rally. Lias 
was a co-leader of SAVAW, an organization that supports the event each year. (Photo by 
Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Cara L. LaDouceur Justin R. Lee Selket M. Lewis Stacie M. Luczynski Eduard A. Malkhasyan 
118 Sylvan Street 3 Benjamin Hill Road 2319 Edna Court 9 Elmwood A venue 28 Uptown Village 
Elbridge, NY 13060-9710 Newfield, NY 14867 Baldwin, NY 11510 Gloversville, NY 12078 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Mindy L. Lais Robin A. Lee Vasilios D. Likitsakos David A. Ludwig Janine N. Mallis 
Third Avenue, Box 116 5 Pike Place 7 Barry Park Court 707 Peachtree Village 374 Equus Drive 
Tribes Hill, NY 12177 Mahopac, NY 10541 Searingtown, NY 11507 Hackettstown, NJ 07840 Camp Hill, PA 17011-8357 
Gabriel V. Landowski Shauna L. Leff Elizabeth M. Lilley Kari M. Luehman Jennifer E. Malone 
8 Pearl Street 3392 South Smith Road 376 Lighthouse Road 11522 Old State Road 38 Dogwood Lane 
Cortland, NY 13045 Akron, OH 44333 Hilton, NY 14468-8923 Dalton, NY 14836 Loudonville, NY 12211 
Matthew R. Landry Jodi L. Lehrman Jayne A. Lindholm Jessica L. Luke David A. Mancuso 
17 Graveside Road 16 Saxon Woods Court 208 Woodfield Road 2318 Dorchester #102 25 Pleasant Street 
Portland, ME 04102-1803 Cheshire, CT 06410 West Hempstead, NY 11552 Troy, MI 48084 Utica, NY 13501 
Elizabeth C. Lane Jason S. Leibowitz Caryn F. Lindsay Marcy M. Luke Teddy L. Mankin 
74 Mattison Reservoir Ave. 14 Astro Place 217 Wilshire Road 135 Carriage Drive 5625 Annette Street 
Branchville, NJ 07826 Dix Hills, NY 11746 Solvay, NY 13209-2250 Portsmouth, RI 02871-2221 Lakeland, FL 33810 
Jennifer E. Lane Keren 0. Leiby Janice L. Lindsley Patrice L. Lyons Charles W. Maragioglio 
51 Killington A venue 2049 Pearson Street 5781 Bartell Road R.D. #3, Box 165-A 19 Colonial Lane 
Rutland, VT 05701 Brooklyn, NY 11234-4726 Brewerton, NY 13029 Volant, PA 16156-8701 Bellport, NY 11713-2918 
Susan C. Laratta Tara L. Leifer Jon M. Lintvet Wendy S. Lyons Anthony J. Maramarco 
Apt 2 123 Farm Street 30 Connel Drive 8602 Wild Olive Drive 30 Hearthstone Lane 10 W onson Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 West Orange, NJ 07052 Potomac, MD 20854-3560 Rochester, NY 14617 Gloucester, MA 01930 
Anthony E. LaRocca Kristen N. Leipert Benjamin J. Lipman Ro.bert B. MacCurdy Kimberly A. Marchant 
36 Columbine A venue 2235 North Pewter Drive 3 Kaine Terrace 172 Brooktondale Road 130 Meadow Road 
Islip, NY 11751 Macungie, PA 18062 Albany, NY 12208-1215 Brooktondale, NY 14817 East Longmeadow, MA 01028 
Gregory J. Larson Alan D. Leipham Mathew B. Litchhult Carrie T. MacDonald Abby D. Marcus 
R.R. #2, Box 61 Johnston Rd 50 Pine Circle P.O. Box 1242 700 Rosewood Dr. 1110 Hassell Road 6 Horseshoe Lane 
Livingston Manor, NY 12758 Newfield, NY 14867 Mattituck, NY 11952 Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 West Westport, CT 06880 
Kevin R. Lash Tanya M. Lenczewski Matthew R. Litt Lindsey K. Maciejewski John Margetanski 
38 Sunset Trail 1422 Fairwood Drive 12 Carlisle Court 24 Misty Pine Road 2733 Watson Boulevard 
Denville, NJ 07834 Utica, NY 13502 Manalapan, NJ 07726-3431 Fairport, NY 14450 Endwell, NY 13760 
Ronald S. Lauback Samantha J. Leonard Kristi N. Little Danielle R. MacLean Michael J. Marino 
6511 Emilie Lane 12 Ives Road 956 Greyton Road 8807 Hayes Hollow Road 54 Churchill Drive 
East Syracuse, NY 13057 Washington Depot, CT 06794 Cleveland Heights, OH 44112 Colden, NY 14033 New Hyde Park, NY 11040 
Joseph S. Law Michael J. Leonardo Cindy Liu Andrew J. MacNeil Austin A. Markus 
4273 Lampman Road 1134 Danby Road 2071 68th Street A pt. #1-R 32 Rutgers Road 168 West 86th Street 
Vernon, NY 13476 Ithaca, NY 14850 Brooklyn, NY 11204 Andover, MA 01810 New York, NY 10024-4033 
Bridgett A. Lawrence Peter W. LePage RandyJ.Lo Tracey S. Madigan Johanna Marte 
470 Riverside Drive 27 Georgetown Lane 6 Herrick Court 32 South Beach Dr 208 Nagle Ave Apt #4-B 
Crystal Lake, IL 60014 Fairport, NY 14450 Gloucester, MA 01930 Rowayton, CT 06853 New York, NY 10034 
Eric S. Lawrence Danielle R. Lever Rion A. Lo Brutto April V. Madres Andrea M. Martin 
2630 Flower Street 250 Jacaranda Country R.D. #2, Box 359-A 8875 Rising Sun A venue 78 Saint Charles Street 
Westbury, NY 11590-5604 Club Drive Apt 809 Red Hook, NY 12571 Philadelphia, PA 19115 West Hartford, CT 06119 
Plantation, FL 33324 
Hien V. Le John J. LoDestro Jamie C. Maerz Eric R. Martin 
445 Clayton Street Zachary M. Levi 330 County Highway 107 HC 69, Route 51 211 Marion Terrace 
Central Islip, NY 11722 8425 Ericson Drive Johnstown, NY 12095-3804 Garrattsville, NY 13342 Ephrata, PA 17522-2178 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
John S. Leach John H. Longley Laura Maggiotto Kelly A. Martin 
3707 Nanz A venue Joshua A. Levine R.F.D. #3, Box 34-A 731 Tacoma Avenue 313 Edgehill Road 
Louisville, KY 40207 2550 Independence Ave. Plymouth, NH 03264-9108 Buffalo, NY 14216 Wayne, PA 19087 
Bronx, NY 10463 
Danielle R. LeBlanc Crescent A. Lonnquist Erin C. Maguire Kenneth D. Martin 
P.O. Box 299 60 Asbury Rd . Elizabeth D. Levy P.O. Box 71 Waterville Hill Rd 34 Lennon Road 329 West Seneca Street 
Lansing, NY 14882 7 Fox Meadow Court Norridgewock, ME 04957 Arlington, MA 0217 4 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Woodbury, NY 11797 
Todd R. Leckinger Aisha Lope de Haro-Salleh Sara L. Mahle Katie M. Martiniano 
PO Box 2556 Sharon D. Levy 4300 Old Dominion Rd 1200 The Pines 5204 Linden Court 
New Seabury, MA 02649 5 Hilltop Road Apt.#1005 Batesville, IN 47006-9512 Schenectady, NY 12303 
Larchmont, NY 10538 Arlington, VA 22207 
Scott J. Leclau Erin Mahoney Jesica J. Martino 
161 Ridgewood Drive Keshav M. Lewis Domenico J. LoRe 1255 Audra Court 10 Radburn Drive 
Syracuse, NY 13206-2452 371 Brickwan Road 805 Karshick Street Mohegan Lake, NY 10547 Farmingville, NY 11738 
Hurleyville, NY 12747 Bohemia, NY 11716 
Jacquelyn M. Lederman Brian C. Maillard Mark R. Mascolo 
1011 Terry Hill Road Krista M. Lewis Michelle P. Lorenz 146 Powerville Road 39 Fenwick Drive 
Alpine, NY 14805 6 South Hollow Drive 14902 Southeast Northshore Cir Boonton Township, NJ 07005 Farmington, CT 06032 
Ballston Lake, NY 12019 Vancouver, WA 98683-9292 
Eric Lee Kiana Malekzadeh Gregory J. Maso 
850 Union Street Robert M. Lewis Mandy T. Lovell 255 St Joseph's Way 2 Woodgate Lan 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 15 Lindbergh Parkway 110 Vanida Lane Philadelphia, PA 19106 Ithaca, NY 14850-876 
Waldwick, NJ 07463-1309 Fayetteville, NY 13066 
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Susanna B. Mason 
4563 Rolling Meadows Way 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 
Amanda E. Massey 
21 Stra tfo rdshire Drive 
Sussex, NJ 07461-4225 
Meggan S. Mastin 
3800 Roberts Road 
Binghamton, NY 13903 
Jason W. Matthews 
2 John Smith Road 
Binghamton, N Y 13901 
Tracey L. Matthews 
7042 Valentown Road 
Victor, NY 14564 
Timothy M. Matyjewicz 
145 Standart Ave. X-280 
Auburn, NY 13021 
John M. Maury 
22 Mead ow view Drive 
Nantucket, MA 02554 
Leah K. May 
202 Arlidge Drive 
Rochester, NY 14616 
Stephen V. May 
16 Marion Drive East 
Lym e, CT 06333 
David L. Mayotte 
RR #6, Box 8-A 233 Gardenier Rd. 
Oswego, N Y 13126 
Kate E. Mazejka 
14 Free Street 
Camden, ME 04843 
Michael R. Mazourek 
24 Mazourek Road 
Newfield, NY 14867 
Robert E. Mazur 
3611 Lawson Road 
Glenview, IL 60025 
Gary M. Mazza 
18 A very Road 
Carmel, N Y 10512 
Adam C. Mazzuto 
41 Pasture Lane 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603 
Grant F. McCarey 
2 Pilgrim Road 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Daniel G. McCarter 
1805 Hickory Way 
Hatfield , PA 19440 
Daniel J. McCarthy 
288 Seneca Street 
Chittenango, NY 13037 
Patrick C. McCormick 
222 Wilson A venue 
Endwell, NY 13760 
Maureen A. McDaniel 
102 William Penn Circle 
Sewickley, PA 15143 
Joseph T. McDonald 
225 Rod and Gun Club Rd . 
Forestburgh, N Y 12777 
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Rachel L. McElhatten 
26 Old Mead ow Drive 
Rochester, NY 14626 
Justin P. McEnroe 
29 Yellow City Road 
Amenia, N Y 12501 
Emily F. McGinness 
12 Grove Street 
Pleasantville, N Y 10570 
Matthew S. McGoldrick 
2115 Country View Lane 
Lansdale, PA 19446 
Julie M. McGraw 
33 Madison Street 
Cortland, NY 13045 
Justin A. McLaughlin 
8403 Coral Road 
Wonder Lake, IL 60097 
Kelly A. McLaughlin 
P.O. Box364 
5545 Deerpath Ln. 
Plumstead ville, PA 18949 
Janel L. McMahon 
68 West Bayard Street 
Seneca Falls, NY 13148 
Amy L. McMordie 
3 Maxwell A venue 
Hornell, N Y 14843-2127 
John V. McNally 
3800 Windsor Drive 
Bethpage, NY 11714-5400 
Corey D. McQuinn 
Box 59-A, R.D. 
#4 8012 Camrod en Rd 
Rome, NY 13440 
Evan A. Mediuch 
2 Rabbit Run 
Fishing Creek, NJ 08204 
Alex Meixner 
5562 Route 145 
Lavry Station, PA 18059 
Jamie P. Melser 
4 Bouldercrest Court 
Rockville, MD 20850 
Waldemar Mena 
601 West 137th St. Apt #47 
New York, NY 10031 
Alessandra Menasce 
130 BIS Ave Charles d e 
Gaulle 92200 
Neuilly S/Seine FRANCE 
Aaron D. Mendelson 
4905 Tydfil Court 
Fairfax, VA 22030 
Andrew L. Mendelson 
66 Kirkwood Road 
West H artford, CT 06117 
Christina M. Meneses 
644 West 173rd St Apt 0-5 
New York, NY 10032 
Jodi A. Menges 
156 Crestfield Drive 
Rochester, N Y 14617 
---- - - ---
Joseph A. Messer 
Box 1195, R.R. #4 
Plymouth, NH 03264-9444 
Kelly B. Meye 
1881 Dryd en Road 
Freeville, NY 13068 
Erica N. Meyrich 
5-19 Fourth Street 
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410 
Michael R. Miceli 
88 Gordon A venue 
Dumont, NJ 07628 
Erin T. Miers 
9 Crescent Street 
Ilion, NY 13357 
Heather K. Miglin 
3508 Laurel A venue 
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 
Melissa S. Mikula 
2312 Crestnoll Road 
Reisterstown, MD 21136 
Eric D. Milanese 
5 Chambord Court 
Shoreham, NY 11786-2100 
Braden C. Miles 
245 Young H ill Road 
Sunapee, NH 03782 
Eryn L. Miller 
238 Montclair Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15229 
Jason H. Miller 
369 North Emerson Road 
Lexington, MA 021 73-1629 
Jonathan R. Miller 
102 Troy Rd 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Joy E. Miller 
2 Sylvan Drive 
Neptune, NJ 07753-5843 
- - - - - - - ----
Just before commencement begins business majors Matt 
Sheridan 99 and John Margetanski 99 stand on their chairs 
to get a view from above. ( Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Marc S. Miller 
80 Red wood Road 
Newton Centre, MA 02159 
Megan B. Miller 
220 Saw Mill Drive 
West Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922 
Michael E. Miller 
226 #B Pleasan t St 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Robert M. Miller 
5528 Oakwood Drive 
Mercersburg, PA 17236 
Courtney J. Millian 
300 Winston Drive Apt 1802 
Cliffsid e Park, NJ 07010 
Esther J. Millison 
16307 Deer Lake Road 
Rockville, MD 20855 
Susana B. Milnes 
Camino do Polvorin 4 
Perillo 15172 SPAIN 
Stacey A. Milowsky 
798 Iron Latch Road 
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 
Joan E. Missell 
1384 Whalen Road 
Penfield, NY 14526 
James L. Mitchell 
224 Harriette A venue 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Ross I. Mizrahi 
Box 635 
Niwot, CO 80544 
Jacquelyn M. Moehle 
7572 East Costilla A venue 
Englewood , CO 80112-1205 
David W. Monaghan 
158 Hubbard Street 
Concord, MA 01742 
Tara B. Moncrief 
5214 Hillcrest Circle 
Lowville, NY 13367 
Melissa A. Montgomery 
45 Hopkins Street 
Reading, MA 01867-3917 
Jennifer E. Montigny 
44 Reservoir Road 
Vernon, CT 06066-4521 
Kimberly A. Mooney 
619 Hamilton Street 
Syracuse, NY 13204 
Seth C. Moore 
399 Hewins Street 
Sheffield, MA 01257 
Matthew D. Moran 
20 Lashua Rd . P.O. Box 591 
Ashburnham, MA 01430 
Marlene L. Morgan 
1320 Holmes Road 
Apalachin, NY 13732 
Tracy L. Morgia 
Apt A 506 . Tioga Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Amy L. Morin 
162 Merrill Road 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Emily L. Morin 
134 Boulter Road 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
Jason L. Morini 
5626 State Highway 30 
Amsterdam, NY 12010 
Michele L. Moritis 
52 Treadwell Avenue 
Thomaston, CT 06787 
Jessica B. Morrow 
24 Elmwood Place 
Geneva, NY 14456-221 5 
Traci L. Morrow 
38 Raycroft Drive 
West Seneca, NY 14224 
Amanda T. Morse 
27 Third Street 
Canisteo, NY 14823 
Christopher J. Morse 
P.O. Box 34 98 Brook Road 
Sunapee, H 03782-0034 
James H. Morse 
2320 Andrews Road 
Canandaigua, NY 14424 
Leemarie Mosca 
88 Smart Street 
Providence, RI 02904 
Lisa S. Mosher 
3484 Post Street 
Clinton, NY 13323 
Todd M. Moulen 
75 East Main Street 
Cheshire, MA 01225-9627 
Scott E. Mraz 
200 South Melcher Street 
Johnstown, NY 12095 
Crystal M. Muise 
14 Murray Road 
Woburn, MA 01 801-2231 
Andrew J. Mullen 
20 Counti Court 
Binghamton, Y 13905 
Shawn-Ann Mullen 
150 Middlesex A venue 
Oakdale, Y 11769-1 975 
Brooke E. Muller 
Rt. #2, Box 626 
Cairo, NY 12413 
William E. Munn 
3 Fern Drive 
Saratoga Springs, Y 12866 
Daniella A. Murcko 
200 Abbott Street 
orth And over, MA 01 845 
ChristinaM. Murphy 
16 Como Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14220-1508 
Jason S. Murphy 
1266 Interva le Road 
New Gloucester, ME 04260 
Matthew T. Murphy 
715 North Flat Street 
Penn Yan, NY 14527 
Michael J. Murphy 
653 First Street 
Ronkonkoma, Y 11779 
Chad D. Murray 
4 Country Lane 
Hudson Fa lls, NY 12839 
Decia M. Murray 
14 Sycamore Place 
Conklin, NY 13748 
Siobhan M. Murtagh 
427 Cambridge Road 
Ridgewood , J 07 450 
Brian S. Muscat 
44 Ta nglewood Drive 
West Seneca, NY 14224 
Scott M. Mushtare 
5496 Wa ter Street 
Lowville, NY 13367 
Jennifer L. Musson 
2 Kathleen Court 
Suffern, NY 10901 
Alicia A. Mutrie 
349 Captain Eam es Circle 
Ashland, MA 01721 
Christina J. Myers 
135 South Adam s Street 
Rockville, MD 20850-2315 
Christopher C. Myers 
3922 Brookridge Drive 
Mechan icsburg, PA 17055 
Pilar E. Nadal 
256 Floral Ave 
Ithaca, N Y 14850 
Krishni D. Nagendra 
37 /1 Bullers Lane Colom bo 
7 SRI LANKA 
Stan T. Nakanishi 
239-C Codding ton Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
SharifR.Nankoe 
405 Lake Street Apt. A-35 
Ithaca, N Y 14850 
Mark A. Naparstek 
80 Box Mill Road 
Boxborough, MA 01 719 
Lisa J. Nappi 
198 Bolton Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
Richard R. Nathan 
3595 Post Road Apt 17301 
Wa rwick, RI 02886-8519 
Markella Neamonitis 
370 Plainview Road 
Hicksville, NY 11801 -4348 
Elizabeth R. Nee 
3750 Spring House Court 
Marietta, GA 30067 
Daniel A. Neil 
431 Knapp Hill Road 
Cas tle Creek, NY 13744 
Gretta L. Nemcek 
12 Adams Street 
Whiteha ll, NY 12887 
Karen N eroulias 
116 Va nd erbilt Ave. Apt. 1 
Brooklyn, NY 11205 
Jennifer M. Nerrie 
26 Cambridge Drive 
Babylon, NY 11702-3610 
Keir B. Neuringer 
622 Stiles A venue 
Mamaroneck, NY 10543 
Christopher G. Neville 
121 Brookside Lane 
Fayetteville, NY 13066 
Anthony M. Newton 
11 South Street 
Yarmouth, ME 04096-1 212 
Andrea T. Nguyen 
300 Cadillac Avenue 
Rochester, NY 14606 
Daniel C. Nickerson 
69 Hart Road 
Spencer, NY 14883 
Jason R. Nickerson 
P.O . Box 701 205 
Meetinghouse Rd 
Eastham , MA 02642-3003 
Jennifer L. Nicolla 
11 Hunters Run Blvd . 
Cohoes, NY 12047-1 440 
Eric A. Nicosia 
38 Chand ler Drive 
Wayne, NJ 07470-5531 
Erika J. Nielsen 
O ne Kimberly Drive 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
Kimberly A. Niles 
26 Fedak Drive 
Chicopee, MA 01013 
Lisa K. Ninivaggio 
4 Ma rk Drive 
Rye Brook, NY 10573 
Jennifer A. Nizer 
21 Petalas Drive 
East Greenbush, NY 12061 
Alice M. Noe 
44 Tupelo Place 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Joel M. Nolan 
816 Slocum Road 
Saund ers town, RI 02874 
Maria T. Noon 
50 Oak Lane 
Pottsvill e, PA 17901 
Andrew E. N orige 
90 Cheshire Drive 
Sou th Windsor, CT 06074 
Gregory S. Novak 
43 Virginia Drive 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Wendi B. Novick 
510 Arthur Drive 
Cherry H ill, NJ 08003-3006 
Melanie M. Nowling 
46750 Tennis Island 
North Fineview , Y 13640 
Natalie M. Noyes 
448 Pleasant Street 
Gardner, MA 01440-2933 
Emily B. Nurkin 
1254 Eas t 24th Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11210 
Stacey B. Nussbaum 
259 La rch Lane 
Mahwah, J 07430 
Michael T. O'Connell 
500 William Street 
Dexter, NY 13634 
Kerry A. O'Connor 
179 Bennett Road 
Pine City, N Y 14871 
Maureen N. O'Donnell 
305 North Main Street 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
Michael P. O'Donovan 
145 Larkin La ne 
Collegeville, PA 19426 
Stephanie D. O'Leary 
3 H enry Close 
Wa rwick, NY 10990 
Stephanie J. O'Neil 
6 Marble Road Eas t 
Greenbush, NY 12061 
Matthew C. O'Neill 
10 Va lley Brook Road 
Westborou gh, MA 01581 
Siobhan E. O'Reilly 
212 Eas t King Road 
Ithaca , NY 14850 
Suzanne K. O'Rourke 
50 Bai ley Road 
Fairfield , CT 06432 
Philip A. Obado 
7602 Lancelo t Road 
Port Richey, FL 34668-2635 
Mark H. Oberhand 
37 Don Bob Road 
Stam ford , CT 06903 
Marjorie A. Obreza 
170 Sandy Lane Road 
Mohawk, NY 13407 
ChristineT. Odalen 
64 Glenwood Drive 
South Bergenfield , NJ 07621 
William M. Oechslin 
1213 Ta ughannock Blvd. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Gretchen L. Oehlschlager 
R.R. #1, Box 56-0 
Groton , VT 05046-9402 
Sarah A. Ogunsola 
1639 Myrtle Street NW 
Washington, DC 20012 
Kerri L. Oliveira 
25 Wad e Drive 
Greenville, RI 02828 
Kimberly A. Olsen 
7 orton Stree t 
Newburgh, NY 12550 
Joshua A. Opperman 
347 Pleasant H ill Drive 
New City, NY 10956 
Michael R. Opperman 
41 1 Hector Street 
Ithaca, Y 14850 
Mathew R. Oram 
P.O. Box 154 R D. #1, Creek Rd 
Mohawk, NY 13407 
William Orama 
1966 Firs t Ave Apt #7-F 
New York, Y 10029 
Sharon A. Orchard 
18 Payne Road 
York, ME 03909 
Charlemagne Orisme 
660 St. Nicholas Ave Apt#34 
New York, NY 10030 
Jeffrey 0. Otto 
500 Valley La ne 
A tlanta, GA 30328 
Erin K. Ouellette 
354 Old Plym outh Road 
Bu zza rds Bay, MA 02532 
Catherine E. Overton 
181 Bower Road 
Elmira, NY 14905 
Cristin A. Owens 
PSC 2 Box 7003 
APO AE, 09012 
Heather E. Ozinsky 
506 Race St. Ap t. 1 
Ch ittena ngo, NY 13037 
Jason R. Pacioni 
134 Pine Rid ge Road 
Fayetteville, Y 13066 
Nicholas B. Padow 
3455 26th Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
Katy L. Palmer 
5152 Skyline Drive 
Syracuse, NY 13215 
Mitchel B. Palmer 
P.O. Box 376 
Yosset, Y 11791 
Kalyan Pande 
CHA 1-707 Maiju bahal, 
Chabahil Ka thmand u 
NEPAL 
Dana L. Paolone 
4811 Creek Road 
Lewis ton, NY 14092-1113 
William J. Paolozzi 
10280 Doyle Road 
U tica, NY 13502-6802 
Danielle M. Paquette 
8290 orthgate Drive 
Rome, Y 13440-1943 
Monica E. Parker 
P.O. Box 9066 
Sa n Jua n, PR 00908 
Yasmeen R. Parsley 
425 East 110th St. Apt. #458-D 
New York, NY 10029 
Kerry L. Parsons 
281 Oakland Avenue 
Miller Place, NY 11764-3514 
Directory 199 
Anthony R. Pascale 
119 Deer Path Lane 
Freehold, J 07728 
Raymond M. Pashoukos 
105 East King Rd. Apt. 3 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Molly E. Pasqualone 
2934 College Street 
Austinburg, OH 44010-9745 
Anita A. Patel 
902 Quincy Drive 
Yardley, PA 19067 
Bethany L. Pattee 
12 Flintlock Road 
Bedford, H 03110-5714 
Scott W. Pavlick 
14 Badger Drive 
Binghamton, Y 13901 
Keri M. Payeur 
955 Methodist Road 
Westbrook, ME 04092 
Elizabeth A. Payne 
8580 Gunner Way 
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 
Thomas A. Payne 
360 Benjamin Hill Road 
Newfield, NY 14867 
David L. Peck 
1043 Buchanan A venue 
Lancaster, PA 17603 
Melissa L. Pelkey 
245 Heather Hill Drive 
West Seneca, NY 14224 
Jessica L. Pellicano 
209 East Line Street 
Olyphant, PA 18447-2026 
Mathew V. Pelliccia 
26 Strathmore Road 
West Haven, CT 06516-5636 
Amara L. Peltier 
10 Hobart Street 
Marlboro, NJ 07746 
Elizabeth A. Pender 
130 Old Owego Road 
Apalachin, Y 13732-4427 
Sarah L. Pendergast 
HCR 1, Box 22 
Middleburgh, NY 12122 
Deborah M. Pendock 
18 Humiston Street 
Candor, NY 13743 
Carlos W. Perkins 
811 East 219th Street 
Bronx, Y 10467 
Edie J. Peronto 
49 Kaatskill Way 
Ballston Spa, NY 12020 
Leigh A. Persivale 
156 Windy Willow Way 
Somerville, NJ 08876-3841 
Darren S.Person 
75-23 178th Street 
Flushing, NY 11366-162 
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Jennifer A. Pertgen 
282 Ridge Road 
Schodack Landing, NY 12156 
Robert L. Pervere 
1120 Riveroak Drive 
Blytheville, AZ 72315 
Brad M. Pesarek 
2537 Parker Road 
Palmyra, NY 14522 
Elizabeth S. Petersen 
3936 Chain Bridge Road 
Fairfax, VA 22030-3906 
Lynn M. Peterson 
44 Indian Field Ori ve 
South Dennis, MA 02660 
Rachel A. Petkewich 
14 Martin Road 
Reading, MA 01867-1432 
Christopher J. Petrizzi 
43 Nicholas A venue 
Greenwich, CT 06831 
Anthony E. Petrocelli 
PO Box 166 
Binghamton, NY 13903 
Marc A. Petrosino 
110 ewbury Street Apt 3F 
Boston, MA 02116 
Nathan A. Petula 
RR #2, Box 2745 Highland Ave. 
Factoryville, PA 18419 
David J. Phillips 
90 Cleveland Avenue 
Elmira, NY 14905 
Jennifer S. Piazza 
306 Nepinger St. Box 348 
Lewisberry, PA 17339 
Adria A. Piccicuto 
66 Longmeadow Drive 
Amherst, MA 01002 
Cheryl J. Pickett 
67 Fairmount Boulevard 
Garden City, NY 11530 
Gregg A. Pidgeon 
66 Crestwood Ori ve 
Schenectady, NY 12306 
Brian B. Piechowicz 
13 Nassau Road 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 
Erika L. Piekarski 
94 Long Meadow Hill Road 
Brookfield, CT 06804 
Tracy M. Pierce 
20 Maple Avenue 
Florida, Y 10921 
Angela M. Pike 
176 Judson Road 
Canton, NY 13617 
Dana A. Pike 
92 Dole Drive 
Portland, ME 04103 
Sara Pinsoneault 
28 Horseshoe Drive 
Plainville, MA 02762 
Veronica V. Pinto 
PO Box 1123 
Torrance, CA 90505 
Jessica A. Pipitone 
83 Pleasant Avenue 
Hamburg, NY 14075-4839 
Laura A. Piscionere 
220 Cook A venue 
Yonkers, NY 10701 
Lisa A. Pisegna 
4827 Heffield Circle 
Syracuse, NY 13215 
Jaimee M. Pishotti 
201 Homecroft Road 
Syracuse, NY 13206 
Christina M. Pizzo 
62 Fenimore Street 
Lynbrook, NY 11563 
Sarah A. Playtis 
42 Eton Court Route 2 
Washington, WV 26181 
Meredith L. Poe 
22B Tamarac Drive 
Greenville, RI 02828 
Jennifer E. Pohl 
4 Cedarwood Drive 
Queensbury, NY 12804 
Jamie S. Pokerwinski 
P.O. Box 788 4014 Church St. 
Burdett, NY 14818 
Amanda L. Poliakoff 
434 Ballytore Road 
Wynnewood, PA 19096 
Daniel R.Pollak 
15 Dunster Road 
Great Neck, NY 11021 
DeAnna P. Pollard 
PO Box 872 
Ridgeway, VA 24148 
Francesca Pontecorvo 
8019 Kirkville Bridgeport Rd. 
Kirkville, NY 13082 
Kimberly A. Popielski 
74 Molnar Drive 
West Seneca, Y 14224 
Nicole O.Porat 
8 Soland Road 
Monsey, NY 10952 
Dara E. Porterfield 
1611 East Shore Drive 
Ithaca , NY 14850 
Russell J. Posega te 
37 Kadel Drive 
Mount Arling ton, NJ 07856 
Alison F. Powers 
3212 38th Street 
Northwest Washington, r:x::: 20016 
Elizabeth A. Press 
151 Geymer Drive 
Mahopac, NY 10541-2041 
Jill A. Prevet 
40 Pettit Place 
Cassadaga, NY 14718 
Tara D. Princiotta 
10 Terrace Avenue 
Suffern, NY 10901 
Laura J. Proctor 
1226 Stockbridge Road 
Webster, NY 14580 
Beth Ann Pronovost 
34 Remsen Rd 
Litchfield, CT 06759 
Anna L. Pruett 
9422 Camrose Road 
Richmond, VA 23229 
MollyD. Punzal 
42 Henning Drive 
Orchard Park, NY 14127 
Karam K. Puri 
21557 Telegraph Rd. 
P.O. Box 5008 
Southfield, MI 48086-5008 
Miranda A. Quezada 
26 Blossomcrest Road 
Lexington, MA 02173 
Shane M. Quinlan 
96 Eas t 236th Street 
Bronx, NY 10470 
William J. Quinn 
12 Shady Meadows Lane 
Syosset, NY 11791 
Allison R. Rabbitt 
37 Doral Lane 
Bay Shore, Y 11706 
Darin M. Rafferty 
HCR-02, Box 14 
Warrensburg, NY 12885 
Michael P. Rafferty 
31 Glass Terrace 
Duxbury, MA 02332 
Tiffany A. Rahrig 
166 Walnut Tree Hill Rd. 
Sandy Hook, CT 06482 
Hollie M. Ralph 
32 Greenlake Drive 
Red Bank, NJ 07701 
Archana R. Rao 
C3 Devatha Plaza 131 
Residency Road 
Bangalore 5600025 l DIA 
Scott A. Rappaport 
4935 Bentbrook Drive 
Manlius, NY 13104 
Jeffrey M. Rappold 
273 Iroquois A venue 
Lancaster, NY 14086 
Sengdaian Rasichanh 
33 Rampart Street 
Rochester, NY 14623 
Deborah L. Raugh 
PO Box 223 310 Lewisberry Ct. 
Lewisberry, PA 17339 
Aimee C. Ravacon 
128 Hamilton Rd 
Landenberg, PA 19350 
Stephen P. Ray 
1015 Rymill Run 
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003 
Laurel H. Read 
21 Hampshire Place 
Delmar, NY 12054 
Jennifer Reardon 
134 Snow Bunting Court 
Montgomery, NY 12549 
Simeon H. Redmond 
4140 DeCamp Road 
Dundee, Y 14837 
Keith A. Reece 
114 Quail Lane 
Kennett Square, PA 19348 
Andrew A. Reid 
115 South Mill Drive 
South Glastonbury, CT 06073 
Sarah N. Reid 
111-06 130th Street 
Queens, NY 11420 
Devon C. Reilly 
102 Knoll Way 
Rocky Hill , NJ 08553 
Robert W. Reistetter 
1256 Parkwood Lane 
Binghamton, Y 13903 
Lisa M. Reittinger 
312 Ridge Road 
Oriskany, NY 13424 
Gary R. Renart 
1 Baywood Place 
Huntington, Y 11743 
Joseph B. Renzi 
8 Forest View Drive 
Hope, RI 02831 
Rochelle C. Reodica 
39 Weyanoke Lane 
Palm Coast, FL 32164 
Susan E. Reside 
130 Hathorn Boulevard 
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 
Max J.Resnick 
87 Holster Road 
Clifton, NJ 07013 
Kevin A. Rettig 
3725 orth Vermont Street 
Arlington, VA 22207 
Lynette Reyes 
505 Pinela wn Ave 
Copiague, NY 11726-4315 
Jaime L. Reynolds 
8489 Smokey Hollow Road 
Baldwinsville, NY 13027 
Marisa C. Reynolds 
14 Hillside Drive 
Apalachin, Y 13732 
Joshua B.Rich 
221 West Haviland Lane 
Stamford, CT 06903 
Ronald J. Richards 
38 Fox Hollow Ridings Rd. 
Northport, Y 11768 
Jennifer M. Richardson 
711 Electric Street 
Hawley, PA 18428 
Jason Marini '99 gives a peace sign to the camera during 
Fountain Day, the annual celebration of the last day of 
classes, ever, f or seniors. ( Photo by Melissa Thornley) 
Grant M. Rickard 
1125 West Landgraf 
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701 
Ian R. Rickert 
422 South Terry Road 
Syracuse, NY 13219 
Emily A. Rider 
102 Webster Street 
Malone, NY 12953-2225 
Stephen P. Riek 
24230 Glenfo rest Rd 
Euclid, OH 44123 
Kellie L. Riesbeck 
139 Davis Street 
Painted Post, NY 14870 
Nicholas J. Riley 
Rt. 1, Box 1186 Vaughan Rd . 
Hallowell, ME 04347 
Brooke Rimland 
8 Doyle Court Port 
Jefferson, NY 11777 
Remy K. Rines 
P.O. Box 858 22 Elm Street 
McGraw, N Y 13101-9422 
Edwin A. Rivera 
406 Church Street 
Newark, NY 14513 
Tyler M. Roach 
17258 West Casey Rd 
Libertyville, IL 60048 
Cortina V. Robinson 
10 Veghte Street 
Johnstown, NY 12095-2212 
Eric D. Robinson 
114 Fa irway Drive 
Merid en, CT 06450 
Kathryn E. Robinson 
39 Club House Road 
Coventry, RI 02816-6518 
Laura A. Robinson 
106 Augusta Drive 
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533 
Lauren M. Robinson 
144 Eas t Road 
Doylestown, PA 18901 
Kevin T. Roche 
412 Rita Drive 
North Syracuse, NY 13212 
Julie L. Rock 
436 Irish Settlement Road 
Pla ttsburgh, NY 12901 
Katrina L. Rodabaugh 
261 Prospect Hill Road 
Horseheads, NY 14845-9767 
Dominick E. Rodriguez 
25 Arkansas Street 
Buffalo, NY 14213-17 44 
Susana Rodriguez 
Cra.51# 79-296 Apt 5 
Barranquilla COLOMBIA 
Shannon L. Rogers 
P.O. Box 138 
Interlaken, NY 14847-0138 
Wilka M. Roig 
128 1 / 2 Hudson Street 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Leah C. Romano 
614 King Road 
West Chester, PA 19380 
Evo M. Rondini 
81 County Line Road 
Harwinton, CT 06791 
Carolyn A. Roper 
2949 East Bayard Street 
Seneca Falls, NY 13148 
Molly Rose-Kuperman 
310 South Irving Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90020 
Robyn L. Rosenberg 
One Maple Court 
Cortland Manor, NY 10567 
Meghan P. Rossi 
105 Churchill Lane 
Fayetteville, NY 13066 
Steven J. Rossignoll 
12 Coolidge Ave. 
Peabody, MA 01960 
DavidJ. Rowe 
R.D. 2, Box 53 Murray Road 
Moravia, NY 13118 
Melissa J. Rowley 
285 Lagoon Beach Drive 
Bay City, MI 48706-1404 
Tracy Y. Royal 
3 Thornwood Drive 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603 
Anthony S. Ruffo 
27 Tracy Drive 
Conklin, NY 13748 
Brian A. Runser 
21 Brookside Drive 
Fairport, NY 14450 
Brent G. Runyon 
3095 Bray Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 
Wesley A. Rush 
26 Snow Drive 
Littleton, MA 01460-2203 
Michael A. Russoniello 
198 Plymouth Drive 
Freehold, NJ 07728 
Charles D. Ryan 
200 Homewood Drive 
Fayetteville, NY 13066 
Erin B. Ryan 
51 Sherwood Avenue 
Rensselaer, NY 12144-3324 
Kevin M. Ryan 
2175 Connell Terrace 
Baldwinsville, NY 13027 
Kevin ~. Sabella 
176 Woodland Avenue 
RivE:.r Edge, NJ 07661 
Paulette .A. Sacks 
3016 ,Peachgate Lane 
Glenview, IL 60025-261 6 
Enzo C. Salierno 
11 Crusher Rd. P.O. Box 143 
Bedford, NY 10506 
Lucas A. Salvage 
67 Bennoch Road 
Orono, ME 04473 
Tania Margarita Samano 
Palacios Heroes Del 47 #103 
Mexico 0421 MEXICO 
Eric J. Sambolec 
4974 Sheridan Drive 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
Karen L. Sanders 
3 Higgins Road 
Morrill, ME 04952 
Jill P. Sangi 
26 Kiersted Ave 
Kingston, NY 12401 
Michael Sansone 
1239 Brandywine Drive 
Toms River, NJ 08753 
Mark C. Santangelo 
1131 Wicklow Court 
Hummelstown, PA 17036 
Wesley Santos 
128 Allen Street Apt. #7 
New York, NY 10002 
Michelle S. Sathan 
11 Little Road 
North Andover, MA 01845 
Francesco Saviano 
270 Crescent Street 
Northampton, MA 01060 
Brittany A. Sawdon 
162 Pierce Street 
West Boylston, MA 01583 
Andrew D. Scafetta 
37 Maplewood Drive 
Binghamton, NY 13901 
Gregory J. Scaffidi 
8 Park Place 
Waldwick, NJ 07463-2107 
Beth A. Scalonge 
136 Valley Street 
Exeter, PA 18643 
Nathan J. Sceiford 
1222 Gay Road 
North East, PA 16428-3526 
Tersha M. Schaap 
3430 Hulberton Road 
Holley, NY 14470-9318 
Rebecca L. Schaberg 
3524 Tolland Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
Jeanne M. Schick 
4 Christopher Drive 
Greenville, RI 02828-1013 
Francine S. Schiffman 
8 Darby Road 
East Brunswick, NJ 08816 
Pamela S. Schleimer 
68-37 108th Street 
Forest Hills, NY 11375 
Karen L. Schlesinger 
150 Tennyson Drive 
Plainsboro, NJ 08536-3033 
Jaime A. Schlosser 
148 West Cherry Road 
Quakertown, PA 18951 
Sara M. Schmidt 
477 Margo Lane 
Berwyn, PA 19312 
Peter W. Schmohl 
4 Beverly Court 
Farmingville, NY 11738 
Margaret E. Schniepp 
133 Elm A venue 
Hershey, PA 17033 
Christopher M. Schober 
187 Schoolhouse Road 
Ghent, NY 12075 
Sarah K. Schoenberg 
10 Old Main Street 
New Salem, MA 01355 
Linda K. Schoenfeld 
219 Kociemba Drive 
River Vale, NJ 07675-5531 
Daniel A. Schoenfelder 
611 Fairway View Terrace 
Southlake, TX 76092 
Jessica L. Schulz 
23 Radburn Drive 
Farmingville, NY 11738 
David C. Schutz 
725 49th A venue 
Winona, MN 55987-1230 
Erin M. Schwab 
552 Neider Road 
Phelps, NY 14532 
Joseph G. Schwartz 
1144 Liberty Bell Drive 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Mark I. Schwartz 
59 Stanley Road 
Swampscott, MA 01907 
Ilana L. Seamon 
88 Halgren Crescent 
Haverstraw, NY 10927-1032 
Karen L. Sears 
9988 Korber Road 
Holland Patent, NY 13354 
Michael J. Seereiter 
310 Buckley Road 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
Brian S. Segel 
559 Hillside Drive 
Highland Park, IL 60035 
Mandy A. Sekelsky 
2206 Creek Side Lane 
Franklin, TN 37064 
Andrew D. Seltzer 
581 Nottingham Drive 
Yardley, PA 19067 
Gina M. Sementelli 
Apt Cl ms 251 West D:Ka1b Pike 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 
Steven R. Sendor 
1303 Peppertree Drive 
Derby, NY 14047 
Hilary R. Sentell 
3767 Barbados Place 
Boulder, CO 80301 
Russ Senzatimore 
3811 Condit Street 
Seaford, NY 11783 
Tirzah A. Serpiello 
6031 Daniel Street 
Allentown, PA 18104-9549 
Antonio Serrano 
23 Algonquin Drive 
Newburgh, NY 12550-2611 
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Stacey L. Sevelowitz 
230 Sprout Brook Road 
Putnam Valley, NY 10579 
Michael A. Seymour 
217 Bonifant Road 
Silver Springs, MD 20905 
Kerry L. Shahen 
33 Pebble Beach Drive 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 
Diana C. Shaller 
505 Bonhomme Forest 
St. Louis, MO 63132-3401 
Michael I. Shaman 
9674 South Run Oaks Drive 
Fairfax Station, VA 22039 
Adam A. Shapiro 
2014 Crompound Road 
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567 
Marcy I. Shapiro 
31 Chatham Terrace 
Clifton, NJ 07013 
Katherine L. Share 
1381 F Street 
Northeast Washington, DC 
20002-5419 
Joshua N. Sharer 
19 Cardinal Drive 
Rochester, NY 14624-4102 
Sara E. Shaut 
13346 Preuit Place 
H erndon, VA 20170 
Stephanie A. Shaw 
113 Eastman Estates 
Rochester, NY 14622 
King-Mun W She 
FlatA, 19/ F,JadeMansion28-34 
Fort Street North Point 
HONGKONG 
DavidP. Shearer 
10248 Riverside Dr. Apt A 
Toluca Lake, CA 91602 
Prytania E. Sheckleton 
2211 Azalea Lane 
Billings, MT 59102 
Caryn E. Shectman 
145 Roy Lane 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
Donald J. Shekailo 
3944 Jerusalem Avenue 
Seaford , NY 11783 
Marc D . Shemer 
20 Sunny Ridge Road 
New Rochelle, NY 10804 
Kelly A. Shene 
11 West Court Street 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 
Matthew C. Sheridan 
P.O. Box 2036 27 Arcadia Rd. 
Natick, MA 01760-0015 
Peter M. Sheridan 
15 Dayton Street 
Phoenixville, PA 19460 
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Stephen M. Sheridan 
510 North Hycliff Dr.Apt A 
Watertown, NY 13601 
Brian D. Sherwin 
3 Bayberry Lane 
Randolph, NJ 07869-3801 
Christopher M. Shine 
221 Pleasant St. P.O. Box 837 
Hanson, MA 02341 
Olga Shmuklyer 
8 Adele Road 
Cedarhurst, NY 11516 
Zachary M. Shulman 
924 Upland Drive 
Elmira, NY 14905 
Rehema M. Shululu 
163 Ridge Road 
Lansing, NY 14882 
Larry E. Sibley 
161 Hart Road 
Spencer, NY 14883 
Corinne M. Sicola 
428 Farmer Road 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807-1537 
Kelly A. Siedlecki 
23 North Jefferson Street 
Carthage, NY 13619-1131 
Maxine D. Silent 
106-47 Princeton Street 
Jamaica, NY 11435-5132 
Dara D. Silverman 
3737 Snowden Hill Road 
New Hartford, NY 13413 
Kyle J. Silvernail 
846 County Highway 106 
Amsterdam, NY 12010 
Jared M. Simmons 
81 Astoria Street 
Boston, MA 02126-2450 
Erica L. Simpson 
4624 Circle Dr 
Atlantic, PA 16111-9404 
Yvonne C. Sing 
47 First Street 
Brentwood, NY 11717-6622 
Lindsay A. Singer 
3 North Hearthstone Drive 
Bethel, CT 06801-1211 
Mark D . Sirkin 
843 Salem Drive 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598 
Bouakham L. Sisana 
355 Van Dorn Road North 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Nicole M. Skidmore 
50 Southwoods Road 
Syosset, NY 11791 
Lee Skillin 
8 South Broad Street 
Norwich, NY 13815 
Judith Skupsky 
60 Maywood Drive 
Rochester, NY 14618 
Daria M. Skuza 
4828 Cory Corners Road 
Marion, NY 14505 
Kinga M. Skuza 
4828 Cory Corners Road 
Marion, NY 14505 
Benjamin W. Slater 
40 Ward Street 
Salama nca, NY 14779-1033 
April M. Smith 
616 Coach Drive 
New Hope, PA 18938 
Cynthia A. Smith 
1060 Danby Road #3 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Jeffrey R. Smith 
23 Lehigh Drive 
Delran, NJ 08075 
Julie A. Smith 
549 Powderhouse Road 
Vestal, NY 13850 
Karla F. Smith 
10 Cedar Lane 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572-2404 
Kimberly M. Smith 
142 Old Forge Road 
Millington, NJ 07946-1517 
Lauren J. Smith 
3938 West Greenwood Dr. 
Bethlehem, PA 18020 
Raymond H. Smith 
940 Cayuga Heights Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Ronald K. Smith 
480 Myers Rd 
Oswego, NY 13126 
Ryan B. Smith 
200 Waterville Road 
Avon, CT 06001 
Shannon R. Smith 
7 Whig Street P.O. Box 542 
Trumansburg, NY 14886 
Tara J. Smolowitz 
2400 Oneida Street #205 
Utica, NY 13501 
Dorothy B. Snediker 
575 Briar Glen Drive 
Saline, MI 48176-9537 
Henry T. Snee 
25 Wedmore Road 
Fairport, NY 14450 
Tania S. Sng 
50 Hudson Heights Apts 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Meghan S. Snitkin 
220 Valley Shore Drive 
Guilford, CT 06437 
Tammy L. Snyder 
662 Five Mile Drive 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Shari R. Sobel 
36 Tamarack Dr 
Succasunna, NJ 07876 
Matthew A. Solo££ 
243-17 73rd Avenue 
Douglaston, NY 11362-2344 
Darryn G. Solotoff 
35 Clover Drive 
Great Neck, NY 11021 
Aimee L. Somma 
24 Woodmont Road 
Melville, NY 11747 
Bradley R. Sona 
One Cains Road 
Suffern, NY 10901-1739 
David I. Sande 
2011 St. Stephen's Woods Dr. 
Crownsville, MD 21032 
Daniel C. Sorge 
233 Saint Andrews Drive 
Fort Washington, MD 20744 
Lauren Goldberg '99 and Brian Apter '99 dance side by side at Club Semesters. At the 
stroke of midnight there will only be 99 days remaining until Goldberg, Apter and the 
rest of the Class of 1999 graduate. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Daniel A. Sostre Kerri J. Stabler Tiffany A. Stuart Christine L. Sweitzer Eric J. Thompson 
15A Hill Court Circle R.D. #2, Box 387 2 Margaret Lane 2572 Chain Bridge Rd #T-3 4 Brechin Terrace 
Rochester, Y 14621 Cogan Sta tion, PA 17728 Bennington, VT 05201 Vienna, VA 22181 Andover, MA 01810 
Amy M. Soucy C. Stackhouse Ashleigh E. Stuck DavidJ. Szebeda Pamela C. Thompson 
206 Locust Street 318 Tubbs Hill Road 203 Paxtang A venue 71 Jay Vee Lane 3531 County House Road 
Danvers, MA 01923 Candor, NY 13743 Harrisburg, PA 17111-1841 Rochester, NY 14612 Penn Yan, NY 14527 
Abigail J. Southard Gabrielle E. Stamos Cindy L. Studley Matthew J. Taback Matthew T. Thouin 
State Route #168-Z 216 Bermond Avenue 2315 Orchard Hill Circle 42 Sealy Drive 17 Morgan Way 
Edgartown, MA 02539 Endicott, NY 13760-2704 Warrington, PA 18976-1582 Lawrence, NY 11559 Latham, NY 12110 
Nicholas S. Sovner Adam P. Stanco Samantha Stytzer JillC. Taglione Kevin M. Tierney 
63 Atlantic Ave Apt 4C 918 Dolphin Drive 15 Red Barn Road 807 Elizabeth Street 163 Meadowbrook Road 
Boston, MA 02110 Malvern, PA 19355-3141 Pine Bush, NY 12566 Mechanicville, NY 12118 Saratoga Springs, NY 12866 
Andrea T. Sowinski Amanda E. Standley Serena M. Su Kathleen A. Taibe Jonathan R. Tilley 
8 Rosemary Drive Ex t. 58 Farley A venue 507 Scenic View 63 Yorkshire Drive 54 South Road 
Albany, NY 12211 Ipswich, MA 01938 Easton, PA 18040 Queensbury, NY 12804 Fremont, NH 03044 
Michael J. Spacciapolli Ryan M. Stark Valerie L. Sudnick Brian C. Tait Daniel K. Titus 
4 Bryant Place P.O. Box 48 39 N.Washington Ave 50 Pleasant Street 328 Reading A venue P.O. Box 231 Jordan Road 
Fredonia, Y 14063 Oxford, NY 13830 Southampton, MA 01073 Barrington, NJ 08007 Cato, NY 13033 
Ralph Spagnuola Amber L. Starr Stephanie C. Sulc Ellen Tambascio Sara A. Tobias 
122 Edison Street PO Box 1074 2 View Drive 935 Dunham Hill Road 2 Geoffrey Drive 
Wyckoff, NJ 07481 Dryden, NY 13053 Miller Place, NY 11764 Binghamton, NY 13905 Kinnelon, NJ 07405-2928 
Leah E. Spataro Julie A. Steele Daniel J. Sullivan Thomas M. Tanin Michelle E. Tobin 
198 Hetcheltown Road 271 Standish Street 443 14th Street 22 Tiffany Lane 23 Sandpiper Way 
Scotia, NY 12302 Duxbury, MA 02332 Brooklyn, NY 11215 Andover, MA 01810 Sharon, MA 02067 
Rachel F. Spear Jean M. Stehle Erin M. Sullivan Nicole Tartaglia Jessica K. Tocci 
42 Gould Street 18 Club Road 150 Pheasant Avenue 10 Guardhouse Drive 60 Sherman Avenue 
Wakefi eld, MA 01880 Riverside, CT 06878 Arlington, MA 02174-2025 West Redding, CT 06896 Glens Falls, NY 12801 
William S. Spearing Andrea L. Stein Gelu C. Sulugiuc Jeremy H. Tate Scott H. Tomaino 
317 Grove Street One Sarah Wells Trail 2223 38th Street 45 Glenridge Drive 9695 Ray Road 
Ramsey, NJ 07446 Goshen, NY 10924 NW Washington, DC 20007 Bedford, MA 01730 Marcy, NY 13403 
Sean R. Spears Brandon R. Stern Michelle N. Sumler Lauren N. Tatro Michael C. Tomei 
5 White Pine Lane 23 Hickory Hill Drive 1658 Bustard Road 20 Cindy Avenue 5 Bush Lane 
Guilford, CT 06437 Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 Harleysville, PA 19438 Claremont, NH 03743-3366 Ithaca, NY 14850 
Gina Specksgoor Courtney S. Stern Pavitra Sundar Jessica E. Tedesco Brian D. Tomeny 
56 Rustic Street 35 Lakeside Drive Lufthansa Cargo Ag R.D. #1, Box 15-A 15 Foxboro Lane 
Rochester, NY 14609 Bristol, CT 06010 Sharjah HUB Fly Creek, NY 13337 Fairport, NY 14450 
PO Box 5545 Dubai 
Richard B. Spencer Christopher D. Stilwell UNITED ARAB EMIRATES Lawrence P. Teng Cynthia S. Tomich 
Rt.e 5, Upper Plain P.O. Box 400 3790 Curlew 204 Cambridge Court 2 Bullock Road 
Bradford, VT 05033 Ann Arbor, MI 48103 Miguel 0. Susana Glen Cove, NY 11542 Slingerlands, NY 12159 
901 Fox Street Apt #3-D 
Ellary J. Spiezer Andrew J. Stockwell Bronx, NY 10459 Lee R. Terry Matthew J. Tomlin 
517 Traverse Boulevard 32 Hillcrest Terrace 2105 Deer Run 625 Heather Lane 
Buffalo, NY 14223 Brattleboro, VT 05301 Abigail M. Sussman LaFayette, NY 13084 Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-2019 
214 North 31st Street 
Mary A. Spisak Quentin F. Stockwell Allentown, PA 18104 Kelly A. Testa Phillip A. Tomlinson 
24 Laurel Street P.O. Box 84 Hilltop Village Terrace Apartments 175 Locke Road 
Corning, Y 14830 Wa terford, ME 04088 Megan N. Sutcliffe Apt. E-154 Locke, NY 13092 
60 Yacht Club Drive Cortland, NY 13045 
Michelle L. Spitler Michael J. Stofan Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849 Ian R. Tompkins 
1059 Danby Road Apt. #7 184 Handy Drive Andrea E. Thayer 6458 Jacksonville Road 
Ithaca, NY 14850 Washington, PA 15301-2728 Amy M. Sutryk 15 Leah Street Trumansburg, NY 14886 
77 Lincoln Street Dillsburg, PA 17019 
Heather Sponnoble Jennifer R. Stoneburg Waverly, NY 14892-1135 Frederick M. Topel 
133 County Highway 107 Na uvoo Road Box 11 Renee Y. Thibodeau 101 Dalkeith Glen 
Johnstown, NY 12095 Port Byron, NY 13140 Eric J. Sutta 44 Wedgemere Drive Arnold, MD 21012 
54 Davey Road Lowell, MA 01852-4321 
Jacalyn C. Spoon Samantha Stowell West Orange, NJ 07052 Mac Torluccio 
115 Hamilton Square 214 Williams Street Stephen A. Thoman 564 Clifton A venue 
Groton , NY 13073 Mansfield, MA 02048-1782 Jennifer A. Sutton 149 Moore Road Clifton, NJ 07011-3230 
91 Slosson Road Sudbury, MA 01776 
Brandy L. Springer Kelly L. Stratton West Monroe, NY 13167 Tommi Lynn Tormey 
507 Shady Drive 24 Auckland Drive Benjamin I. Thomas 3733 Lamoka Lake Road 
End well, NY 13760 Richboro, PA 18954-1811 DavidH. Svoboda 912 Murray Hill Road Bradford, NY 14815 
99 Berry A venue Vestal, NY 13850-3832 
Ann M. Squeglia Matthew D. Strauss West Yarmouth, MA 02673 Harvey G. Townsend 
7 Heritage Drive 422 North 26th Street Jennifer D. Thomas 1684 Berry Street 
Woburn, MA 01801-5909 Allentown, PA 18104 William F. Swanson 1067 Mendon Road Erie, PA 16509 
1017 Squires Drive Cumberland , RI 02864 
Lauren A. Stabile Christian Stroucken West Chester, PA 19382 David A. Trachtenberg 
57 Hilltop Drive 1150 Bower Hill Rd. Apt PH8B Dorothea W. Thomason 70 Granada Circle 
Manhasset, NY 11030 Pittsburgh, PA 15243 19 Sutcliffe Avenue Mount Sinai, NY 11766 
Can ton, MA 02021 
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Daniel P. Tracy 
R.D. #2, Martin Road 
Auburn, NY 13021 
Jeffrey W. Tremlett 
723 North James Street 
Rome, NY 13440-4236 
Jason W. Trinkaus 
6667 Mallory Road 
Holland Patent, NY 13354 
Daniel J. Trongone 
P.O. Box 424 
Mahopac, NY 10541 
Nicole M. Tropea 
5864 Highcrest Circle 
East Syracuse, NY 13057 
Matthew S. Troy 
337 North Pleasant Avenue 
Ridgewood, NJ 07450-2838 
Eric A. Trum 
33 Old County Rd 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Robin L. Truxel 
16 Valley View Road 
Warren, NJ 07059-5228 
Jonathan G. Tsucalas 
9057 Bellwart Way 
Columbia, MD 21045 
Jenny S. Tsunis 
10 Woodland Road 
Belle Terre, NY 11777 
Brin K. Tucker 
46 Tremblay A venue 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 
Neeraj Tulshan 
3 Moore A venue 
West Bengal Calcutta 700 
040 INDIA 
Lisa R. Turcotte 
114 Robbinsville-Edinburg Rd 
Robbinsville, NJ 08691 -3010 
Carolyn Turek 
110 North Aurora St. Apt. 5 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Tiffany N. Twitchell 
10 Robert Street 
Winslow, ME 04901 
Keith S. Tylecki 
201 Passaic A venue 
Point Pleasant, NJ 08743 
Melissa H. Ulmer 
41 Ivy Place 
Wayne, NJ 07470 
Maegan B. Umen 
544 Custis Road 
Glenside, PA 19038 
Rachael L. Umen 
544 Custis Road 
Glenside, PA 19038 
Deanna M. Universal 
5636 Lakeville-Groveland Rd. 
Geneseo, NY 14454-9524 
David P. Uygur 
4 Twin Hills Drive 
Boonton, NJ 07005 
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Sergio Valderrama 
c~ o Kirby 4006 Estepona Ave. 
Miami,"FL 33178 
Dirk Van Emburgh 
365 Glenwood Road 
Riagewood, NJ 07 450 
Laura C. Van Heusen 
37 Rip Van Lane 
Saratoga, NY 12866 
Chiem Van Houweninge 
Broekkade 8-9 Vlaardingen 
3138K NETHERLANDS 
Stephen M. Van Neil 
939 Copper Kettle Road 
Webster, NY 14580 
Raymond K. Van Ness 
771 1 / 2 Oliver Street 
San Padro, CA 90731 
Julie M. VanRensselaer 
16 Center Street 
Forestville, NY 14062 
Jeffrey D. VanStrien 
4715 Congdon Road 
Williamson, NY 14589-9365 
Amy L. VanWagenen 
121 Cook Road 
Pitcher, NY 13136 
Amy B. Vavra 
21 Matthew Drive 
Binghamton, NY 13901 
Laura Vazquez 
50 Center Street 
Geneva, NY 14456 
Jennifer Velazquez 
81-10 135th Street 
Kew Gardens, NY 11435 
Dheeraj Verma 
122 Bank Enclave 
Trans-Yamuna 
Delhi 110 092 INDIA 
Gena L. Vermeulen 
7240 Stoney Lonesome Rd. 
Williamson, NY 14589-9581 
James S. Vermilye 
PO Box 882 
New Paltz, NY 12561 
Melissa A. Verner 
6387 Northwest 23rd Court 
Boca Raton, FL 33496 
Erin A. V errengia 
76 Laurel Street 
Enfield, CT 06082 
Ruth N. Vesler 
1437 Severn Road 
Columbus, OH 43209-3150 
Wayne J. Villeneuve 
206 Ontario Street 
Cohoes, NY 12047-3107 
Kristine M. Violago 
1008 Brookwood Drive 
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 
Angela Vitale 
328 Glendale Drive 
Endicott, NY 13760 
Elizabeth Filadora '99 (left) and Amy Gherst '99 give each other a hug as they trek 
from bar to bar during Beer Golf, one of the unofficial activities of Senior Week. ( Photo 
by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Julie A. Vivenzio 
5825 Lake View Drive 
Auburn, NY 13021 
Laura E. Vollherbst 
292 Pennington Harbourton Rd. 
Pennington, NJ 08534 
Philip von Platen 
8 Sunrise Drive Apt 11 
N ewfield, NY 14867 
Maria V oulgaris 
198 Hickory A venue 
Tenafly, NJ 07670 
Jeremy P. Wade 
R.D. #2, Box 174 
East Wallingford , VT 05742 
Kate M. Wagner 
112 Blue Spruce Circle 
Pittsburgh, PA 15243 
Cheryl M. Wah 
96 Albert Drive 
Lancaster, NY 14086-2804 
Taisuke Wakayama 
6-2-22 Roppongi 
Minato-ku Tokyo 106 
JAPAN 
Joleen R. W alas 
28 Berkley Road 
Hopatcong, NJ 07843 
Melissa A. Walker 
63 Jordan Road 
Franklin, MA 02038-1255 
Ryan M. Walker 
190 Honey Lane 
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 
Shannon L. Walker 
63 Falcon Road 
Livingston, NJ 07039-4414 
William D. Walker 
604 Lindsay Circle 
Villanova, PA 19085-1141 
Jessica A. W allimann 
1459 Grenoside Avenue 
Schenectady, NY 12308 
Patricia S. Walsh 
1009 North James Street 
Rome, NY 13440-3528 
John C. Walston 
17 Whaleback Terrace 
Ringwood, NJ 07 456 
Bruce D. Walton 
2611 Daren Drive 
Endicott, NY 13760 
Jeffrey A. Ward 
39 Rumford Street 
West Hartford, CT 06107 
Jennifer R. Ward 
618 Buck Street 
Memphis, TN 38111 
Michael J. Ward 
23214 County Route 59 
Dexter, NY 13634 
Michael W. Ward 
ffi:ll We,t Bellview Ave. Apt A301 
Littleton, CO 80123 
Julie B. Warmus 
35 Sunderland Trail 
Rochester, NY 14624-4902 
Daniel E. Warner 
8 Continental Drive 
West Nyack, Y 10994 
Yoshihide W ashida 
1868-15 Aza-Umaoi 
Naganuma-cho 
Yubari-gun Hokkaido JAPAN 
Michelle L. Waterman 
1427 Peaceable Street 
Ballston Spa, NY 12020 
Kerry L. Wat kins 
201 Hillview Place 
Ithaca, NY 14850-5621 
John E. Watkinson 
372 Broad way 
New port, RI 02840 
Matthew B. Watt 
4 Mou ntain Road 
Pleasantville, NY 10570 
John A. Watts 
173 Benjamin Street 
Schenectady, Y 12303 
Chester J. Waver 
27 Newport Drive 
Rochester, NY 14624 
Olivia C. Weale 
West Lake Morey Road 
Fairlee, VT 05045 
Matthew T. Weatherbee 
409 Chandler Street 
Duxbury, MA 02332-3527 
MichaelJ. Weaver 
41 7 Monmouth Avenue 
New Milfo rd, NJ 07646 
:. Jason Weber 
241 Sprucewood Terrace 
Williamsville, NY 14221 
:imberly M. Weber 
244 Route 100 
Millwood, Y 10546 
[eather E. Weeks 
180 orthledge Drive 
Snyder, Y 14226 
ara J. Wefers 
One Joan Street 
Derry, NH 03038-4353 
mily E. Weiland 
729 Cata lpa Ave. 
Teaneck, NJ 07666 
lison H. Weinberg 
23661 Ha lburton Road 
Beachwood, OH 44122 
arin R. Weinstein 
120 Greenway North 
Forest Hills Garden 
New York, NY 11375 
lyson T. Weis 
7484 Apache Lane 
Liverpool , NY 13090-2820 
1erry L. Weisberg 
48 Yale Street 
Sta ten Island, Y 10303 
ndrew E. Weishaar 
6 Algonquin Road 
Clifton Park, Y 12065 
ui D . Weisman 
422 Ocean Blvd Apt lH 
Long Branch, J 07740 
3Chel B. Weitzen 
66 Ea ton Road 
Needham, MA 02492-3304 
1annon L. Welch 
85 Burritt Road 
Hilton, NY 14468-9768 
sse Wells 
19 Pumping Sta tion Road 
Salem, H 03079-2062 
even W. Wells 
8852 Chase Road 
Springville, Y 14141 
rah Wenhardt-Walsh 
108 Norwood Ave 
Hamburg, Y 14075 
mes F. Wenk 
14 Knell Drive 
Massapequa Park, Y 11762 
ison F. Wentworth 
176 Stiles Road 
Canton, NY 13617 
tad K. Wertman 
6187 Poplar Beach 
Romulus, NY 14541 
ichael C. Whalen 
27 Brookfield Road 
Binghamton, NY 13903 
Joseph T. Wheeler 
106 Cherry Road 
Syracuse, NY 13219 
Rachel A. Whitcombe 
168 West End Avenue 
Bingham ton, NY 13905 
Robert B. White 
911 Rowland Avenue 
Cheltenham, PA 19012 
Corey J. Whitesell 
145 Norman Avenue 
Pleasant Gap, PA 16823 
Christopher M. Whiting 
124 Ma rnie Street 
Utica, NY 13502 
John J. Whitney 
2540 Valentine Ave. Apt #32 
Bronx, NY 10458 
Brenna W. Wiberg 
135 Malden Hill Road 
West Boylston, MA 01583 
Joseph Wierl 
9 Duncan Lane 
Campbell Hall, NY 10916 
Toiyeuco L. Wiles 
118-15 192nd Street 
Saint Albans, Y 11412 
David A. Willems 
7245 Lilac Lane 
Victoria, MN 55386-9767 
Maura D. Willensky 
110 Greenbrier Drive 
Clarks Summit, PA 18411 
Christopher R. Willett 
42 Briggs and Allen Road 
Candor, NY 13743 
Cindy M. Williams 
44 Honoco Road 
Au rora, Y 13026-9700 
Laura M. Williams 
50 East Main Street 
Poultney, VT 05764 
Melissa S. Williams 
155 Feed er Dam Road 
South Glens Falls, NY 12803 
Reed M. Williams 
134 Quail Hollow 
Warren, OH 44484-2323 
Scott D. Williams 
2 Marley Place 
New Hartfo rd, NY 13413 
Lucy C. Willingham 
2317 Maconda Lane 
Houston, TX 77027-4007 
Joslyn L. Wilschek 
23 Richard Drive West 
Mount Arl ington, NJ 07856 
Edwin T. Wilson 
412-F Kerry Lane 
Lynchburg, VA 24502 
Emily R. Wilson 
4102 Tred well Place 
Beavercreek, OH 45430 
Kurtis W. Wilson 
697 Maple Drive 
Kirkville, NY 13082 
Michael K. Wilson 
56 LeMay Court 
Williamsvi lle, Y 14221 
DavidJ. Wimer 
111 Walker Road 
Washington Crossing, PA 18977 
Michelle K. Wimmer 
R.D. #6, Box 406 
Danville, PA 17821-8746 
Robert J. Winans 
108 Kenner Road 
Minoa, NY 13116-1306 
Zaida E. Wincelowicz 
143 Roe Stree t 
Sta ten Island, NY 10310 
Amy E. Windrum 
24 Observa tory Drive 
Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 
Darren B. Winston 
2214 S.W. Willow Street 
Sea ttle, WA 98106-1684 
Joshua D. Wise 
45 Claremont Street 
Newton, MA 02158-1 925 
Mandi K. Witkower 
2501-B Hydraulic Road 
Charlo ttesville, VA 22901 
Christopher R. Woeber 
2121 Saint Paris Pike 
Springfield, OH 45504 
Steven E. Wolf 
540 Pinewood Drive 
Glencoe, IL 60022 
Kevin Wong 
570 Grassy H ill Road 
Orange, CT 06477-2316 
SusanN Wong 
441 Plymouth Drive 
Syracuse, N Y 13206 
Jaime T. Wood 
26 Cedar Terrace 
North Glenwood, NJ 07418 
Keith M. Woodburn 
74 Church Street 
ew Paltz, Y 12561 
Alexander R. Woodbury 
PO Box 176 
Kattskill Bay, NY 12844 
Heather N. Woodcock 
5550 Harrison A venue 
Cincinna ti, OH 45248 
Amy L. Woods 
588 West Huntington Dr. #F 
Arcadia, CA 91007 
Tymofey E. Wowk 
395 West Street 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Courtney E. Wrenn 
366 Ced ar Ridge Drive 
Glas tonbury, CT 06033 
Jennifer L. Yaeger 
301 Number 37 Road 
Sa ranac, Y 12981 -2953 
Daniel V. Yakicic 
103 Watkins Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15202-3321 
Jeanine Yako 
2912 Eastern Bouleva rd 
Baldwin, N 11510 
Yani L. Yancey 
54 Brad fo rd Road 
Pi ttsford, N Y 14534-2532 
Y. Joseph Yang 
866 Worcester Drive 
Schenectady, NY 12309 
Jason M. Yanoff 
15 Madison A venue 
Sharon, MA 02067 
Ross A. Yaple 
24 Olli Road 
ewfi eld, NY 14867-9792 
Jennifer L. Yeamans 
23 Eleanor Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 
Jennifer S. Yee 
33 Lawrence Lane 
Lexing ton, MA 02421 
Rainbow Yim 
321 Bay Ridge Ave. Apt. #3-A 
Brooklyn, N Y 11220 
Trevor V. Yormick 
2052 East Rawhide Street 
Gilbert, AZ 85296 
CindyM. Youngers 
172 Troy Road Apt #1 
Ithaca, N Y 14850 
Stephanie L. Youngers 
7207 Hunters Creek Rd. Lot 46 
Holland, N Y 14080 
Shannon M. Youst 
326 Old 76 Road 
Brooktondale, NY 14817 
Shannon L. Youzwak 
17 Erie Drive 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 
Matthew T. Yule 
53 Ashwood Avenue 
Whitesboro, NY 13492 
Lina Yusim 
402 Helfer Lane 
Minoa, NY 13116 
Maria V. Zavaglia 
P.O . Box 307 175 Broadway 
Verplanck, NY 10596 
John S. Ziga 
42 Mead ows Lane 
H averford, PA 19041-1128 
Katharine E. Zimmermann 
4 Hawthorne Road 
Wilbraham, MA 01095-1 819 
Laura A. Zucker 
1223 Carriage Drive 
East Au rora, NY 14052 
Laurie D. Zuckerman 
8611 Timber Hill Lane 








count down the 
days 'til 
graduation at 
the 99 days 
party held at 
Club 
Semesters. 





Would you believe? 
A future school psychologist? 
Way to go Tanya! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Gram, Babci, 
David, Sandy & Kyle 
Mike, 
To the son I Love 
Keep scoring BIG 
Throughout your 
LIFE 




We are so proud of your 
achievements. 
Enjoy your success! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Ted, Lexie and Sage 
OetJrRo.ek( . 
Cfoajad eoa.lrti t wait to rt to celwof. 
tfo« !"e4d o.t foal" {JJ(d bH~ elHI"/ ~te. 
tfo« e'!farf Euro;~ 1KtJ1tofo,a~ 
11(«,fte, '~~ "Ci,iro. {JJ(r/ el'otkd. 
P~Mlo!f Jtled,ir tk, H· 
/lo(,(/ aioa.t tM.t? 
·toRaeW .. 
F odelt l°'fl" ~eo.t Jelt 4f r ft, to !'11H" f,i.ta,t,e, 
If eo.iirj tk, ''olrf''1to.t«Jt,e, {JJ(rl/o,t, lfa/"t«Jt,e, 
/1/4 fov-e r {JJ(r/ rv,e v-e,,! /ll'fl«.rl ef I°~ 
;Ito/I( {JJ(r/ [}o." RoJ,~ cf kAlt,f(}~ <7 ej {J/(rl ;tfettel(Zle. 
l11trl BaJ1 too/ 
Brian, 
There is no limit to the the heights you can climb. Success is definately 
in your future. 
Love, Mom, Dad and Mark '96 
Advertising 209 
Dear Jeffrey, 
Your hard work and outlook on life 
have earned you great success. 
We' re proud of your accomplishments 
and we look forward to your continued 
success in the world of music. 
With Love, Mom, Dad & Becky 
Watch Out World 
Here I Come!! 
Congratulations to Becky 
We're so very proud of you and 
all your achievements. 
Love, 
Mom, Ryan and all your family 
210 Advertising 
Dear Lori, 
Some people come into our lives -
touch our hearts, 
and we are never the same. 
Love Always, 
Mom, Dad and Chris 
We fove you, Lisa! 
We are so proud of you. 
Afot/ie,r & 'IJacf 
May you continue to pfay tfze Impromptu of Life wem 
Congratufations ! 
'With pride and Love, 
Mom, 'Dad and your entire ensem6k 
Advertising 211 
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Through the joys and sorrows of the past four years, 
We have become the best of friends. 
May we remain close in heart and mind-always. 
Jason Dale Deitzel 
Megan Caroline Edmonds 
















Mom, Dad and Dale 
From Baby to Adult you have always been 
a rising star. Keep shining so that all your 
dreams can come true. We love you. 
Mom, Jason, Richie, Geena, Tracey, Grandma 
Anne & Grandpa George 
'Io Skye,.., 
....... born to perform 
....... born to lead 
....... born with a smile 
Wefoveyou! 
Congratulations - Mom and Dad 
Christopher Robert, 
As always, you have made us so very 
proud!! 
As you begin your new journey in life, 
always know our love is with you. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad & Samantha 
Brian 
Through the years your 
accomplishments have filled us 
with pride. We love you for all 
that you have become. 
~ Love, 
Mom and Dad 
if{, 
Congratulations! 
We' re proud of you. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Barbara, Dennis, 
Shannon, Christina & Melissa 
Advertising 213 




We are all so 












You have proven that 
you can achieve 
excellence in all 
that you do. 
Continue to grow and 
embrace all that life has 
to off er with enthusiasm, 
joy and love. 
We are so proud of you! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Doug & Kelsey 
The Poh Rules 
vVith 








Seth Alexander Goldstein 
"Foflow lJ.OUr dreams ... 
for as IJ.OU dream 
so shatl lJ.OU become. 11 
S.S. Florence 
You are a 
constant source 
of jolJ. and pride 
.. ule f of/e IJ.OU, 
Mom, Dad, 
Jessica, Dou9, 
Feficia and Tom 
- - - - -
Congratulations, 
Jenny 
Always the . 




Mimi & Art 
Congratulations, 
Shireen 
You've made us all so 
proud!! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Joe, Jon & Simi 
Advertising 215 
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Peter, 
Congratulations, Margie 
"Dreams can come true with 
Gods great angels like you. 
Its always been your song. " 
As always, you've made us very 
proud Congratulations on a 
great four years at IC, and 
Best Wishes for the future. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and Matt 
We are so proud of you and 
all your accomplishments. 
We love you and wish you the 
best that life has to offer. 
Four years have passed and 
again you've made us so proud. 
We will always stand by you with 
whatever you choose. 
~ Love, 
Mom, Dad, Stephanie & Laura 
216 Advertising 
Love, your family, 
Mom, Dad, Lori, Scott, KC & Abby 
Dear Dominick, 
15-B Forever! 
The friendships we made 
will never be replaced. 
Meet life's challenges 
head-on, ever striving to make 





of those you touch. 
Love, 
Mom and all your family 
'J{f COL'E .9l.LIS09{ 'BI'E(j'EL 
:From tire very beginning ..... to tire 
wonderfu[ young woman you've 
become ..... and everything in between, you 
have fi[lei us with more priie andjoy than 
we cou[i have ever imaginecf. May you 
rea[ize a[[ of your hopes and ireams 
and be bfessei in everything you io . 
.9L[[ our fove, 
Mom, 'IJa~ 'J(?vin, !l?pb, 2\Jjan 
Advertising 217 
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'We fookJorwanf to the day when you 
see yourself for the first time as the 
e~aordinary person we /(now you are. 
'We cou[dn't 6e prouder. 
Congratulations! 
Love, Mom, 1Jad & Matt 
"2{,each frigli, for the stars {ie 
hidden in your soul tJJream 
deep, for eve,y dream precedes 
tfregoal'' 
Congratulations graduate. 
'We fove you. 
Mom, 1Jac£ Marc and Mitcfie[ 
Congratulations Conor! 
You have always been and 
always will be our main 
man. 
Love, 




proud we are of 
the person you 
have become. 
Congratulations 
on all of your 
accomplishments and 
continued success in the 
future. 
We love you! 





We're so very proud of 
you. 
Love, Mom and Marni 
'lJear Jenny Sunsliine, 
Congratulations, 
XJJfe and 'Ernie! 
Can you te{{ me how to get to 
Sesame Street? 
J{ugaday! 
Mom, f}Jac{ and 1(ristin 
9{f} one cou1i£ 6e prouder tlian tlie ones wfw fove 
you most! 'We l@ow you wif[ sucad wherever 
Bfe takgs you. ')our 6eautifu1 new journeg lias 
6egun. 
.9L[{ our fove, 




"When God is for 
you, who can be 
against you?" 
Love you always, 
Mom and Dad 








proud of your 
accomp[isliments. 
Love, Mom, tJJa~ !Rgse, Afik!,, 
Afadefit1e and Cannit1e 
From the beginning, you took off: 
independent, inquistive, spirited, and 
determined. You've reached your goal 
while reaching out to others. 
We are so proud of you. 
Love, 
Mom, Haim and Ashia 
Advertising 221 
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Congratufatwns, Marc! 
Congratulations 
to my 1@,trina. I 
am so very proud 
of you. 'Jou are 
my sunshine,. 
It's 6een a worufe,jul four 
years aruf you've maie us ve1:1 
proud. 'We hope a{[ your 
ireams co~ true. 
222 Advertising 
Love, 
Mom Lots of fove, Mom, 1Ja~ aruf 5t[[ison 
Eric Davidson 
Best Wishes for continued success! 
Love, 
Dad and Lisa 
Mom 
Henry, Kim, Emily and 
Congratulations Jennifer! 
Larissa, 
.52l Wving tlianl(you for being our 
joy and sunshine,, 
![or your mmpassion for other~ 
and passion for Eife, 
![or working so liard to achieve 
success, 
![or being ']au! 
Love, 
Afom, 'Dai Jeff Cathy, 'l(ayfa, 
Afitsy & {jiznw 
We are all very proud of 
your accomplishments. 
Best wishes for much 
success and happiness. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Brian and Pam 
Jlnn-
Afay you ''dance" through [ije 
with grace, beauty, 
determination and mnfidence. 
We're proud of you. 
'Dai Afom and Jackie 
Advertising 223 
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Justin, 
Congratulations! You are the best cousin and 
"big brother" we could ask for. Your kindness, 
humor and intelligence will take you far. We all 
love you, bighead! 
Love, Janet, Faith and Katherine 
Justin, 
You're going to 
be a superstar. As a 
matter of fact, you 
already are one as far 
as we're concerned. 
We love you. 
Uncle Jim & Aunt 
Sally 
Dear Jus Jus, 
We are so proud of you! Continue to reach for 
your goal and never stop learning. 
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Love, 
Mom & Dad, Aunt Eileen, Auntie Kitty and 






Congratulations on a job we[[ done! 
Love, Mom, 1Ja~ ~06, 1Jon, Ylnn, 
'E~ Lauren and Jaco6 
Good Luck 
Tom! 
We wish you 
happiness, 
success and 
n1ost of all 
Love. 
We love you and are 
proud of you. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom,Christine, Bud 
&Mud 
P.S. Our royal Knight 
Sir Thomas Vincent 
Scott, 
May your dreams 
come true! 
Love 
Mom and Dad 
Congratulations, 'Dan 
We are so proud of a[[ your 
aaomp[is/ime_nts! Set your 
goafs fdgli and never give up 






-- ---. - -- . 
___ ___,,,__ --- - -
Gonyralulalions 
lo 7lhcia / 
You ..have made us all 




Your smiles, energy, ambition, 
caring, independence and "sass" 
inspire us. Our pride is enormous. 
Congratulations. 
We love you very much. 
Mom, Dad, Lauren and all your family 
Jocelyn, 
We are so proud of you! 
Whatever you will do, we know 
you will be successful - we 
believe in you! We love your 
sparkling personality and your 
ability to be so caring and con-
cerned. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Meridith 
and Lynly - Go Girl! 
226 Adve rtising 
The world be warned, 
Tori is about to make her 
mark. 
Congratulations, Go get 'em! 
Love, Dad and Judy 
Dear Ross, 
"In your pursuit of peace and 
justice, remember, the force will 
be with you ... always" 
-STAR WARS, 1977 
With everlasting pride and all 
our love. -Mom and Dad 
Dear Ryan , 
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to work on 
one of your films. You put together a great crew. They 
were wonderful and we're the better for the experience. 
We loved it Ryan, Thanks. 
With all our love, 
Mom, Dad, Rory and Oliver 
Of opportunity Winston Churchill once said ... 
"Remember the story of the Spanish prisoner. For 
many years he was confined in a dungeon ... One day it 
occurred to him to push the door of his cell. It was open; 
and it had never been locked." 
Of panic he once said ... 
"It is very much better sometimes to have a panic 
, feeling beforehand, and then quite calm when things 
happen, than to be extrememly calm before hand and to 
get into a panic when things happen." 
Of persistence he once said ... 
"We shall come through! We cannot tell when, we 
cannot tell how, but we shall come through." 
We're very proud of you ... Thanks for being such a 
wonderful son. We love you Ryan. 
Adve rti s in g 
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Eric, 
May the exuberant 
and joyful Taylor 
part of you guide 
you in exploring 
those uncharted 
territories that are 
ahead. 
Love,Morn 




-- - - - -- --
ConGRADulations, KATY! 
You are the 
BEST and the BRIGHTEST! 
Love, 
Momma, Dad, 
Justin & Tim 
"Give instruction to a wise man 
and he will be still wiser; 
Teach a righteous man 




From Trinity and St. Aloysius Academy to Radnor High School and 
Ithaca College - You met all the challenges and your hard work has 


































Congratulations on your graduation!! 





































"i w cu E 
a,-C>o ;:~s~ 
'lJear Lisa, 
'We are very proud of a[[ 
of your accomp[isfunents 
and wisli you continue.ti 
success and happiness in 
evergtliing you do. 
Congratulations! 
Love1 








dreams you have 
worked so hard to 
realize. The future now 
lies ahead for you to 
choose. Take the 
power to make your life 
healthy, exciting, 
worthwhile and happy 
as you strive toward 
new goals. As all of 
your tomorrows open 
themselves to you, 
never forget how proud 
we are of you and how 
much we love you. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and Mara 
Congratulations, 
David! 
You've made us very 
proud. Your radiant inner 
light always shines 
through, it's your greatest 
asset. .. 
Wherever you go, 
whatever you do. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and Jared 
Jeremy 
Having you for a son is one of the 
greatest gifts life has given us. May 
happiness, joy and love be with you as 
you continue on life's journey. 
Much love, 
Mom, Dad, Jonathan, Jeffrey, Jennifer 
and Grandma 
Matt, 
You have always make us very proud and 
you continue to do so. Congratulations -
may you have a successful career. 
Love, Dad, Becca, Mom and Frank 
CONGRATULATION S , LAUREN 
Reacl-v for thet Moo-rv. .. andt 
Yo-w cu--e, ~e, t& ~ O"Yll Cll Sta.r. 
M~ your~ ~andtthet 
f!Jcu--~ iH\,,your ~~cdw~l--
~ a, d,i,ffe¥-et'\.Ce/ iHl,,the, lw~ 
of~ yo-w to-uc:iv. 
Lave,, 
MO'ffl4 VM/, K~ Mu:haei, andtV~ 
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']]ear !Rpbin, 
'You've a[ways /(Mwn what you 
wanted and fived [ije to the fu[fest. ~ep 
enjoying [ije and reach for the stars! 'We're 
very proud of you. 
Love, 'lJacl !Jvfom and 'lJrew 
232 Advertising 
Dear Jeff, 
Thinking back over the 
years, it's easy to feel nostalgic 
about the little boy you used 
to be, and it's even easier to 
feel so very proud of the young 
man you've become. It's your 
turn to shine. The world is at 
your feet, grab it and become 
the person you work so hard 
to be. 
Love, Morn and Dad 
CoV\,g rlilbA.LLAtLoV\,.s ! 
We're .so vertj -proLA.ct of tjDLA.. 
Love, 
MOVltt, DGld Gl~d MGltt 
.9l8cia, 
We are so proucf of you. 
(jood fuck in your future. 
:Jou will 6e a great teacfier 
and will touch many aves. 
.9l[[ our fove, 




Jim Michaels of Wink! 
Jim Caragianes! 
JC at WVIC and WICB! 
A celebration of 4 terrific 
years at Ithaca and a 
celebration for the start of 
Adult Life 101 ! 
We're proud of you! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Clay and 
Grandma 
1995-1999 
Thanks Moms and Dads 
for our $600,000 and 
friendships that will last a 
lifetime. 
We love you all very 
much, 
Stacie, Jenn, Megan, 
Mandy, Amy and Carrie 
11219 Prospect Street" 
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11%e most important things we can give our 
chi[dren are roots and wings.') It is 6eautifu 
to watch you spread those wings and soar! 
Congratu[ations! We are a[[ proud of you. 
Love & 'Best Wishes, 
'1Jac£ Mom, Stephen, (jrandpa Joe, 
ranth a 0 
Betsy, 
Congratulations! 
Today is your day 
You' re off to Great Places 
You're off and away-
From your first day of school 
'til your last, you've made us 
proud! 
Love, 




Even back in 3rd 
grade you were a star!! 
Congratulations on 4 of 
your best years yet . . . what 







To our last-born, 
lovable perfectionist, Nathan. 
Your determination, self-discipline, 
love for all living things 
YLimee--
'You're fina[[ygetting out! 
Spread your wings amf f {y! ! 
.9L[[ our rove, 
Mom, Va{£ Matt amf Jon 
and sensitivity to others 
makes us very proud. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad & all your family 
Always a scholar 
.... never a "zero" 
Advertising 235 
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Way to go, Neil! We 
are so proud of you. 
May [ife reutrn tliat liappy growl 
tfze one you cast on a[[ you /(now. 
(jreat Pride1 Much Love -
'Your :[ami{y 
Stay true to all you 
believe in. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Tanya 
Way to go Scott! 
We're so proud of you. 
May your life be filled with 
success and happiness! 







In your new career, 
Illay you bring as 
Illuch joy to others as 
you have to us. 
Congratulations 
Love, 
Molll & Dad 
Dear Mike, 
·· Weare 
proud of all 
~ your accom-
plishments. 
Set your goals high and 
reach for the stars. 
Love Mom, Dad, David, 
Donna, John, Denise, 
Darleen, Tyler & Grandma 
Congratulatio% 
'Darragh 
Love a[ways from: 
Afom, tJJa~ Ciaran, 
.9Line and 




One door opens 
Another closes 
To let you see what life proposes 
Choose with your heart the path 
you desire, 
And you shall find you will 
never tire. 
Keep striving for more 
knowledge, 
for this is your power, 
And share it with others each 
and every hour. 
Keep your mind open and feel 
your way, but balance it with 
your wisdom and logic everyday. 
Lookforthegoodinthe 
seemingly 
bad and joy in everything 
you'll found you've had. 
A new adventure has just begun 












OU'VE GROWN FROM SUCH A 
DELIGHTFUL LITTLE BOY TO A 
ONDERFUL MAN. YOU BRING 
US ALL SUCH PLEASURE AND 
WE KNOW THAT YOU WILL BE 
A GREAT SUCCESS. TO KNOW 
YOU IS TO LOVE YOU. MAXI 






We are really proud of you. 
You've worked hard, now 
it's time to 
celebrate! 
Love, Mom, Dad and Pam 
Dear Beth, 
So here you are all up and grown, 
pretty soon now you'll be on your own! 
By life's challenges you'll not be cowed. 
We can't say enough, we are so proud! 
Congratulations 
to you and 
your friends! 
Love, 
Mom & Dad 
Congratulations to 
Cathy! 
We are very proud of you! 
Love, Mom, Dad, Patrick, Matt, 





on your well-deserved 
graduation. We are all 
extren1ely proud of you 
and love you so n1uch. 
We wish you continued 
success in all your future 
endeavors and hope that 
all your drean1s con1e 
true. 
'IJear (jaim, 
'Whatever you can do, or dream 
you can, 13egin it! 
'We are so proud of you - 'We fove you! 
Love, Mom & 'lJacf 
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Love always, 
Mon1, Dad, Mandy, 
Pepsi, and China XXX 
Dear Rochelle, 
Congratulations! Mabu Hay! 
We are proud of you! 
Love, Dad, Mom, Rona, 
Kathleen & Ralston 
Matthew Ryan Dome 
Congratulations! 
We hope your dreams take you ... 
to the corners of your smiles, 
to the highest of your hopes, 
to the windows of your opportunities, 
and to the most special places your heart has ever known. 
We are very proud of you and hope that all of your dreams are realized. God Bless You! 
With all our love, Mom, Dad, Brian, Meghan, & Kendra 
:J:,lzeUJ., 
~~ pi' all, 1k ~ 
cutd~~kwe 






One more time you've made us a[[ very 
proud. May you a[ways 6e a6fe to 
fulfil[ your dreams and goafs and 6e 
very, very happy. 
Congratufations! 
Love, Afami, Papi, 'Jv{Jcfie[[e, 'IJana, 
Jaime and 9{ico 
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Dear Micheal, 
Congratulations on your 
graduation from Ithaca College 
and the start of a new 
adventure. 
You have become a fine 
person who continues to make 
us all very proud. 
We wish you continued 
success and happiness. As 
always, you have our love and 
support as you begin this new 
chapter in your life. 
All our love, 
Mom, Dad, Chris and your 
entire family 
Bill Quinn '99 
Good luck and best 
wishes! 
Nan & Dickens 
Aunt Pat & Uncle Eddie 
Aunt Janie & Uncle 
Bruce 
Ton1 & Eric 
Dear Marcy, 
As you leave Ithaca College and 
embark on a new segement of 
your education, we want you to 
know how very proud we are of 
you and your accomplishments. 
May your new endeavors pre-
pare you for much success in your 
chosen profession. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Pitzel, 
Grandma & Grandpa 
Congratulations, Darryn ! 
Wherever you go, 
Something wonderful will 
be there-
YOU! 
Grandma and I are very 
proud of you. 
I know she has tears of joy in 
her heart. 
Love, 
Grandma Adele and 
Grandpa Sam 
Congratulations Bill and the Class of 1999. 
I am so proud of you and your accomplishments throughout the past 
four years. 
I know you will succeed at all your endeavors. 
Love Always, Courtney F&M 02 
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Josh, 
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are 
small matters compared to what lies within us. " 
What lies within you is good. Let it be your 
guiding star. We are very proud of you. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Gonyralulalions Bisa I 




2/(om, 7Jac/, ;Julie, 
Jrudy and Jfunler 












past, present and future. 
We love you much, 
Mom, Dad, Joshua, Binkley and 
Corky 
Congratulations Kim! 
May you always step to your own 
. 
music. 
We love you! 
Mom, Dad & Kevin 
'7 am so amazingly cool you 
could keep a side of meat in me 
for a month. I am so hip I have 
difficutly seeing over my pelvis. " 
- Douglas Adams "The Hitch-
hikers Guide to the Galaxy" 
"Go often to the house of thy fiend, for weeds 
choke the unused path. n 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Booga,Booga,Booga,Booga 
Rah, Rah, Rah, Rah 
Bill Quinn '99 
Congratulations, we are very proud. 
Love, Mon1 and Dad 
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✓ 
Courage is adversitg's famp 
5l man 'Witli courage is more than frimse(f 
:J{e is frimse(f p[us vafor 
:J{e who foses wea[th foses mudi 
:J{e who foses frie-nds foses more 
rJ3ut lie who foses courage foses a«. 
~ceffence can 6e attained if you ... 
Care more tlian others think is wise. 
'](isl( more tlian others think is safe. 
'Dream more tlian others think is practical 
'4pect more tlian others tliink is possible. 
Congratulations Scott, 
May God grant you the courage to strive for ~ceffence in all 
future endeavors. And may He bless you throughout your 
life with an abundance of love, happiness and success. 
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We are very proud of you, 
Our love always, 
The Brauns 
Mom, Dad and Craig 
Jodi 
If you go after your 
dreams like you've gone 
after the challenge of 
college your future will be 
a success unmatched by 
anything. 
Love you 
Morn, Dad & Shawn 
Siobhan, 
The spark has 
been lit, keep the 
flame burning bright 
in your heart. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and 
Brian 
April M Smith 
Congratulations on achieving your vision. 
You have found out that Charlie Brown was righ t: 
Life is one big ice cream cone and you just have to learn 
to lick it! 
You have begun to lick that ice cream cone by graduating 
with honors from Ithaca and have earned a second scoop 
by being accepted into the Yale Psychology Ph.D. 
Program. 
We are extremely proud of you and your 
accomplishments! 
All our love, 
Mom, Dad and Greg 
Congratulations Darryn! 
Always be true to yourself & 
all your dreams for the future will 
become the reality of your life. 
Loads of love, 
Mom, Dad, Justin and Brandon, 















Rachael & Maegan, 
Cherish your memories of Ithaca 
forever; and may your happiest dreams 
for the future come true. 
We love you both. 
Mom & Dad 
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Kelly, 
YOU DID IT!! 
You managed to 
overcome periods of 
struggle to finally reach this 
moment. 
We're all very proud of your 
accomplishments and 
know you will be a success 
in your career. 
Lots of Love, 




')ou 've rome a fong way 6a6y ! 
'We are a{[ very proucf of you. 
Love, 
'DaUy, Cookje, Yofe & 'Dopey and 
a[[ the f ami{y 
Wfl!J cc gc. Jmtiaf The Cayugan 
' 
My c[ear son {jaryjJ 
Staff would like 
to wish the Class 
of 1999 the best 
of luck in the 
future-
Congratulations! 
'You have come a [ollffi fong way, against th£ odds ancf mac[e me 
so proucf. I LQ'l)E 'YO'U. Mom 
Gary, Congratulations. May the path you take bring you to your 





Dear Graduates of the Class of 1999: 
Congratulations and welcome to the Ithaca College 
Alumni Association! 
You have now officially joined the ranks of 37,000 active and loyal 
Bombers across the county! 
One of our primary goals is to keep you connected to the College. Our 
door is always open and we encourage you to stay in touch. We want 
to know what is new and exciting in your life. Please keep us in mind 
when you receive that promotion, get married, or expand your family 
... this is all information you will want to share with your Ithaca Col-
lege classmates. 
We also want to hear back from you whenever you have ideas for 
events or suggestions or how we can make Ithaca College a better 
place. 
So please, don't forget your alma mater! 
Sincerely, 









Keep in touch 
with Ithaca College 
afrterr graduation 
For weekly and daily 
Ithaca College news updates, 
read The Ithacan Online 
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Editorial Team* 
Suzie O' Rourke 
Jennifer Quinzi 
Colleen Quinn 
Suzie O' Rourke 
Photo Editor 
Melissa Thornley 
Assistant Photo Editor 
Staff 
J. Michael Serino 






Carolyn Di Carlo & Emily De Wan 
Senior Section Editors 
Right: In the 
beginning, 
Jennifer Quinzi 
'00 came to the 
yearbook office to 
help the existing 
staff with the 
layout and design 
of the 1999 
Cayugan. When 
the book was not 




took charge due to 






Quinn '03 (right) 
reunites with her 
f riend Calan Gibney 
'03 in her dorm, 
Holmes Hall. Quinn 
also contributed a 
great deal of her 
time to helping 
complete the 1999 
book befo re and after 
graduation ( Photo 




Michael W. Bloomrose 








*The 1999 Cayugan was started in the fa ll semester of 
1998 by former Editor-in-Chief Katie Bromley and was 
finished by the editorial team in the fa ll semester of 1999 








'99 with a 
camera in 
her hands 






















Left: During Senior Week, Margie Obreza '99 (left) places a bet 
atCasino Night in Emerson Suites. Throughout the year and after 
graduation, Obreza helped conclude the Sports section of the book by 
writing articles and some captions, as well as copy editing other staff 
members' work. (Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke) 
Colophon 
Left: Emily 
De Wan '99 not 
only assisted the 
J 999 Cayugan 






section of the 
book. ( Photo by 
John Sigmund) 
The 1999 Cayugan, Volume 71 , was created by the Ithaca College Cayugan Staff. The 256 page book was 
published by Josten ' s Printing and Publishing Division at the Winston-Salem plant in North Carolina. The 
Josten 's representative was Ithaca alumnus Eric Ludermann. The Cayugan was produced on three Macintosh 
computers using Aldus Pagemaker 5.0 and Adobe Pagemaker 6.5. Individual senior portraits were done by 
McGrath Studios Inc., located in Brockton, Mass. 
n Kleveno Photo by Loyr 
Photo by Suzie O 'Rourke 
Ithaca College 
No matter what direction 
your life may take, always 
remember the road back 
home to Ithaca. 
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